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To my wife Pat

"The only thing that really matters in broadcasting
is program content; all the rest is housekeeping."
—The Fowler Report, September 1, 1965

Amen.
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Introduction

This is the second edition of this book. The first, published by Gage in 1975, was
entitled A Pictorial History of Radio in Canada. According to the critics, and
John Robert Colombo, this was misleading and readers expected adefinitive
history of radio in Canada. Alas, it would take 600 pages and probably be boring.
This is apersonal recollection of many happy years as a listener and as a
radio producer. Since 1961 I've been atelevision producer but Ihave never lost
my interest or affection for radio. Some of the earlier history Ifound in print but
much Ilearned listening to the "old-timers" like Bob Christie and Charles
Jennings.
Most of this book is about the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, because
so many of the radio programs heard in Canada over the years have been CBC
productions.
When the book was first published Imade the inevitable and, Imight add,
By
E. S.
ROGERS
President
of the Roger.1.1•ieetie Corpor'irlIOn eZin:e=1
batteryleee rodio
reception.

Radio tubes are, perhaps, the moat
vital part of radio. The discovery of
tubes banished the old nerve-straining
crystal set and gave us the permanent
reliableradioentertainmentweenjoy today. The next step was my development
nf the A C Tube—which made possible
for the first time aradio—Rogers Radio
—which operated from the ordinary
electric current in the home. That was
eight years ago—eight eventful years in
which Rogers has timo and again
introduced new standards of radio
performance.
But time makes all
things obsolete.
This year Rogers Radio introduces in
its seven new models, five new typed of
fully guaranteed tubes that start where
the original A C tube leaves off—and
mark adecided improvement in tubes.
These Rogers tubes, procurable only in
the new Rogers and Majestic radicle,
are entirely new—in shape, design and
principle. No mere words can express
the difference they make.
Only a
demonstration can prove their ability
to increase power and volume, then
active sensitivity in finding stations,
their power in recreating pure unspoiled
tone beauty.
With all these advantages the new
Rogers tubes, combined with other
Rogers features, set a new high mark
for others to aim at.
Next Monday I will tell you of
another Rogers achievement—
All-Wave Reception.
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fascinating cross-country author's tour, appearing on radio and television and
in bookstores. I'm pleased to report that Igained some new information on the
way. An angry Jack Gilmore phoned me on Art Finley's open- line radio show in
Vancouver to contradict my statement that early radio drama west of the Rockies
was almost non-existent. Iwas delighted to discover that there was amajor radio
drama group in Vancouver before the days of CNR radio. This group of actors
and opera singers started their radio careers June 24, 1925, with aprogram of
opera excerpts. Their next venture was acommercial comedy called " Nothing
but the Truth," which they rewrote for radio under the title "The Truthful Liar"
because they had pirated the script and didn't want to pay royalties. At first they
were on CKCD. After they moved to the CNR station, CNRV, asmall professional
group developed that was paid from CNR coffers. All of this was quite illegal.
Many of the scripts were pirated from contemporary movies. By the time the
Canadian Radio Broadcast Commission was formed they had completed more
than 110 productions. The new commission insisted on properly copyrighted
material, which took the fun out of the adventure. George Wright, the local
manager, moved east to become aCRBC announcer. Dick Claringbull and several
others eventually joined the CBC. But Jack Gilmore, in disgust, went into real
estate.
Gilmore was successful in real estate but he never forgot those glorious, zany
days of early radio. He has carefully preserved the scripts from most of their
broadcasts as well as some notes and photographs. He has kindly sent copies to
me, which Ihave placed in the drama archives of Concordia University in
Montreal.

ALL - CANADIAN
Men, Money and Materials

x

Another offended caller was Gordon Sinclair, who told me that Icouldn't
ignore Ted Rogers and his invention of the batteryless radio. My defense was that
Rogers was the first of many working on the invention. " Wrong!" shouted Sic,

and he convinced me that Rogers alone was the creator of the batteryless radio.
Sinclair explained that this was of great benefit to the radio listeners who no
longer would be supporting the battery industry. To Rogers and CFRB my
apologies.
Another error was to ascribe " Youngbloods of Beaver Bend" to Tommy
Tweed. The author of the series was Peter Dales and I've got an angry letter from
his niece to prove it. Tweed acted the lead part in the story.
Ihad hoped in my cross-country tour to learn who had Canada's first radio
license. Iknow that XWA'S license was number 8. Who used licenses 1to 7?
Ihad also hoped Reginald Fessenden might get abetter " shake" in Canadian
history, but nothing has changed.
Since 1975 tremendous progress has been made in the preservation of
broadcasting history in Canada. Although some archival material is disappearing, the bulk of it is now finally being collected by the CBC, the National Archives
and the National Picture Archives in Ottawa. Also, curator Howard Fink at
Concordia University has established amajor collection of radio drama scripts.
The University of Calgary has acquired composer Morris Surdin's music
collection.
The final two chapters of this book are completely new. Ihave tried to bring a
historical perspective to radio since 1960. This presents problems because
emotions still run high about what actually happened during the 1960s and
1970s, and the natural filtering process of what events have stood the test of time
has just begun.
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An unsung hero: Reginald Fessenden, the Canadian inventor of radio telephony.
THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTE

In the Beginning
Was the Word

I

F CANADIAN

radio archives do not contain as

much material as they should, there is one historical event well documented—
the achievement of Guglielmo Marconi, an Italian who made radio history by
transmitting the letter " s" in Morse code from Poldhu, Cornwall, England, to a
receiving station on Signal Hill overlooking St. John's Harbour in Newfoundland on December 13, 1901.
But an equally historic event, the achievement of a brilliant Canadian
inventor, Reginald Aubrey Fessenden, is generally ignored and largely unknown. On December 24, 1906, at 9 P.M. eastern standard time, Reginald
Fessenden transmitted human voices from Brant Rock, near Boston, Massachusetts, to several ships at sea owned by the United Fruit Company.
The host of the broadcast was Fessenden. After giving a résumé of the
program Fessenden played arecording of Handel's " Largo" on an Ediphone,
thus establishing two records— the first recording on the first broadcast.
Fessenden then dazzled his listeners with his talent as a violinist, playing
appropriately for the Christmas season " Oh Holy Night," and actually singing
the last verse as he played. Mrs. Helen Fessenden and Fessenden's secretary Miss
Bent had promised to read seasonal passages from the Bible, including " Glory to
God in the highest and on earth peace to men of good will," but when the time
came to perform they stood speechless, paralyzed with mike fright. Fessenden
took over for them and concluded the broadcast by extending Christmas
greetings to his listeners, as well as asking them to write and report to him on the
broadcast from wherever they were.
The mail response confirmed that Fessenden had successfully invented radio
as we know it. Technically, he had invented radio telephony or what radio

Marconi (center) with his team inside Cabot Tower, Signal Hill, St. John's,
Newfoundland, where radio history was made. PUBLIC ARCHIVES OF CANADA

listeners would call " real" radio, as opposed to Marconi's Morse code broadcasting. Fessenden could truly lay daim to be the inventor of radio and he fully
expected the world to beat apath to his door. Instead, he never received his due
recognition, lost control of his patents and the ensuing revenue that made
inventors and companies immensely wealthy. Even today the Encyclopedia
Canadiana does not give him aseparate listing. Mention of him is only included
under the listing for his mother, Clementina, who established Empire Day in
Canada. Reginald is mentioned as one of her four sons, " inventor of the wireless
telephone, the radio compass and the visible bullet for machine guns, he also
invented the first television set in North America in 1919."
Unlike Marconi, who received a grant from the Canadian government to
continue his experiments in Cape Breton, Fessenden was neither a good
businessman nor an accomplished promoter. Born in 1866 near Sherbrooke,
Quebec, he received his education in Canada but left to work in the field of
electricity in the United States. He became chief chemist for Thomas Alva
Edison, who was developing his power company at that time, and later left to
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Fessenden (seated) and staff at Brant Rock operations.
IIEPT. OF ARCHIVF:S AND HISTORY. RALF

N.C.

work for George Westinghouse. Westinghouse, impressed with Fessenden's
brilliance, agreed to make instruments and machines for him when he left his
employ to become head of the electrical engineering department at the
University of Pennsylvania. Fessenden in turn was to remain available to
Westinghouse for research. It was an excellent deal for both, and gave Fessenden
the chance to work on the theories of Henrich Hertz of Karlsruhe, who had
studied electromagnetic waves and discovered they could travel through walls.
Many young inventors of the time were also frantically studying Hertz's theories
in the hope of improving the Morse Telegraph System by developing awireless
version. The race was on and Fessenden was in it.
But in 1896 Marconi's successful experiment, where he transmitted aradio
signal on Salisbury Plains in the U.K., netted the inventor £76,000 from the
British government for the patent. Discouraged because Marconi seemed to be
leading the race, Fessenden took off for a long holiday near Peterborough,
Ontario. His radio ideas had dried up on him and he was thoroughly depressed.
It was while he was daydreaming beside alake during his holiday that the ripples
on the lake, spreading out from astone he had dropped, gave him the idea he
needed. What if sound waves traveling out from the center were continuous like
the ripples on the lake?
IN THE BEGINNING WAS THE WORD
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Fessenden was on the right track and nine years later he'd prove it. Rejected
by McGill in favor of an American professor for the university's vacant electrical
engineering chair, he returned to his Pennsylvania job and worked furiously on
his new theory. It was during this period that by accident his assistant, Mr.
Kitner, jammed aMorse code key. It howled over areceiver and was transmitted
to Fessenden in another room. Fessenden concluded that if the howl could be
carried voices could too, and he decided that what was needed were very fast
controlled waves of high frequency that could carry sounds. Fessenden theorized
that the fast frequency could be broadcast with program information, and a
receiver could isolate the program information from the carrier and leave sound
for his listeners. Fessenden knew that his previous experience in electrical
engineering while working for Edison and Westinghouse would help him
design and build ahigh-speed generator or dynamo to carry his information. If
he could get asteady enough set of radio waves he knew he could put voices or
music " on the air." But he needed a lot of money to design and build his
generator, and most of all he would need time— he would have to leave his
university work and concentrate on his inventions if he was to prove his theories.
In order to make some money, he demonstrated the telegraph equipment
that he'd been developing at the university to the United States Weather Bureau,
and sold them on the use of radio ( with future improvements) for weather
forecasting. He figured he could develop transmitters and receivers for the u.s.
Weather Bureau and at the same time develop his other theories while using
their generators. His Morse system functioned on primitive slow speed
generations, but Fessenden had convinced his new employer that afaster and
better generator would do abetter job for Uncle Sam. Fessenden's deal included
retaining the ownership to his design and inventions.
Fessenden's new lab was at Cobb Island in the Potomac River, where he was
experimenting with areceiving station at Arlington, Virginia, fifty miles away.
He and his assistant Thiessen had perfected Morse transmissions using anew
generator they had bought, and in October of his first year Fessenden
experimentally hooked up amicrophone to the improved system. On December
23, 1900, Fessenden said into his microphone, " One, two, three, four. Is it
snowing where you are, Mr. Thiessen? If so, telegraph back and let me know."
Thiessen replied by telegraph in Morse code that it was indeed snowing. In
great excitement Fessenden wrote at his desk, "This afternoon here at Cobb
Island, intelligible speech by electromagnetic waves has for the first time in
World's History been transmitted." This was almost a year before Marconi's
transmission in Morse code from England to Signal Hill in Newfoundland, on
December 12, 1901.
Fessenden's employers, the u.s. Weather Bureau, were pleased and Willis
Moore, Fessenden's boss, suggested he move his experiments to North Carolina
to experiment between Cape Hatteras, Roanoke and the mainland, ahundred4
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Fessenden working with his Baretter invention. Note disciplined layout of
equipment. DEPT. OF ARCHIVES ANI) HISTORY. RALEIGH. N.C.

mile triangle. But things began to go sour for Fessenden. On December 12, 1901,
Marconi successfully transmitted across the Atlantic Ocean to St. John's,
Newfoundland. Fessenden had wanted to beat Marconi and again he had failed.
Willis Moore was trying to shake down Fessenden for ashare of his patents, and
this was causing strain as well. Fessenden complained to Theodore Roosevelt,
without success, and in August 1902, Fessenden left his job and went to Bermuda
where his wife's family lived.
Fessenden was now forced to continue his search for financial backing for his
experiments. He approached the Canadian government ( which had already
spent $80,000 supporting Marconi at Glace Bay) but was refused. So back to the
u.s. he went, where he teamed up in Pittsburgh with two millionaires, Given
and Walker, to form the National Electric Signaling Company, and built two
wireless stations near New York City on each side of Chesapeake Bay, later
adding three more, at New York, Philadelphia and Washington.
IN THE BEGINNING WAS THE WORD
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Despite his setbacks Fessenden was making tremendous strides in Morse code
transmission, and the company held an enormous number of American patents.
He was also gaining aworldwide reputation as ascientist, but unlike Marconi he
remained a lone-wolf experimenter. Even though Marconi's successful transmission across the Atlantic had resulted in both publicity and adulation for the
Italian scientist, Fessenden was convinced that Marconi's " whiplash" method,
an "on and off" type of transmission, did not work well enough. Most
researchers were pursuing the " whiplash" idea because they could not accept the
idea that continuous electromagnetic waves could be created, loaded with a
program, transmitted and then eliminated leaving only the program for the
listeners. Fessenden's mathematical background made this abstract idea easy for
him to grasp. Other inventors who had not had his training were still fumbling
along for solutions, without any real knowledge of exactly where they were
heading.
Meanwhile, the next major step for the National Electric Signaling
Company was to build radio transmission towers at Brant Rock near Boston and
in Scotland for transatlantic experiments. Despite his disappointments in
Canada Fessenden remained a true patriot. Rather than transmitting from the
u.s. he wanted to transmit between Canada and Europe. So on July 20, 1906, by
an act of parliament, Fessenden formed aCanadian company, supported by Sir
Robert Borden and other influential men, called the Fessenden Wireless
Telegraph Company of Canada. Canada was now sewn up by Fessenden, but
there were other problems at the Machrihanish radio station in Scotland. The
technicians involved couldn't seem to get the hang of the equipment, and the
station could not receive even over short distances. Fessenden was furious. He
was so confident that the fault was with the technicians and not with his plans
that he sent Armour, his best engineer, to Scotland to take over while he
continued his local experiments in the u.s. and did the paperwork required to
clean up his 300 patents.
At about this time Fessenden was also learning alittle about the effect of
weather conditions on radio broadcasts. He'd been experimenting enough to
know that cold weather and long nights were good times to transmit, and that
warm weather during daylight time was poor or impossible. On the night of
January 3, 1906, the weather was ideal— cold and dark. Fessenden adjusted a
gadget on his transmission tower that resembled an umbrella frame, and started
transmitting Morse code to Armour in Scotland. Later that night acable arrived,
saying, " We are getting you Brant Rock, loud and clear." It looked as if things
were beginning to jell for Fessenden—he had finally perfected an invention
similar to Marconi's, but more reliable and less slapdash. It wasn't reliable
enough, though, to work through the following spring, and there still remained
problems to iron out.
When the cold and dark weather returned in the fall he resumed his trans6
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Early wireless telegraphy. Note wires strung everywhere. This was aneat laboratory
compared to most. ( lc

atlantic Morse experiments and his local voice experiments, and in November he
received a " personal" registered letter from his engineer, Armour, at Machrihanish, which both delighted and shocked him. The letter said, " At about 4
o'clock in the morning Iwas listening in for telegraph signals from Brant Rock,
when to my astonishment Iheard instead of dots and dashes the voice of Mr.
Stein telling the operators at Plymouth how to run the dynamo. At first I
thought Imust be losing my senses, but I'm sure it was Stein's voice, for it came
in as clearly as if he were in the next room."
Fessenden frantically checked the logs that recorded the various tests. and
satisfied himself that he'd actually invented equipment that could and did
transmit voices across to Scotland. It had been ahappy accident, but another
accident took place which stopped Fessenden cold. A storm wrecked his Scottish
receiving tower on December 6, 1906.
IN THE BEGINNING WAS THE WORD
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Marconi (fig. on far left) raising his kite at Signal-Hifl, St. John's, Newfoundland,
where the first wireless transmission was received from across the Atlantic, December
12, 1901. PUBLIC ARCHIVE% OF CANADA
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There was still another shock in store for Fessenden. He learned that
Marconi had been given exclusive rights to build wireless stations in Canada. So
much for Fessenden and his Canadian company. The idea that Marconi, an
Italian, received not only the approval but support of the Canadian government
which Fessenden, a Canadian, had been denied, infuriated and frustrated the
inventor. He had to prove his genius, prove to the world and Canada that he was
the real inventor of radio.
He held a contract with the United Fruit Company, which had installed
wireless systems on the boats to control the harvesting and marketing of bananas
in Puerto Rico, and Professor Fessenden decided to give aChristmas present to
his customers on the dozen-or-so ships of the United Fruit Company at sea. He
told the wireless operators to listen on Christmas Eve for " something different."
At 9 o'clock the operators heard the familiar " c.Q." ( which means " listen all
stations") from Brant Rock, and then they heard Fessenden's voice speaking.
On that cold December night Fessenden knew he had given the world one of
the greatest Christmas presents it would ever receive. Without wires, across vast
distances, he had transmitted human voices. The word was made known and
Fessenden truly believed the world was now at his feet.
Instead, the rest of Fessenden's life was aconstant struggle for recognition for
his inventions and compensation from his rich partners who had sold his
patents out from under him to large American companies. Fessenden returned to
Canada from time to time but he never settled here again and died, finally,
relatively unknown, in Bermuda. American books that do condescend to
recognize Fessenden's achievement describe him as the " American Marconi."
Perhaps it is just as well he never had the chance to read that.
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J. ASTOR LOST ON TITANIC

1.50010 1.800 DEAD
John Jacob Astor was among tl-,cpassengers who went down with the ship, according to awireless dispatch
received by Bradstreets last night from the liner Olympic. Mrs. Astor was saved and is being brought to
shore by the Carpathia.
The Wireless Operator at Cape Race, Newfoundland, Flashes: -Eighteen Hundred Lives Have Been
Lost in the Wreck of the Titanic."
_
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S Franklin, of the White Star Line, said

'21i.'c have heard the rumor from Halifax tnat the three steam,s. v,rgirnan, Parisian and Carpahia—stood by the Titanic •
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Carpathia Proceeding Directl> to New York
Camatema is peceeding direct to New York
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time to assure ourseives that the other steamers ha veor
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More than 1,500 persons, passengers and crew, perisheb yesterday
when the " uns.nkable" Titanic, the $ 10,000,000 White Star liner, went to
the bottom of the sea.

So report the steamers which, in answer to the TitanteS, wireless
shrieks for help, "Huryl hurry!" rushed to her aid. There is little NH* that
the dread report is not true.
Of the 2,200 souls who were aboed the once mighty ship 675
saved.

very Oitt,Cult to say whether the Virginian arc the Paris.an
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New.Yorfc American tole yesterday, the Titanic, the laegest,
as the safest— steamer that ever sailed the seas,
iceberg at 1045 P. M., Sunday, in about latitude 41.46
longitude 5C 14 West

The

luxurious — vaunted

collided with an
North and

That is, the iI - fated boat was abnuf 1.200 mies east of Sandy Hook
arid about 900 miles southeast of Half ex, N. S

Twentieth Century Triumph in Ship Building
The 'Nara was the

Twentieth Seni-Jry tnuntrih of

shipbuilding.

Yet.

How God
Created the CBC
(with alittle help from his friends)

IIEN the Titanic sank to her watery grave
on the night of April 14, 1912, it mai ked the end of one era and the beginning of
another, atime when radio would be recognized as amedium of communication

of far-reaching importance. Before the Titanic disaster early radio had been
considered only commercially useful, and was used primarily for shipping. As
radio waves travel more readily over open sea this had been a natural
development, although there was the odd person thinking further ahead.
There is areport that at the end of 1906, when Fessenden made his Christmas
broadcast, he invited important witnesses, including the editor of the American
Telephone Journal. In the next edition of the Journal the editor wrote: " At sea
the wireless telephone may be used as asafety device in foggy weather. On land, it
is doubtful if it will ever supplant the local exchange with wires. It is admirably
adapted to the transmitting of news, music, etc., as owing to the fact that no wires
are needed, simultaneous transmission to many subscribers can be affected as
easily as to afew." This prophet was thinking in terms of wireless telephone
while the rest of the world was either ignoring radio or adapting it to marine use.
Although Marconi's system had been used as early as 1899 to save alight ship
off the English coast, the single event which brought radio emphatically to the
forefront of public consciousness was the tragedy of the Titanic, thirteen years
later. As befitted the most modern ship ever built, the Titanic had been equipped
for her maiden voyage to North America with the best available equipment,
including aMarconi transmitter and Marconi telegrapher. When this modern
ship struck an iceberg and it quickly became obvious that the " unsinkable" ship
was indeed going to sink, the telegrapher immediately sent out a distress
message, "COD, SOS from MGY" (
call of the Titanic), " We've struck a berg.
Sinking fast. Come to our assistance. Position, latitude 41.46 north, longitude

In adramatic pen and ink drawing of
the period ( below) Titanic survivors
thank their savior Signor Marconi,
inventor of the wireless telegraph.
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A 1912 drawing of the Titanic striking
the iceberg (above) illustrates how the
underwater portion of the berg sliced the
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50.14 west MGY." Several ships heard the signal, and the Carpathia, fifty-eight
miles away, rushed to the scene only to find lifeboats and rafts where the ship had
gone down at 2:20 A.M., ninety-five miles south of the Grand Banks off
Newfoundland. When the ship sank 1,513 people died, but 711 had been rescued
because of the radio message sent by Jack Phillips, the Titanic's telegrapher.
On the rescue ship Carpathia, the low- powered radio was again used to send
the horrifying news of the disaster to the mainland. Other ships helped out, but
there was some real danger that the competition for information was confusing
the airways. President Taft ordered all radio stations in the u.s. to go off the air so
that the weak signals from sea could be more easily heard and reported. David
Sarnoff, student and employee of Marconi's, had aradio set in Wannamaker's
department store in New York, and for seventy-two hours he sat translating the
12
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XWA, the world's first scheduled radio station, is now CFCF, Montreal.

CV.

names of the survivors from Morse code to English. Along with Marconi, Sarnoff
received great acclaim for his help, rapid promotion in the Marconi Company
and became the head of the Radio Corporation of America when RCA absorbed
the American Marconi Company in 1919. Sarnoff deservedly got credit, but he
was not the only telegrapher involved in this monumental use of radio. Charles
B. Ellsworth, a seventeen-year- old Marconi telegrapher, was based at station
MCE,

Point Riche, Cape Race, Newfoundland, and he also translated the tragedy

from the Titanic and relayed the messages to the mainland.
However, although the sinking of the Titanic proved the importance of
radio to seagoing ships, control of the new medium still remained mainly in the
hands of experimenters. But in 1917, when the u_s. got involved in the First
World War, the United States government seized control of all the radio patents
in the country for war purposes, thus ending acommercial struggle that had
been going on for some time among inventors. After the war the opportunity
HOW GOD CREATED THE CBC
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Pittsburgh's KDKA (above) claimed to be North America's first radio station but
XWA, Montreal, was actually the first. cac
Frank Mullen, first American newspaperman to double as aradio commentator,
speaking into atomato- can mike. SRC INNI IONA!. BROAIX:ASTING WRPORATION)

A 1920 photo of KDKA's first radio transmitter.

NB(

then existed to consolidate radio under an amalgamation of most patent holders,
including Westinghouse, General Electric and the American Telegraph and
Telephone Company. They formed the Radio Corporation of America, which
effectively controlled the manufacture of broadcast equipment for some time
after that in the United States.
Meanwhile, in Canada, Marconi was competing for another radio " first."
While the Americans claim that KDKA Pittsburgh was the first radio station in
North America, a legitimate counterclaim can be made for Marconi's station
XWA in Montreal. Both stations were experimenting with broadcasts to local
"hams" in 1919. No record appears to have been kept as to the first time a
transmission was received from either of these stations by an audience. Things
didn't happen that way nor should they.
However, if ascheduled broadcast is accepted as astarting point, Canada's
XWA

beat out the American

KDKA.

The first scheduled broadcast in North

America was amusical program relayed on May 20, 1920, from XWA in Montreal
to a meeting of the Royal Society of Canada in Ottawa. The first scheduled
broadcast on

KDKA

in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, was abroadcast of the Harding-

Cox presidential election returns on November 2, 1920. Meanwhile, in other
countries such as Holland and England, similar broadcasting stations were also
going on the air.
HOW GOD CREATED THE CBC
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An artist performing in front of a "dishpan" mike in the early 1920s.

I In this 1925 radio photo, the mike is hidden in the lamp.

NV.

NBC.

The first broadcasts to lure Canadian listeners away from
American programs were Foster Hewitt's Saturday night
hockey broadcasts. BILL BAKER

By the late 1920s, radio had become afact in the living rooms of wealthy
North Americans, and most of them were listening to the big American stations.
The Canadian stations operating at that time were not doing much business for
two reasons: the Canadian government's indifference toward financing radio
broadcasting prohibited big Canadian stations, and the Canadian radio
programming was not significantly different from American programming,
which did it better.
18
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Early radio sets were decorated like living rooms to make guests and performers feel
at home. NBC

It was hockey that first convinced Canadians to listen to their radio stations.
In the u.s. "going to the movies" had become the Saturday night pastime, but in
Canada there were not as many movie houses available to awidely scattered
population, and so Canadians stayed home to listen to the radio. Since almost
everybody in the u.s. was at the movies on Saturday nights, the American
broadcasters often didn't bother to list the evening's programs, but in Canada
General Motors sponsored the Saturday night hockey broadcasts. Canadians
tuned in and hockey became as Canadian as maple syrup, and still is. Foster
Hewitt, only one of several young broadcasters who reported hockey games on
radio, also became as national an institution as the game itself because of his
unique talent.
However, despite the success of the hockey games, Canadians still continued
to listen to American stations for all other programs. American shows of the time
HOW GOD CREATED THE CBC
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Darby Coats (standing) teaches radio operators at the
in 1919. NATIONAL MISE.1111S ( W CANADA

Marconi School

in Montreal

with large Canadian audiences were " General Motors," " General Electric,"
"RCA Victor," " Atwater Kent," "The Camel Hour" and " Cities Service,"
starring Jessica Dragonette. Then, on October 29th, 1929, the great stock market
crash plunged North Americans into the Depression. The free entertainment on

radio became even more attractive to Canadians forced to stay home because they
were broke or jobless. But there was still no Canadian radio to speak of except for
the Canadian National Railway network, which did an excellent job but was on
the air for only afew hours each week.
The reason there was so little Canadian programming was the continuing
indifference of the Canadian government toward the new communication
medium. Although the government collected license fees— fifty dollars for
commercial stations, five dollars for amateurs and one dollar for receivers— the
20
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Churches quickly discovered radio was effective for preaching the gospel. (.11(;

revenue went into the federal pocket for purposes other than radio, except in
Manitoba, where the province used part of the fees to support CKY and CKX. The
Americans, on the other hand, had never bothered with radio license fees and had
managed to develop excellent radio— radio that Canadians listened to.
By 1928, however, funding for Canadian radio began to come from an
unexpected source— the churches. Radio had become an important element in
religion. One private station in Montreal that had folded was revived by agroup
of ministers to preach the gospel, and in Vancouver there were three religious
stations, one of them owned by the National Bible Students Association of the
Jehovah's Witnesses. The Witnesses also had stations in Edmonton, Saskatoon
and aphantom station in Toronto, used extensively under the call letters CFCX.
Two other religious stations in Toronto were CJBC for Jarvis Street Baptist
HOW GOD CREATED THE CBC
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Church and another for the Roman Catholic St. Michael's Cathedral.
But in 1927 and early 1928 the Department of Marine for Canada began to
receive a great number of complaints about the broadcasts by the Jehovah's
Witnesses. An excerpt taken from one of the broadcasts indicates why:
"We know that all true followers of Christ Jesus are now united under the
King, the Greater David, and that these are loudly proclaiming Jehovah, his
King, and his Kingdom. Heretofore the Roman Catholic hierarchy has had its
own way. It has been agreat test to the true followers of Christ Jesus. That
wicked organization, acting under the pretext of being God's representatives on
earth, has crushed every organization that has ever risen against it. Now, Christ
is on his throne and God's time has come to put his kingdom completely in
control under Christ, the Roman Catholic hierarchy has begun and carries on
its assaults against God's true people. In every country of earth the hierarchy
carries forward this wicked persecution..."
To complicate matters the Witnesses had lost control of one of their stations,
which had gone commercial and rented air time to the Ku Klux Klan in
Saskatchewan. The Minister, the Honorable P. J.A. Cardin, decided to take
action. He quietly switched frequencies across the country, forcing some stations
off the air. Four of the stations were owned by the Witness Bible Students
Association, and they began to raise aterrestrial hell that rocked the country. To
add to their fury, one of the reallocated frequencies had gone to a distillery,
Gooderham and Worts, and they charged that as well as discriminating against
them the Liberal government preferred booze to the Bible. Five thousand watts
of religious indignation hit the air, Parliament and the press.
When the subject was debated in Parliament the Conservatives made the
most noise, but the Labour member from Winnipeg North, J. S. Woodsworth,
made the most sense. He wanted to know just when the minister, Mr. Cardin,
had been appointed censor of religious opinion. Mr. Woodsworth suggested that
perhaps the Orange lodges and the Catholic churches should be censored along
with the Witnesses. The whole freedom of religion issue led into adiscussion on
how these problems were being dealt with in other countries, and how to give
radio audiences the programs they wanted. With the pressures building up, Mr.
Cardin did what Canadian politicians who make mistakes still do— he
appointed aRoyal Commission to look into broadcasting policies around the
world and to recommend asystem for Canada.
The Royal Commission chairman was Sir John Aird, president of the
Canadian Bank of Commerce. The other commissioners were Charles Bowman,
editor of the Ottawa Citizen, and Dr. August Frigon, a Montreal electrical
engineer. They did athorough study of the situation and reported back to Mr.
Cardin on September 11, 1929. The report was concise—only nine pages long.
It objected to the dominance of American radio stations across Canada, and
recommended apublic service broadcast system either of groups of subsidized

22
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NBC performers standing at decorated music mike in the 1920s while commentator
sits at double announcer's mike. NBC

private stations or of anational system financed federally or provincially. It was
to be called the Canadian Radio Broadcasting Company. The Commission
wanted seven high-powered radio stations across Canada, and recommended a
three dollar receiver license fee for listeners. It also recommended aone million
dollar annual subsidy for the CRBC and advised that the new company not carry
any advertising. If put into effect these policies would eliminate private
broadcasting and also remove alarge number of newspapers from broadcasting,
as well as alot of sponsors from marketing through radio.
The first general reaction from the press in Canada was favorable and
supported the Aird report. The Liberal government began to prepare the bill for
the legislature. But during the delay before the bill came down the broadcasters
and newspapers began to have second thoughts, and Edward Beatty, president of
the CPR, decided private enterprise could do abetter job than the national system
recommended by Aird. Then in 1930 Mackenzie King informed his cabinet he
HOW GOD CREATED THE CBC
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The Canadian Radio Broadcasting Commission was formed in 1932 because of a
freedom-of-religion issue. (Left to right) Thomas Maher, W. Arthur Steele, R.P.
Landry (secretary), Hector Charlesworth.c:sc
was calling an election, which stopped the act from getting into the House. In
the election, broadcasting was not an issue but the Liberal party was defeated,
and Mr. Bennett and his Conservative colleagues formed the next government.
The Canadian Broadcasting Act of 1932, introduced by the Conservative
Prime Minister R. B. Bennett, was a remake of the Aird report suited to the
political realities of the time. There was to be aCanadian Radio Broadcasting
Commission group of three: Hector Charlesworth, the editor of Saturday Night
magazine, as chairman; Li Col. W. Arthur Steel as technical adviser; and
Thomas Maher, aforestry engineer, was to fill the post of vice-chairman. The
Commission had two main jobs; to run the radio stations and regulate Canadian
broadcasting and individual broadcasters. The government retained control of
the commission budget against the broadcast league's advice, but did take their
advice about an increase in radio license fees and raised them from one dollar to
two dollars. Networks were to come under the commission's control and the
employees of the corrfinission were to be civil servants—acurious hodgepodge of
limits which guaranteed the commission's failure. The government simply
could not yet accept the idea of an independent commission modeled on the
British Broadcasting Corporation.
It turned out that the appointment of Hector Charlesworth as the head of the
CRBC

24

had been an unfortunate move. The
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CRBC

had evolved because of a

In 1923, Bert Hooper ( right) of Regina used his equipment to pick up the music of
aSalvation Army band (playing below window behind him in photo). He had all
sorts of requests to play it again. CBC
religious controversy and it had been hoped that its creation would end this
conflict. But the opposite proved true. Charlesworth not only censored the
Jehovah's Witnesses by insisting their scripts be approved by the commission
before broadcasting, but they were able to prove that Charlesworth was abigot
who had described their American leader, Judge Rutherford, in his Saturday
Night magazine as "a heavy jowled flannelmouth." The Witnesses replied in
kind by calling Charlesworth " aliar, thief, Judas and polecat, fit to associate
only with the clergy." This was only the beginning of the harassment directed
toward Charlesworth and his group.
Another persistent irritant was the matter of licensing. There were no
licenses required in the United States, and the Canadian public resented paying a
fee to listen to the radio. Laughing at the government's attempts to collect the
fees became anational pastime.
But if God had been instrumental through his churches for the formation of
the CRBC, it was the Conservative party's advertising agency that finally
destroyed it during the 1935 election campaign. Their agency, J.J. Gibbons, had
created a series of dramatic political propaganda shows featuring acharacter
known as Mr. Sage, afolksy old codger who sat on his front porch and said what
he thought about the Grits. The newspaper ads described Mr. Sage as "ashrewd
observer who sees through the pretenses, knows the facts, understands the true
HOW GOD CREATED THE CBC
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issues of the present political campaign and discusses the election with his
friends."
Here is an excerpt from one of the scripts:
SAGE: In 1930 ... Ihappened to be staying with my brother-in-law in
Quebec. ... Mr. King's henchmen used to call up the farmers and their wives in
the early hours of the morning and tell them their sons would be conscripted for
war if they voted against King....
SAGE: He led his party down into avalley not so long ago— he himself
called it the Valley of Humiliation....
BILL: Slush fund from Beauhamois, wasn't it?
SAGE: Yes, Bill—over $700,000—and that's the man who wants to be Prime
Minister of Canada. Can you beat it? .... In the old country, Beauharnois
would have finished him. In Canada— well, Iguess people don't like that sort of
thing any more than they do over there. Canadians are pretty honest folk, Bill.
The first and second broadcasts of " Mr. Sage" were produced September 7and
14, 1935, starred Rupert Lucas and were broadcast on Ontario stations only,
without listing the sponsor. There was so much Conservative approval of the
first two dramas that it was decided that the following plays would be broadcast
nationally.
The Liberals were furious and complained to Charlesworth, who insisted
that asponsor be announced for the last four broadcasts. But the name given as
sponsor for the programs was R.L. Wright, an employee of the advertising
agency, and not the Conservative Party.
Although the " Mr. Sage" series did not manage to win the election for the
Conservatives, it so infuriated Mackenzie King that he decided to reconsider the
original advice of the Canadian Broadcast League. On November 2, 1936, the
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation was formed.
If " Mr. Sage" helped bring about the CBC he also ended all future dramatizations of political broadcasts, and his ghost still lingers with us. If any child
should ever ask why Canadian political broadcasts are so dull, abrief lecture on
the six- week career of " Mr. Sage" should be adequate explanation.
It had taken years of bitter acrimony before the political groups realized that
it would do neither party any good to have acorruptible national broadcasting
system. With the formation of the CBC, adouble system of private and public
enterprise was created. If it did leave Canadian politicians in the role of
watchdogs and critics, arole they have vigorously pursued ever since, it also set
up one of the best radio systems in the world. The constant pressures between the
supporters of the private and public sectors have developed the healthiest, most
diversified and economical system of radio networks, stations and programs
anywhere in the world.
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Mackenzie King, angered by disguised Conservative political propaganda on radio,
formed the CBC in 1936. METROPOLITAN TORONTO CENTRAL LIBRARY

Radio's Copper Age
1906-1936
Ah, ah, ah... Don't
Touch that Dial.
ammummilm

was 1919 and the Marconi Company in Canada, which was in the radio manufacturing business, decided there
was only one way to develop the market— they would have to get alicense to
transmit programs that would interest people enough to buy radios. Simple.
The Department of Naval Services granted the company alicense signed by
Donald Manson, afuture head of CBC, for station XWA Montreal, which later
became CFCF and is still broadcasting to this day. XWA was managed by A. H.
Morse, whose station personnel included Darby Coats and Max Smith, the man
credited with the original idea of broadcasting to promote radio sales.
During 1919 this station crew had experimented to a local audience of
"hams" with such stellar programs as " testing, one, two, three, etc.," and in a
series of articles written for the Manitoba Telephone Company about the
experiments, Darby Coats reports that the decision to broadcast recorded music
came about because the technicians were running out of breath repeating " one,
two, three." Coats claims that the crew borrowed arecord player and records
from aSt. Catherine Street music store in return for an " on the air" credit for the
store. Canada's first radio commercial was a " contra" deal— no cash changed
hands. The success of this deal apparently attracted song pluggers and piano
dealers who provided the Marconi Company with free program material—areal
break for station owners. They'd never have it so good again.
The first live talent on XWA was Gus Hill, apop ballad singer who brought
along apianist named Willie Eckstein from the Strand Theatre, also located on
St. Catherine St. W. The " studio" was a bare room on the top floor of the
Marconi plant on Williams Street, next door to achocolate factory. The whole
scene overlooked Griffintown, a1919 version of low-cost housing. On hot days
Griffintown citizens would " listen" to the radio station's programs, which could
HE YEAR

.1 classical trio performing for CNR's stations. They were probably paid with afree
weekend at aCNR hotel. CANADIAN NA l'IONAL RAILWAYS ICNIti
be heard from the open windows of the station. There is no record of the songs
performed by Mr. Hill nor are there any reviews.
There is also no mention as to whether those experiments predated the
official first broadcast by Miss Dorothy Lutton, who sang from the studio of XWA
to adistinguished audience in Ottawa. The event was ameeting of the Royal
Society of Canada, the subject of the meeting, " Some Great War Inventions."
Radio, not Miss Lutton, was one of the inventions and the date was May 20, 1920.
The concert was reported but not reviewed by the Canadian press, and present in
the audience were the knowledgeable music critics W. L. Mackenzie King,
Robert Borden and Vilhjalmur Stefansson. Presumably the only other listeners
were the hams participating in the
30
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XWA

experiment.

Arleigh Canning in CNR control room in Nova Scotia Hotel, Halifax. Earphones
were unnecessary but worn for photos to impress the public. csc
It's my belief, however, that credit to the first live radio singer should
probably go to Mr. Hill, as it seems more than likely that his radio performances
took place in the summer of 1919, ayear before Miss Lutton's concert.
Meanwhile, the program rush was on—KDKA in Pittsburgh had started up,
there were broadcasts from The Hague in Holland and the Marconi Company
was broadcasting daily from Chelmsford in Great Britain. By 1922 there were
thirty-nine radio licenses issued in Canada, and ninety-one more by 1926. At the
end of 1926, however, there were only forty still operating ( the remaining ninety
were not active or had gone out of business). Nine of the stations were owned by
newspapers, ten by radio manufacturers and dealers, three by the CNR, one by
Queen's University, one by the University of Alberta and one by the Manitoba
government. The others were owned by amateurs and private clubs. Most of the
transmitters consisted of crude coils of wire stuck into soapboxes with switches
and other devices. The receivers were crystal sets and battery-operated heterodynes, scientific marvels that created ageneration of non- sleepers who stayed up
late at night to listen, since that was when reception was best.
When Canadian broadcasters decided it was time to develop big radio
stations in Canada they faced a real problem— the dominance of American
stations that had already gobbled up most of the available radio channels with
RADIUS COPPER AGE
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Roly Andersen, long-distance operator on CNR train (1929). He controlled radio
receivers and distributed earphones to customers. PUBLIC ARC:HATS OF CANADA
their high-powered transmitters. Station licenses had been cheap and easy to
obtain in the u.s. but in Canada the government had allocated only a few
frequencies to each Canadian city. In Toronto, for example, there were three
stations owned by the newspapers, one by Eaton's, another by Bell Telephone
and one each by Marconi and Westinghouse. All had to share only two broadcast
frequencies, which meant they had to take turns to broadcast. For each frequency
there was generally one transmitter used by all of the stations, and the secondary
stations in this system were generally called " shadow" or " ghost" stations.
Another problem facing Canadian stations in their competition with the
Americans stemmed from the fact that, up until 1925, no commercial broadcasting had been allowed in Canada. Commercials were allowed but they were
credits only, simple announcements of the persons responsible for paying for the
program. American radio was allowed to sell products much like present-day
commercials. American domination in radio was aresult of their ability to earn
money, while the Canadians were still content to spend it with no revenue
coming in.
Since the records of the period were scratchy and of very poor quality, after
the first few years broadcasters would only use " live" performers at the
microphones for their programs. Since no one station could afford to produce a
constant stream of good programs at their own microphones, broadcasters
started trading their productions with other stations. This was called " chain
broadcasting," with each station alink in the chain. The stations were connected
by telephone lines, and one of the owners of long-distance telephone lines in
RADIO'S COPPER AGE
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Brunswick, CNR orchestra. Bell ( left ( orner) was CNR trademark.

CBC

Typical CNR program card of the period sent out to radio fans. caw
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A compact CNR radio operating room in Ottawa.

C:NR

CNR sound-effects photo for 1932 production of "Henry Hudson."

(NR

The Four Continental Porters, a CNR Vancouver blackface quartet.

(SC

Cast of "Henry Hudson," first major drama of CNR's "Romance of Canada" series,
produced by Tyrone Guthrie. calc

James McIntyre, amember of the CNR orchestra.

CNR

Canada was the newly formed Canadian National Railway. Sir Henry Thornton, president of the CNR, had decided that radios should be installed in some of
the train coaches to attract new customers to the line. The next logical step was to
create programs for his radios, so in 1923 he established two stations, Montreal
and Ottawa, later adding athird in Moncton, N.B. By 1930 the

CNR

was leasing

additional stations across the country in Calgary, Red Deer, Edmonton, Halifax,
Strathburn, Quebec, Regina, Saskatchewan and Toronto from private stations.
Sir Henry Thornton saw the CNR railroads as aforce to connect and unify
Canada, and its radio network as an important part of that idea. The fact that
radio advertised the

CNR

was of course not overlooked. Sir Henry Thornton

appointed Mr. J. Robb to run his network and Robb made Austin Weir program
director for the CNR. Because the CNR programs were carried on private stations
for only two hours aweek and only one or two hours aday on the avR's own
stations, the railway had to produce quality programs that would attract
listeners on their trains and at home. The first big network show across Canada
38
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An early CNR radio drama by Madge Macbeth ( center) in Ottawa.
PUBLIC ARC:HIVES OF CANADA

was the celebration of Canada's Diamond Jubilee on July 1, 1927, broadcast by
the CNR and its shadow stations. Loyal listeners at home were thrilled by the
miracle of radio almost as much as the

CNR

passengers hurtling across the

country. The program opened with arendition of " 0 Canada," played on the
Peace Tower's carillon by Percival Pike. A choir of 1,000 children then sang
appropriate songs, speeches were made by dignitaries, and Margaret Anglin, a
distinguished actress of the time, read apoem written by Bliss Carman for the
occasion. The Chateau Laurier Orchestra played many numbers, including a
special suite composed by Lord Willingdon. The Hart House String Quartet
was featured, the Bytown Troubadors sang folk songs, and Canadian performers
such as Miss Eva Gauthier and Alan Mc-Quhae were featured. The announcers
for the bilingual program were Andy Ryan and Jacques Cartier, and all reports
of the time indicate the show was asmashing success.
The

CNR

continued to produce elaborate and innovative radio programs,

signing the Hart House String Quartet to an exclusive contract and broadcasting
performances by the Toronto Symphony Orchestra. These were significant
programs because listeners expected classical music. Radio was considered a
"high-class" medium and only the " best" was expected to lift the tastes of the
audiences. The man on the street's opinion was not regarded as worthwhile, and
radio was viewed mainly as amedium for the country's experts and professors.
RADIO'S COPPER AGE
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The

CNR,

not content to promote only Canadian composers of classical

music such as Ernest MacMillan and Clarence Lucas, also produced afine series
of dramas. Between 1927 and 1932 they produced more than 100 plays, some of
them original. Most of them were produced from Vancouver to alocal audience.
Other performances sponsored by CNR included a cello recital by Mlle.
Madeleine Monnier, who was reported to have done a " novelty number,"
performances by a white quartet in " blackface" called the Four Continental
Porters, and a performance of Robbie Burns' poem, "The Cotters' Saturday
Night." Although few of the performers who appeared on CNR radio at this time
were paid, they generally received free transportation, food and hotel accommodation from the

CNR,

and this arrangement suited most of them fairly well.

Robb and Weir, the two men responsible for planning the CNR schedule, felt
agenuine responsibility toward the Canadian public and always tried to come
up with abalanced schedule including public services and special programs for
their different audiences, even to the extent of broadcasting special pleas like the
following: A Massachusetts woman wrote CNRA Moncton and asked them to put
anotice on radio that she was looking for aman, handsome, taller than five feet
eight inches, and around 175 pounds, with raven black hair, piercing eyes and a
ravishing appearance. She preferred adescendant of French-Canadian settlers.
Although the request was duly broadcast, history does not record whether or not
she ever got her wish.
Other features on the CNR included the Dominion Observatory Time Signal,
which was first broadcast in March 1924. Grain prices were reported as aservice
in Saskatoon in 1924, livestock prices on January 8, 1925, to Ottawa, Moncton
and Winnipeg, and CNRE Edmonton covered the Farm Young People's
convention in June 1925. The Nova Scotia Provincial Exhibition at Amherst
was covered as well by CNRA. Children's programs included " Bedtime Travel
Tales" on

CNRT,

with " Uncle Alf," and Norman Cole played Uncle Dick on the

children's series " Uncle Dick and Aunt Agnes."
By 1931 the CNR was satisfied it had solved most of their radio distribution
problems but realized there were still problems with their programs. It was
decided that the time had come to start spending money on talent. This was a
new departure and the real beginning of professionalism in Canadian radio. It
was Austin Weir, program director of the CNR, who convinced Mr. Robb and Sir
Henry of the need for abig drama series featuring professional actors and writers.
He got enthusiastic support for aprojected Canadian history series titled "The
Romance of Canada," traveled to England and brought back Tyrone Guthrie as
producer. Merrill Denison was hired to write twenty-five scripts at $250 ascript, a
fee ten times larger than the going rate at that time.
The series led off with the play "The Last Voyage of Henry Hudson," which
was produced after 22 1
/
2 hours of rehearsal for a budget of $725. After the first
year's production of sixteen plays by Guthrie, Esmé Moonie, one of radio's first
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woman producers, took over to complete the following season. Fortunately
Merrill Denison later published several of his radio plays produced for the CNR,
and all of the original scripts are now in the Public Archives in Ottawa.
The

CNR

adventure into radio ended in 1932 for two reasons: because of the

Depression the Conservative government launched aparliamentary investigation into the financial "excesses" of the CNR, and the Aird commission recommended a replacement of the CNR with a nationally-owned public broadcast
system. Sir Henry Thornton resigned from the CNR and the CRBC was formed to
replace CNR radio. Because of Sir Henry Thornton's brilliance the CNR had
developed an excellent radio system, but it was the end of an era and times were
changing.
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This marvelous picture was in
Foster Hewitt's collection, and
shows the Toronto Star's first
mobile truck. Note the "No. 1"
on the side. Hewitt used this
truck for many of his early
programs. FOSTER HEWUTT

Typical radio transmitting
building of the period.
BROADCASTER MAGAZINE
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A radio performer in the 1920s before adual table stand with carbon mike.
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NBC

And Now
for a Word from...

I T SHOULD be remembered, however, that the
really only asmall part of the radio business. The private sector was
pursuing its idea separately from the network with totally different motivations— they wanted to make money, not attract passengers. Most of the
experimenting in early radio, aside from the inventions discovered by the
scientists, had been done by amateurs who were passionately curious about the
new medium. It was therefore anatural development for these " hams" and home
scientists to be among the early owners of radio stations as newspapers and
electronics manufacturers, eager to be part of radio's future, instructed the zealots
to get into the business. These eager beavers had to make almost all of their radio
equipment from scratch— the only thing they didn't seem able to make was
money.
It was not unusual at that time for many people in broadcasting to work for
nothing in order to finally get credits and apaying job. The formation of the CRC
did help some private radio staffers even though they had not been enthusiastic
about many of the CBC's plans. For example, Maritime broadcaster Syd Kennedy
never received asalary for his work at CFCY in Charlottetown until it became a
CBC affiliate and he was paid from the new revenue.
While afew of the financial problems began to be solved for the staff, the
need to broadcast " live" shows forced the private stations to discover talented
performers who would work for nothing or next to nothing. Fortunately,
classical musicians who had little outlet for their talent would perform free, and
club and dance musicians would appear for little money because of free
publicity.
It was networking that finally provided amajor source of programming.
The drive toward networking had resulted because of American and Canadian
CNR was
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laws prohibiting recordings of any kind from being broadcast in prime time
between 7:30 and 11 P.M. This left stations with three choices: to produce live
programs, go off the air at night or join the networks for their programs. Some
private Canadian stations decided to affiliate with the CRC while others joined up
with the American networks NBC, CBS or Mutual. This was possible only because
there were no Canadian content laws at that time. The dabblers and amateurs
had been forced out of the radio business by then, and most of the private stations
had their own frequencies, studio and sales staff. Sports was a natural
commercial " property" and hockey was one of the earliest and most successful
types of commercial broadcast.
Hockey broadcasts started on February 8, 1923, with Norman Albert
broadcasting from the Toronto arena, according to Toronto Globe and Mail's
sports historian, Dick Beddoes. Pete Parker is credited as the world's second
hockey broadcaster while Foster Hewitt founded his hockey dynasty March 22,
1923. By 1931 the Maple Leaf Gardens had been built for the Toronto Maple
Leafs, and games were broadcast regularly to Montreal. By 1933 the Saturday
night games were broadcast from coast to coast on twenty stations. All of these
broadcasts were sponsored by General Motors, and provided good solid
revenue for the private stations.
NHL

With or without revenue, the private stations were also experimenting with
other types of complex radio productions, and western Canada proved agood
breeding ground for many talented radio people. There was Mercer McLeod, a
talented English actor who had begun his career as abroadcaster in Vancouver
and drifted on to Trail, B.C. The CRBC contracted for aseries of spooky radio
dramas to be produced by McLeod for the Trail radio station. The scripts
McLeod received were so bad he ended up rewriting them, trained alocal cast of
actors and came up with " Ghostwalkers," one of the best radio drama series of its
time.
The private Winnipeg radio stations were also the base for men such as
Tommy Tweed, who hosted " Youngbloods of Beaver Bend." Considering that
the author, Peter Dales, received only fifteen dollars for the script, it was clear
that radio performers and writers needed many programs to make aliving. In
Tweed's case, he became awriter, actor and producer in order to survive. Esse
Ljungh also produced shows in Winnipeg, and even set up radio drama training
classes " to lead the great unwashed into the promised land of radio drama."
Meanwhile, in Ontario, an argument and bet between agood writer and a
sceptical producer resulted in Don Henshaw and producer Stanley Maxted
developing " Forgotten Footsteps." Maxted bet Henshaw that he could not write
an interesting radio series based on artifacts in the Royal Ontario Museum.
Henshaw, who had been dramatizing news, turned his talents to creating
exciting adventures about the people who used the items in the museum, and the
results gripped aweekly radio audience for some years.
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The popular comedy team of Woodhouse and Hawkins when it originated in
Calgary. Later the show moved to Winnipeg and eventually to Toronto.
NATIONAL. 1
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The success of this series was just another indication that audiences of the
time wanted to be educated or uplifted. The programs of classical and concert
music were extremely popular, including " One Hour With You," aMontreal
program from the Mount Royal Hotel conducted by Guiseppe Agostini, Lucio's
father. The New York Philharmonic and the Metropolitan Opera broadcasts
from the u.s. drew large audiences as well. But people have always wanted
comedy perhaps most of all, and the Canadian comedy shows in the 1930s were
still poor imitations of the American " Amos ' n' Andy" show. When Woodhouse
and Hawkins, apair of English comics, developed their Canadian comedy show
the pattern was finally broken. They started out in Calgary, moved to Winnipeg
and eventually to Toronto. Their style was delightfully different from most
radio comedy fare and they had aloyal audience.
A series of programs that did remain imitative of the u.s. program, "The
Grand Ole Opry," were the country-and-western radio shows. They included
"George Wade and His Cornhuskers" from Toronto, " Bert Anstice and His
Mountain Boys" from Montreal and " The Singing Lumberjacks" featuring
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Canadian country-and-western shows of the 1930s were popular on radio.
Don Messer and his gang performing on radio in the 1930s. cm:
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Charlie Chamberlain and the Don Messer Orchestra, from which " Don Messer
and His Islanders" evolved.
But despite the attempt to produce popular Canadian programs, everybody
in North America was still rightly enchanted with the excellent American
programs of the 1930s. The most popular programs were the " Major Bowes'
Amateur Hour," "The Jack Benny Show," "The Edgar Bergen and Charlie
McCarthy Show" and "The Fred Allen Show." Listeners generally ignored
Canadian shows to listen to these American stars, until a Canadian tragedy
grabbed the attention of radio audiences across the whole of the United States
and Canada. The Moose River Mine disaster was the event and the broadcaster
was J. Frank Willis.
On April 12, 1936, three men 141 feet underground in aNova Scotia mine
pulled the signal rope to bring down the " skip," and the whole mine shaft caved
in on them. They were trapped. Everybody presumed these men had been killed
but it appeared afew days later that maybe, just maybe, they might be alive. J.
Frank Willis, the CRBC'S only employee east of Montreal, went to the scene of the
disaster, along with Arleigh Canning and Cecil Landry of CHNS as relief
operator. He started a marathon broadcast that had North America on
tenterhooks for days. Frank Willis captured the sympathy and attention of the
entire North American radio audience with his graphic descriptions of the
rescue, and many listeners could not sleep for worrying about the trapped men.
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Fred Allen (far left) with cast of "Allen's Alley" was afavorite of Canadian
audiences. NBC
Edgar Bergen (third from right) and Charlie McCarthy were part of America's
golden age of comedy. Also pictured are Bob Burns (far left), Rudy Vallee (second
from right) and Joe Penner (far right). NBC

J. Frank Willis, CRBC's only employee east of Montreal, proved Canadian radio
ranked with the world's best with his dramatic Moose River Mine broadcasts. cac
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Frank Willis, reporting at scene of Moose Rtver Mine disaster, holds adesk
microphone that he removed from the Nova Scotia Hotel. ca:

Frank Willis is congratulated after his marathon broadcast.

CB(:

The mayor of Winnipeg is reported to have been annoyed because the city
stopped hourly to listen to Frank's reports, which were broadcast for a few
minutes each hour for sixty-nine hours, until two of the three men who survived
the ordeal were finally rescued. The broadcasts were carried on all fifty-eight
Canadian radio stations and 650 radio stations in the United States.
The coverage of the Moose River Mine disaster by Frank Willis was
recognized as the outstanding radio news story of the first half of the twentieth
century. Canadian radio had for the first time really come into its own, and
Canadians were now much more aware that there was aplace and aneed for their
own kind of radio that could more than compete with the world's best.
Three years later, an event took place which was another major instance of
Canadian radio admirably performing the coverage dearest to Canadian
hearts— the broadcasts of the Royal Tour of 1939. Canada was fiercely loyal to
King George VI and his gracious Queen Elizabeth, and the lavish coverage by the
and its staff reflected this feeling. In fact, many old-time CBC broadcasters
still date their lives from before or after that Royal Tour. The CBC spent afortune

CBC

in technical equipment necessary to cover the event— money well spent, as it
turned out, because Canada and the CBC were shortly to be faced with one of the
greatest trials in their history— the Second World War.
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CM' Toronto sound room staff. (Left to right) Bert Stanley with bell clanger, Fred
Tudor with pistol, Gordon Tanner with soda bottle, Harold Symes with telephone
effects. (;B(:

The Next Sound
You'll Hear...

job in radio, the most
imaginative and satisfying, is that of the sound-effects man. Who else actually
gets paid money to smash glass, bark like adog, cry like ababy and howl like a
«siren?
HE ULTIMATE

A visitor to CBC Toronto could easily mistake the sound-effects room for a
junk shop, but Idon't believe fourteen boys let loose in an attic filled with the
accumulation of acentury would ever be able to create such confusion. Since
1938, junk has been accumulating on the CBC shelves without the benefit of a
gentle mother's spring cleaning—old dishes, beer bottles, guitars, boxes of sand,
hinges, fences, slats of wood, strips of cloth and glass— name it and it's there, and
the total impression is chaos.
Some of this mess sees regular service and is therefore worn by the hands of
time, while afew items at the back are brand-new, and have never been used, but
survive under the dust for future use. Just as aprospector probes the wilderness
so do our sound men probe these shelves in hope of finding the ideal sound for
their show, or perhaps with the lurking belief that somewhere in this confusion
there may still rest abottle of vintage wine.
All major sound rooms include " built" effects such as doors, wheels, water
tanks and a glass crasher. Door frames are outfitted with various baffles to
change the pitch and resonance of the sound, and the dungeon door of steel is
embellished with the inevitable chains necessary for your better kind of horror
show. The sound of " Madame Guillotine," an integral part of FrenchRevolution stories, is simulated for radio by using asliding door and aheavy
knife striking a cabbage. Another cabbage is dropped into a straw basket to
complete the effect.
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For asingle train sound effect the CNR used the following: ( left to right) man with
lamp, woman with bell, director cuing, announcer for "all aboard," man with
"toot" whistle, man with board for "clackety-clack" sound. um:
The Glass Crasher is everybody's favorite sound-effect instrument. Two
sheets of glass are held in a twin frame, while two large brass balls on a
pendulum smash the glass. Nothing gives more release than about ten minutes
on the Glass Crasher, and nobody ever needs apsychiatrist after aworkout on
that machine.
In the 1920s and early 1930s radio sound effects imitated old stage ideas about
sound. At best sound effects used for the theater stage were and still are terrible,
but radio was content to use these effects for a while. The familiar sound of
hoofbeats made from banging coconut shells is one example. Thunder was
produced by shaking large suspended sheets of steel, and buckshot rolling back
and forth in cardboard tubes supposedly sounded like surf. However, in the
1930s, " Atlantic Nocturne" from Halifax experimented and successfully used
several pounds of buckshot in narrow corrugated troughs of wood slowly rocked
from end to end for the sound of the Atlantic. The sound of marching was, and
still is, produced with wooden frames holding dozens of wooden rods suspended
on canvas cross pieces rocked on the floor. Wind was simulated by covering a
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Some Sound Devices of Radio
A rare NBC photo showing a1923 production of "
Rip Van Winkle."

Drama
NBC

rotating drum of wooden slats with asheet of canvas; for warm wind the drum is
rotated slowly, for colder winds the drum is turned faster.
These ingenious effects were limited by the quality of the early microphones.
It's hard to believe that Orson Welles in his production of "War of the Worlds"
could have convinced listeners with the " reality" of his sound effects. Yet the fact
remains that the effects and the script were completely convincing to alarge and
frightened audience. Nevertheless, sound effects have come a long way since
then.
Recordings were not allowed by NBC or CBS on their broadcasts until the last
years of the Second World War, and Iwould remind listeners who remember Ed
Murrow broadcasting for CBS during a bombing raid from London that those
were real bombs they heard exploding. But CBC policy was against dead
announcers and for new inventions and technology. The mobile trucks used by
the CBC overseas unit were in fact disc-recording studios. These recordings were
later played back from the

BBC

to Canada. This flexibility allowed Matthew
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A violin bow creates sound of squeaky door.

Old audio tape squeezed makes sounds of
footsteps in grass.

Halton, Marcel Ouimet and other Canadian correspondents to get to the scenes
of action and return with the actual sounds of war on records. During the war Art
Holmes, one of the CBC technicians, recorded the raids over London for several
nights. Many of these records are now in the BBC Sound Effects Library and
remain the best collection of bombing sound effects available on record.
After the Second World War, sound-effect companies did amajor business
selling recorded sounds to radio stations, networks and theaters for productions.
In most cases these libraries were excellent, and afew still operate in the industry.
The best known libraries included Major, Standard, Gennet, Silver Masque, BBC
and Speedy Q. which spreads grooves at certain places on their records so the
operator could visually see where to put the pickup needle for achange in the
effect.
Sound-effect recordings need special equipment for playback. Playback
units have several turntables with two playback arms available to each table, and
the turntables have variable speed controls ranging from very slow to very fast.
Machine for sound of wagon wheels.

Slap stick for sound of gunshots.

Pay phone sound.

Machine for sound of creaking ropes

These contraptions come in various shapes and sizes but they are always called
"Cocktail Bars." Unlike the old phonographs, sound-effects pickup arms have
vertical styli, so they can be played on arecord whether it's " coming" or " going."
This allows apickup arm between two tables to be used on either table. When a
long continuous recorded effect is required, such as the hum of amotorcar, a
single disc is used but the pickup arms are alternated to provide acontinuous
sound.
Better microphones and amplifiers have changed sound techniques. For
example, thunder sheets were replaced with rubber bladders from soccer balls
containing a few pieces of buckshot. If snapped the right way beside a
microphone, a convincing thunderclap is heard on the air. Thunder then
graduated to a " thunder screen," which is atwo- foot wooden square frame with
stretched, copper fly screen attached. Soldered to one corner of the screen is a
small pin that is inserted into arecord playback head. Striking the wire with a
drumstick creates a tremendous storm. Thunder has always been one of the
Iron bar striking anvil for blacksmith shop
effects.

Glass Crasher machine.

on ships.

Coconut shells on gravel simulate ahorse trotting.

Styrofoam cups on gravel simulate ahorse
"tiptoeing."

favorite sounds of radio, and no other effect had so much work lavished on its
development, perhaps because we still think of it as the voice greater than
ourselves.
Guns and cannons have had almost as much work lavished on them. Real
guns with blanks were used for years but they were abother. They really were not
reliable, and there are many stories told of guns failing to fire. Often an actor
would say, " O.K. I'm going to shoot you"— along silence—"O.K. I'll stab you
then," the actor would frantically improvise—silence and then, " Bang!"
Blanks also make too loud a sound and are hard on the actors and the
microphones. For years the best gun effects were simulated by " slap sticks,"
pieces of wood slapped together, and sometimes ahardwood yardstick was used
for gunshots. This effect is reliable so long as the slap stick does not break or
crack. The ricochet of a bullet was reproduced orally, but now it is usually
reproduced electronically, and occasionally recorded. The trouble with " slap
sticks" was that an army of sound men was needed to reproduce one gun battle.
Plastic mold on glass for sound of screeching tires.

Jail door effect.

Squeezing cornstarch boxes creates sound of
man walking through snow.

Crushing aberry box creates sound of tree falling.

There is now an electronic " Gunshot Generator" that can do single shots, with
or without ricochets, through to heavy cannon, machine guns, ack-acks—in fact,
a complete war by merely pushing buttons. Sounds great! As microphones
improved, crumpled cellophane was used for the sound of fire and cornstarch
boxes appropriately squeezed sounded like footsteps in the snow. A crushed onequart berry box successfully simulated falling trees.
Some actual recorded sounds never do sound right on radio. For example,
traffic sounds in adowntown area require studio recreation with records of quiet
traffic, afew voices and the odd car horn. Voices cannot be heard over the sound
of real vacuum cleaners, and sewing machines seldom sound like sewing
machines to radio listeners. Often the sound man rigs the sounds by using effects
that sound like what the listener expects to hear. Cold wind is pitched higher
than warm wind because the listener thinks that's the way it is. It isn't. But in
most cases the best sound effects are captured by using actual sounds of the real
thing.
"Harvey" is used when abody is thumped
or bumped.

Army marching sound effect.

Dave Tasker (with pipe) slamming door for drama starring Joy LaFleur, John
Drainie and Bud Knapp. cm:

One ingenious creation of sound I've encountered was dreamed up by John
Sliz, who is now the chief sound man at CBC Toronto. For the sound of aheart
beating he uses a large new telephone book, which he holds in his hands, the
book suspended so that the bottom corners of the pages are loose. He then flaps
the pages gently together in such away that they sound exactly like the beating of
ahuman heart.
Certain sound sequences are made up of combinations of recorded, live and
rigged effects. The sound of wooden sailing ships would be created by using a
combination of recorded wind and waves, live water splashes, recorded gulls, live
and recorded rigging creaks, and live, recorded and rigged groaning of the
timbers as the ship rides the waves.
While Ihave nothing but praise for the Canadian sound-effects men, Imust
take off my hat to that crazy breed of sound men developed in the u.s. Because of
the restrictions on recordings at NBC and CBS, most of those marvelous sounds
used during the American Golden Age of Radio were done with elaborate and
expensive equipment or by vocal imitation. In Hollywood one whole wall of a
studio was required to do train sound effects until sound men started to imitate
trains, planes and other sounds with their mouths and tongues. The most
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"Opportunity Knocks" provided little sound work for Bert Stanley ( behind door),
who opened show with " knock, knock," and that was it. (le

famous sound man was Mel Blanc, who became alegend as the voice of Bugs
Bunny and other cartoon characters in the movies. As Jack Benny's sound man,
Mel Blanc was responsible for Benny's Maxwell, and managed to create a
complete character for the car.
In New York there were two famous men who could do almost any sound
orally. Brad Barker did " big sounds" like planes, trains and large animals,
including the lion for the MGM trademark and the rooster on Pathe's news. Don
Bain specialized in " small sounds" like birds and smaller animals, and was
particularly prized for his ability to create sounds for black widow spiders and
other tiny horrors.
The NBC sound-effects department was originally run by aCanadian, Ted
Slade. who created sound for the radio dramas in Toronto in the early 1930s. In
1945 the NBC and the ABC sound-effects department were one and the same, and
they went in more for elaborate " group" effects. An eight- by- six-foot soundeffect truck had all possible combinations of train sounds, and there was another
RADIO'S COPPER AGE
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John Sliz with rock, creating sound for Alex Sheridan to record for CBC.

truck used just for the sounds of fire engines. American sound men are members
of the actors' unions, AGFA or AFTRA, and radio actors are not allowed to make
any sound effects other than crowd sounds or their assigned speaking parts.
American networks have traditionally produced action series, and therefore
their attitude and use of sound differed from Canadian networks, who had to
develop effects for the more gentle anthology series that we tend to produce. If
you judged American homes by radio drama it would appear that no rooms ever
had rugs on the floor and doors are always kept shut. On the American soap
operas, some shows seemed to consist of nothing but the continuous sound of
people walking in and out of doors, accompanied by actors wearing hard- soled
shoes. The gumshoe never had achance in U.S. radio.
Canadian producers used sound quite differently. For example, Rupert
Caplan always felt that sound effects interfered with the words, and used them
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only where it was essential to the plot. Andrew Allan also distrusted soundeffects men, though he had the best available, and Lister Sinclair as aradio writer
concurred with Allan. Andrew used sound only where he had to, and when he
used it, used it brilliantly. Sometimes in acomplex scene he would break asound
sequence into individual elements and then direct them slowly cue by cue so that
the listener knew exactly what was happening. Iwas always convinced that these
sequences were too slow to follow, but Inever met alistener who agreed with me.
Esse Ljungh was also amaster at using sound effects and live actors, and his
production of " 1984" was a sound epic. However, Esse did like to minimize
"drone effects" such as airplanes or car interiors. He would state the sound at the
beginning of ascene and add it here and there throughout the scene. Since Esse
had been asound- effects man in Winnipeg in the 1930s, he was extremely fussy
about important effects, and he encouraged the sound department to use their
imagination as much as possible.
Frank Willis adored sound effects, and he proclaimed Freddie Tudor the
greatest living sound man in the business. Frank liked lots of sound and he liked
it loud, and he was in heaven when he produced historical extravaganzas.
Sometimes on an Esse Ljungh or Andrew Allan production there was some
doubt for afew seconds as to the location of the scene if alistener had just tuned
in. Never with aFrank Willis production. On his series " Great Days of Sail,"
Willis used as many as four sound men because he insisted that each ship must
have an uniquely identifiable sound for the listeners. How those ships creaked,
groaned, rolled and pitched! And how the actors loved the series: " Aloft
you," " Mind the lightning" ( roar of thunder), " All hands man the sails" ( sound
of feet running), " Quickly, man, reef the sails, or old Davy Jones will have guests
this terrible night" ( aloud crack), " She's falling. Clear the decks" ( crash, scream,
crackle of fire), " Quick, men, the fire hoses. Run, my boys" ( rumble of thunder),
"Curse you storm."
Generally, however, Canadian sound effects were more often used for the
"sounds of silence," and records were used more often than in the u.s. For
example, on the " Jake and the Kid" series, listeners would hear the call of aloon
on anorthern lake or the distant sound of alocomotive as the Kid lay in bed
daydreaming. Music, of course, was always avital part of radio sound effects, and
Canadian composers and conductors have always been masters when it came to
integrating sound effects and music.
The Toronto

CBC

sound- effect department was started in 1938 by Harold

Symes and ayear later expanded with Bert Stanley, Bill McKlintock and Gord
Tanner. Freddie Tudor joined them a little later, and this remained the basic
group throughout the war years. Each man had specific talents and skills. One
man would be an expert playing records, another on bird effects, athird awhiz
using a rubber- bladed electric fan for dogfights and other air battles. Bert
Stanley was an excellent all-round sound man. He was also ahemophiliac, and
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In acontemporary sound dubbing room John Sliz watches Al Rosen feed videotape
onto monitor. BROADCASTER MAGAZINE

when during aglass-crashing sequence on adrama the glass failed to crash, Bert
smashed it with his fist. Bert risked aweek in hospital for asound effect. He was
typical of sound men. They're nuts.
Although it was rare, sound men could and did make mistakes, as happened
when Bill Strange was producing, directing and acting in a sea story on the
"Fighting Navy" series. When ahelpless unarmed Canadian ship was stopped
by asurfaced enemy sub, the brave commander ( Bill Strange) described to his
crew the deadly events, including, "They've got their forward gun uncovered. Ah
yes. there's apuff of smoke. In abrief moment we will hear the sound of their gun
since sound travels slower than light. Ican hear it now." RRR, RRR, came the
sound of an old automobile starting. Strange looked to heaven for understanding and stomped out of the live broadcast, leaving John Drainie to take over his
part on the show.
Ionce produced adreadful series of children's programs called " Billy Bartlett
of the Double Bar U." This was one of cBc's attempts to use radio draina to show
how romantic the Canadian west really was. The series was abore, and so dull
that the sound men gathered around to help me. Ican recall having as many as
five sound men on the set, even though only two were assigned. While the actors
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valiantly droned on, the careful listener could hear first the call of acrow, " caw,
caw," then a gunshot " blam!" then a pitiful " caw, caw" as a crow
supposedly hit the dust. Near the end of the series things had gotten so far out of
control that there was the sound of cannons shooting at the crows, calves being
born, and cows being serviced, and Ihad to call ahalt. Irealized that if the sound
men had their way the show would have consisted of nothing but the sounds of
crossfire as every songbird in Canada hit the dust.
These sound sequences were very " in" for asmall group of fans, including
Alan McFee. He thoroughly enjoyed this show, and secretly contributed from
the network booth. Alan's nickname is " Blackie," and so was Billy Bartlett's
horse. The show always opened with Billy Bartlett shouting " Blackie" ( Blackie
whinnies in the distance), " Come on Blackie" ( whinnies again), " That's aboy,
come on Blackie" ( whinny, sound of hooves running, and music, as the horse
approaches). One time, when author Alf Harris played back the show's tapes,
to his horror he heard the following; Bill shouting " Blackie," and a voice
replying, " Yes?" " Come on Blackie." " I'm here, stupid." This program was
broadcast to youngsters all across Canada and the author was understandably
furious. Isuspected McFee, but when he was accused he denied any involvement,
swore loyalty to the show, and even went so far as to accuse the furious Harris of
rigging his own tape.
Bill Roach was also amaster of live sound effects and could imitate many
machines and some animals. His best/worst sounds were dog barks. In the halls
of the CBC Bill would trail an unsuspecting victim, at the right moment
pinching the victim's Achilles tendon and barking. This was funny only to the
onlookers, and when Bill's trick became well known many people swore that
they would punch him out if he ever did it to them. None of them ever recovered
from the first shock fast enough to get him, though. Iknow— Iwas one of his
victims.
Iam pleased to report that we finally had our revenge on Bill. One Sunday
morning Bill Roach was working on aprogram with Jackie Rae, aglamorous
producer who later became atelevision star in Canada and the U.K. Jackie had
brought his two beautiful boxer dogs to work with him that day. Bill was in the
sound-effects room, which was at the end of the studio hall, carefully pouring
cornstarch from one bag to another because asnow- walking effect was required.
As Bill was performing this delicate operation he was unaware that one of
Jackie's dogs had walked up behind him. The dog barked—Bill and the cornstarch rose three feet in the air— he landed covered in cornstarch and shame, as
the onlookers applauded vengefully.

The Hudson's Bay Company presents the " rent" to King George VI during the 1939
Royal Tour. Notice the broadcast crew on the roof. caw
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Radio's Silver Age
1.36-1149
Radio Rallies
Round the Flag

T
HE SECOND World War plunged Canadians into awhole new era, and for Canadian radio it was also the beginning of a
new age with adifferent set of problems and challenges. In 1939 the United States
had not yet come into the war, and unbelievable as it may seem, the CBC had not
yet developed its own news service. For the first time in its history Canadian
radio was now forced to produce its own original programming, rather than
imitations of American programs, to suit its wartime needs.
One of the most important broadcasts before the war was the Royal Tour of
May 1939. Mackenzie King was anxious that the CBC do an excellent job covering
the tour, and it was decided that 100 members of its small staff would be used.
Ernie Bushnell coordinated the efforts of the thirteen announcers, while Steve
Brodie set up a school to teach CBC staff the protocol of Royal Tours. Two
broadcast teams leapfrogged the country—one team led by Bob Bowman and the
other by T.O. Wiklund. The announcers included Ted Briggs, Fernand LeClerc,
H. Rooney Pelletier, Gerry Wilmot, Bill O'Reilly, Jack Peach, Reid Forsee,
Patrick Freeman, Bud Walker, Bob Anderson and John Kannawin. The French
team included Jacques DesBaillets, L. Francouer and Gerry Arthur. There was a
special commentator, G. A. Browne, for the trooping of the color, and Frank
Willis came back from Australia to join the crew.
This remarkable troop spent six weeks in continuous travel, crossing 7,000
miles to cover the tour. They produced ninety-one broadcasts and in the process
became the heroes of the CBC. But one of the major benefits of the Royal Tour
which could not be foreseen was that when it was over the CBC owned enough
technical equipment to survive the following years of war.
Until the war there had been no real demand for aCBC news service, because
the newspapers had functioned well enough for peacetime. But with the u.s. at

peace and Canada at war, Canadians were now anxious for the news that was
relevant to them. Although the Canadian Press news service could have been
available to radio broadcasters before the war, the radio industry had generally
preferred highly colored and dramatic news stories that were more entertainment
than news and neither fair nor accurate, according to qualified newsmen. When
the war made it evident that there was a real need for Canadian Press news
services, they gave the news to the

CBC

free in order to prevent radio news from

going " commercial." This stopped the commercialization of Canadian radio
news for years.
In 1940 Dan McArthur was appointed to head

CBC

news and establish a

reliable and accurate news service. Four regional news bureaus were established
at Halifax, Montreal, Winnipeg and Vancouver, and acentral newsroom was
created in Toronto. Here are three of the set of ten news directives that reflected
the society of the time: no suicides were to be reported unless the people
concerned were prominent, physical handicaps or deformities were to be
avoided, and no stories about lotteries or gambling odds for sports events were to
be mentioned.
The main bulletins were broadcast morning, noon, supper and late evening.
Two were national and two regional— the nationals were at noon and 11 P.M.
eastern time. The 11 P.M. broadcast became known in the CBC as "The National,"
aterm still used on the late- night major television newscast. The BBC news was
also broadcast twice aday, along with ahalf-hour BBC newsreel in the evening.
The first regular news reader on the CRBC (
and later the CBC) was Charles
Jennings. He was followed by Lome Greene, who became famous as "The Voice
of Doom" during the war. Later, near the end of the war, Earl Cameron took over
for ten years, to be succeeded by Harry Mannis, Bill Read and Frank Herbert.
During the war the government asked the CBC 10 move " The National" from
11 to 10

P.M.

eastern time so people would go to bed earlier and save power and

fuel for the war effort. Because of this it became afixed habit for most Canadians
to listen to Lome Greene read the news, and then trot off to bed. The CBC
broadcasts were available to all Canadian radio stations regardless of affiliation.
Many stations took the national and regional newscasts because the censorship
regulations were so complex that it was safer 10 let the CBC worry about
censorable national news, and continue to use only local and " safe" news from
their own newsrooms. Even local news was rigidly controlled, however, and
certain types of news were classified in parts of Canada at that time, including
weather forecasts, transportation information, crop reports and, even on
occasion, news of disasters.
Among the special news services provided by the CBC during the war was the
broadcasting of Canadian news overseas through the facilities of the BBC. The
news was cabled from the CBC central newsroom for aweekly fifteen- minute
broadcast read by Byng Whitteker, as well as ten-minute sportscasts the
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Lorne Greene was known as " The Voice of Doom" during the Second World War.
Inserts show Greene fighting fatigue during a broadcast. N Al'IONAL FILM BOARD OF CANADA
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BC war correspondent Benoit LaFleur recording
tItalian front. cm:

Marcel Ouimet, CBC correspondent at the front. cm:

CBC engineer Arthur Holmes shows the CRC mobile recording van he operated in
Second World War campaigns to George Drew, Premier nt Ontario. cm:
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CBC engineer Harold Wadsworth just prior to taking off in abomber to record
impressions over enemy territory. cm:

following day, which would include the hockey scores for Canadian soldiers. In
Canada, the
The

CBC

CBC

broadcast asimilar service to Australians and New Zealanders.

overseas news unit did amagnificent job, described by Bert Powley

in his book A Broadcast From the Front, which tells of the trials and tribulations
of the Canadian news correspondents during the war. As well as feeding the
regular newscasts, the overseas unit also produced program material for two or
more broadcasts weekly. " With the Troops" was broadcast in England on
Mondays, and " English Newsletter to Canada" covered the activities of
Canadian men and women overseas on Thursdays. Bob Bowman was head of
these units and Art Holmes was the first technician.
The CBC war correspondents made quite aname for themselves— especially
Matthew Halton and Marcel Ouimet for the French, as well as Peter Stursburg
and Benoit LaFleur, who both covered the news in Italy. Osher overseas war
correspondents were J. L. Beauregard, Andrew Cowan, Bill Herbert, Paul
Barette, Alex MacDonald, Lloyd Moore, Cliff Spear, Fred McCord, Paul
Johnson, Bert Powley, Harold " Waddy" Wadsworth, Claude Dostie, John
Kannawin and newsmen like Greg Clark. It was because of these men's efforts
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CBC war correspondents Benoit LaFleur ( left) and J. L. Beauregard recording
Canadian army news in Italy. cm:

that in 1943 CBC won the most prestigious award possible, the Ohio Award for
news coverage.
While the news correspondents played a vital and brave part of wartime
broadcasting, in my opinion the wartime commentators played just as important apart at that crucial time. They were able to bring amuch- needed focus to
war events, because they operated independently of government and propaganda controls, using the " man on the street's" information and relating it to
their own hunches and experience. While the authorities considered propaganda necessary for wartime morale, the calm reasoning of these perceptive men
allowed the listeners to have a true overview of what was really happening
overseas.
The commentators were an interesting selection ol experts— from the

U.K.

men like J.B. Priestley and J.B. (
Hamish) McGeachy, from New York Raymond
Gram Swing who alternated with James M. ( Don) Minifie from Washington.
Wilson Woodside was another Toronto expert who did commentaries on war
strategy.
Winston Churchill's motto—" Give us the tools and we will finish the job"—
governed alarge part of the Canadian radio war effort. But tools cost money, so
early in the war the sale of War Savings Bonds and Victory Bonds was the focus
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Viscount Alexander of Tunis examines CBC truck, which was actually asmall radio
studio on wheels. cm:

for a series of broadcasts. The top Canadian news correspondents. were often
dragged back from England to take part in these events. much to their
frustration. In 1941 all sorts of American stars came up to Canada to
participate— Percy Faith, who had left the CBC for the U.S., André Kostelanetz,
Paul Whiteman, Bob Hope, John Charles Thomas, Gracie Fields, Morton
Downey, Arch Oboler, Irving Berlin and Ronald Coleman all contributed to
Canadian War Bonds broadcasts. The programs were generally musicals with
"pitches" by the stars, which sometimes included very effective dramatic sketches
describing the heroic efforts taking place to win the war.
A number of radio series were also produced to spur Canadian audiences on
to win the war. " Arsenal of Democracy" described the development of new
industries needed for the war effort. " Carry on Canada," "Talks about Tanks,"
"Steel Production" and -Guns and Ammunition" were other shows of that
period.
"British Ballad Operas" was also produced to inspire Canadians to
appreciate the courage and humor of the British. Scheduled on the National
network, the programs consisted, in effect, of British music for British listeners.
Operas produced under the supervision of Jean Marie Beaudet included " Hugh
the Drover" by Vaughan Williams, " Merrie England" by Edward German and
Balfe's " Bohemian Girl." Canadian conductors were Sir Ernest MacMillan and
Eugene Goossens, and singers included Rose Bampton and John Brownlee of
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Canadian radio rallied round the flag with Winston Churchill's motto as focus.
BILL BAKER

Radio singsorizs were an important way to raise money for War Savings Bonds.
BILL BAKER

Peter Stursberg ( left) and Matthew Halton, one of the most respected Canadian war
correspondents. (II(
the New York Metropolitan Opera, along with many Canadian singers. John
Coulter and Healey Willan wrote a Canadian " Odyssey of 1942" entitled
"Transit Through Fire." which concluded the British series with an allCanadian production. Nationalism was beginning to develop in Canada but the
concept of " Canadian content" as a percentage of broadcasting was not even
considered at this time. Coulter recalls being paid less than $500 for the rental of
the libretto by the CBC. He thinks the fee was $350—an incredibly low fee for such
an outstanding playwright. The

CBC

blurb for this series reflects the attitude of

the times, as they describe the programs " bririging to listeners knowledge of an
essential element in Britain's genius, hence these programs mark a definite
musical contribution to national morale, and to the spiritual side of our war
effort."
It was the dramas of the time, however, that remain the best-remembered
wartime programs. At first the BBC sent over script and transcriptions for
broadcast in Canada. These programs were wi itten to help clarify the war
situation for Canadian listeners, and included shows like -Under the Shadow of
the Swastika" and "A Half-Hour with Mr. Jones."
The most outstanding Canadian series was " Theatre of Freedom," broadcast
Sunday nights during the spring of 1941, produced by Rupert Lucas with the
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Vancouver wartime radio drama, with actors dressed up for publicity photo later
used as propaganda. noN courmAN
help of two American producers. According to the

CBC

blurb, "These perfor-

mances were an offering made by our playwrights and actors to the cause of
democracy, which is at stake in the World War today. The stars of Hollywood
and Broadway, the dramatists of the stage, film and radio, gave freely of their best
to Canada, as a means of heartening and inspiring the listening audience
throughout the Dominion and beyond its borders."
The main Canadian effort in wartime drama was adevelopment of " Carry
on Canada," which became aweekly drama series produced on arotating basis
on behalf of the three military services, under the title " Comrades in Arms."
Frank Willis was the producer and Samuel Hersenhoren led the orchestra. These
musical productions with dramatic sketches survived long after the war and ran
as late as 1950. The original writers " reported" on behalf of their respective
services— Bill Strange wrote for the navy, Dick Diespecker for the army and A.A.
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Frank Shuster ( left) and Johnny Wayne (center) with army show in France. CRC
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Johnny Wayne and Frank Shuster in apublicity shot to promote sale of war bonds.
PUBLIC ARCHIVES OF CANADA

McDermott with Fletcher Markle for the air force. By 1950 the program was
produced by Jackie Rae, with Howard Cable conducting and Leslie Bell leading
the choir. Singers included were Gisele Lafleche, Terry Dale and Ted Hockridge. John Rae ( no relation to Jackie Rae) was the announcer and Larry
McCance was the man in uniform. Bill Strange was still writing for the navy,
George Salverson was writing for the army and Max Braithwaite for the RCAF,
and the service rivalry lasted up to the end of the series.
Bill Strange ( who later became the general manager of the Jamaica
Broadcasting Corporation) became the driving force behind " Fighting Navy,"
one of the most successful war series produced. A " heroes" series, the scripts were
based on " true adventures" that took place on a mythical destroyer HMCS
Missinabi, under the command of "The Captain" played by Mercer McLeod.
Lloyd Bochner played the young sailor Jack Marlowe, and he was replaced by
Vincent Tovell when Lloyd joined the real navy. The cast of " Fighting Navy"
became a " who's who" of great radio actors after the war, including John
Drainie, Austin Willis, Howard Milsom, Jack Fuller, Lister Sinclair, Peggi
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Big bands such as Mart Kenney's orchestra were an integral part of radio in the
.1940s. BILL BARER

Loder, Francis Goff man and Pauline Rennie. Iris Alden was the director of the
series and B.A. Oil sponsored the program, which was 'broadcast on Thursday
nights.
Air force fans also had their own wartime show, a drama called " L for
Lanky," sponsored by the Canadian Marconi Company, written by Don Bassett
and produced by Alan Savage. Again true war stories were implanted on a
fictional bomber, " L for Lanky." This show was almost as successful as
"Fighting Navy," and included in the cast were Jack Fuller, Jules Upton, George
Murray ( the tenor), Herb Gott, Art Martin and Vincent Tovell.
The army and the merchant navy also had shows dedicated to their special
audiences—"The Merchant Navy Show" had Corby MacNeil as Mc, Howard
Higgins' Orchestra, and aprogram consisting primarily of music. Shuster and
Wayne, and Russ Titus were stars of "The Army Show," which was actually a
touring variety stage show that was broadcast occasionally. After the war John
and Frank went on to do " The Johnny Home" show, which dealt with the
problems of repatriation.
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"Ma Perkins," one of the weepiest American soap operas of the 1940s, had many
loyal Canadian fans. (Left to right) Virginia Payne (Ma), Murray Forbes and
Charles Egelston. cm:

To round out the war effort there were also many religious programs and
services, and inspirational programs of music and writing. Alistar Grosart and
John Weinzweig combined to produce " New Canadians," aseries about people
who had fled Europe. Margaret Kennedy and Anne Mariott wrote a verse
program, " Who's Johnny Canuck?" Harry " Red" Foster contributed a verse
play, "British Birthright," about freedom, and Gerald Noxon wrote aseries of
fourteen programs titled " They Fly for Freedom," which was recruiting
propaganda for the RCAF.
But the CBC didn't have acorner on patriotism, and the private sector of radio
and sponsors were responsible for many programs including morale- building
singsongs in the parks and, of course, the big network commercial programs.
"Command Performance" was one of the outstanding commercial series,
combining music with adramatic sketch about war heroes. The program had a
generous budget supplied by Supertest Gasoline, and Harry Foster organized the
series and wrote aspecial tribute to war heroes that was read by Lome Greene.
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In 1944 the heroes honored were all Victoria Cross winners. Much of the special
music was composed by Lucio Agostini, with Sir Ernest MacMillan conducting,
and the program was produced at the concert studio of the CBC.
A similar program of that period was " Borden's Canadian Cavalcade," again
with Lome Greene narrating a story about awar hero. The program featured
popular songs as well, with announcer Cy Mack and music conducted by
Howard Cable. Rai Purdy produced the series through Young and Rubicam, a
major advertising agency. The show was achatty affair with Cy Mack talking to
the singers, special guests and the weekly hero. A narrative set the scene to
introduce a guest who had seldom been on radio before, but because of
censorship the ad-libs were written beforehand. One interview was with a
manufacturer of asubmarine detection device whose employees did not know
what they were actually making. ( From the script it appears that they were
improving Fessenden's submarine inventions.) The commercials sold Klim and
ended with the motto, " If it's Borden's it's got to be good."
Even the soap operas revolved around the war. " Soldier's Wife," written by
Kay and Ernie Edge, featured a character, Carry Murdock, with a husband
George stationed overseas as asergeant in the Hullyvale Rifles. The program,
sponsored by the Wartime Prices and Trade Board, carried alot of propaganda
for the listeners, and the commercials supplied useful data to housewives
concerning ration regulations and other important information. This was one
of the few " soaps" that both entertained and served apurpose. "John and Judy"
was yet another domestic drama in which the characters, adelightful couple
played by Bill Needles and Roxanna Bond, had to cope with situations dealing
with problems caused by wartime regulations.
It must be obvious to readers by now that the war did indeed change radio
broadcasting in Canada. For the first time in their history Canadians were
listening to alot of original Canadian programs. This had happened not only
because of the war, but because the CBC had made aconscious decision to control
the number of war broadcasts and maintain a reasonable balance between
entertainment programs and the stark brutal facts of the war brought to listeners
by the news and public affairs broadcasts. Some of the best and funniest
American radio programs of all time were carried on the CBC network, as well as
some of the weepiest American soap operas, such as " Ma Perkins," "The Man
That I Married," and "The Right to Happiness," daily features which
enthralled the housewives. Evening features included " Lux Radio Theater,"
"The Voice of Firestone," " Carnation Contented Hour," " Fibber McGee and
Molly" and "Jack Benny." With good original Canadian programs and top
shows from the United States, Canadians were receiving the best of both radio
worlds and they were enjoying it. Radio had become an integral part of their
lives.
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American radio comedy was in its heyday during the 1940s, and Fibber McGee and
Molly were beloved by Canadian listeners. NBC

The early years of the CRC had been spent consolidating program distribution, expanding existing programs and improving program areas that had
been neglected. During Canadian radio's Silver Age, which lasted from the mid1930s to the mid- 1940s, school, farm and women's broadcasts were also
established. Until this time these features had been represented only in the most
casual way, but now they became an important part of radio.
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A CBC Farm drama, " The Craigs," was on the air for twenty-five years. (Left to
right) George Murray, Alice Hill, Peter Whittal, Gordon Howard, Grace Webster
and Frank Peddie. cBc:
Farm broadcasting, a major development in the CBC, began on FrenchCanadian radio April 11, 1938. The program was called "Le Reveil Rural." The
English language service followed February 29, 1939. Radio was to play abig
part in helping the Canadian farmer improve his lot and his production. Prior to
this there had been some stock market reports from Winnipeg and Toronto, and
the Alberta commercial network had carried some farm news. But CBC broadcasts
were to become more than news—they were a propaganda platform to help
convince the farmer that good farming led to good living. Orville Shugg was
hired by Ernie Bushnell to broadcast fifteen minutes aday for three months, at
fifty dollars a broadcast. He stayed for five years. The new program was so
successful that later Shugg added "The Craigs," afarm drama written by Dean
Hughes that lasted for 6,138 programs over twenty-five years, ending July 31,
1964. Shugg initiated regional broadcasts in the Maritimes and the Prairies in
1939 and in British Columbia in 1940.
The farm dramas were avital part of the farm broadcasts, and each region
had its own. In Winnipeg "The Jacksons," and in the Maritimes "The Gillans"
were the farming family, and in British Columbia it was "The Carsons." "The
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The Blattnerphone, the earliest tape recorder, used high- quality steel for tape.
Wartime shortage of steel prohibited its use. cric

Carsons" also ran for twenty-five years and 6,022 scripts were written, most of
them by David Savage. The broadcasting of dramatized propaganda was
extremely successful; effective for the farmer and lucrative for adistinguished
group of Canadian actors. The authors, unfortunately, were never paid as much
as they deserved. A lot of outstanding radio people worked on those broadcasts,
and it was finally rumored that the only way to achieve asenior position in the
csc: was to become afarm broadcaster. For example, Ron Fraser became avicepresident, and farm broadcasters Keith Morrow and Bob Graham became senior
program executives. The former czar of radio and television English programming is ex- farm commentator Nom Garriock, and the vice-president of the CRTC
is former farmer Harry Boyle. Farm commentator Neil Morrison became the
head of the CBC talks department during the 1950s, and another, Fergus Mutrie,
became asenior

TV

executive. Even Orville Shugg, who left after five years with

the farm broadcasts, returned years later to asenior position in
Is there substance to the rumor? Ileave it to the reader.

CBC

sales policy.

If CBC executives came out of farm broadcasts, so did some of Canada's finest
radio writers, actors and producers. Up until the mid- 1930s Canada hadn't given
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It wasn't until the 1940s that Canadian dramatists like Andrew Allan (right) were
even achance on CBC radio. cu.

adamn about Canadian talent. The worst imports were paid much more than
Canadians, and foreign experts received higher fees and more prestige despite the
superior talent languishing in our own country. In drama, for instance, only
token efforts had been made to develop Canadian writers, and in the world of
Canadian drama, actors and producers had been frustrated at not being able to
get on " their" air. In the u.s. drama was already abig part of the radio scene, but
the CBC was too busy consolidating its positions to care about the fact that acting
colonies across Canada were " doing their own thing" on private radio.
Winnipeg, for example, had two active " theater stations"—CKY, owned by the
Manitoba Telephone Company, and CKNC, owned by James Richardson.
Tommy Tweed and Esse Ljungh, along with many others, cut their dramatic
teeth with little or no pay on these stations. In Vancouver, Fletcher Markle, John
Drainie and Alan Young were learning their craft, while in Toronto, Andrew
Allan, Bob Christie and Rai Purdy produced CFRB material. The institution of
the farm broadcasts finally supplied a professional base for Canadian actors.
Rupert Lucas was made head of the CBC drama department and his job was to fan
this creativity and harness the existing talent.
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The cast of " One Man's Family," asoap opera that brought tears to the eyes of
listeners and dollars to the pockets of sponsors. CBC

Things began to happen for Canadian writers too. Ironized Yeast sponsored
aprogram, " Canadian Theatre of the Air," that planned to use imported scripts
for Canadian actors, but as the series developed it became apparent to the
producers that there were Canadians who could write good scripts. The
producers changed their buying pattern and, as aresult, forty-seven of the sixtyfive scripts were written by Canadians. Yes„ Canadian radio dramatists were
finally gaining recognition, but meanwhile the CBC found itself embroiled once
more in the kind of dramatic episode they feared most— religious controversies,
sparked off by radio broadcasts, had once more provided acountry-wide stage for
ministers and politicians.
In the CBC files are hundreds of documents concerning the two separate
incidents that bruised the CBC like never before or since. The first incident
concerned a Presbyterian minister, Morris Zeidman, who had presented some
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very strong views about the Catholic Church and birth control on aCFRB radio
program in Toronto. As the regulatory body, the CBC felt obliged to inform
Mister Zeidman that he was not allowed to use radio in this way. That did it! The
two Toronto daily newspapers took opposite stances about the program and
Toronto's Orangemen rose up to defend Zeidman. The CBC was accused of
censorship and, worse, censoring loyal Britishers in this freedom- loving dominion. The following telegram from Zeidman to the Prime Minister gives some
indication of the furor:

TORONTO ONT JAN 10 1937
THE RIGHT HON W L MACKENZIE KING
PRIME MINISTER OF CANADA OTTAWA ONT.
ON BEHALF OF THE HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF LISTENERS-IN TO
THE PROTESTANT RADIO LEAGUE STUDY HOUR WE WISH TO EXPRESS
OUR DEEP INDIGNATION AT THE DECISION OF THE CAN. BROADCASTING COMMISSION HINDERING THE PREACHING OF NEW TESTAMENT
CHRISTIANITY OVER THE AIR IN THE CHRISTIAN PROVINCE OF ONTARIO WE CONSIDER THE CENSORSHIP OF GOSPEL MESSAGES WHICH
CONTAIN NEITHER ACRIMONY SLANDER OR ABUSE BUT POSITIVE NEW
TESTAMENT TEACHING A MOST FLAGRANT DESPOTIC UNJUST AND
UNCHRISTIAN RULING TO WHICH A LIBERTY- LOVING BRITISH CANADIAN PUBLIC WILL NOT EASILY SUBMIT IT IS SUCH HIGH HANDED
ACTION ON THE PART OF PAID SERVANTS OF THE STATE THAT
ENDANGER BRITISH DEMOCRACY AND ENCOURAGE FANATICAL EXTREMISTS WE THEREFORE RESPECTFULLY CALL UPON YOU RIGHT
HONOURABLE SIR AS THE ELECTED HEAD OF THIS FREE BRITISH
COMMONWEALTH THE DOMINION OF CANADA TO CURB THE INFLUENCES THAT ARE BEHIND SUCH OPPRESSIVE MEASURES DIRECTED
AGAINST THE PROTESTANT MAJORITY OF THIS PROVINCE OF ONTARIO.
REV M ZEIDMAN
PRESBYTERIAN MINISTER, ORGANIZER AND
DIRECTOR OF THE PROTESTANT RADIO LEAGUE
307 PALMERSTON BLVD TORONTO

If this furor wasn't bad enough, the CBC then discovered they had also backed
themselves into another religious dispute. Father Lanphier, aRoman Catholic
priest broadcasting from the Radio League of St. Michael's, had ahabit of adlibbing between portions of his script. When the CBC asked the priest to refrain
from these off-the-cuff comments, the enraged Knights of Columbus made the
Orangemen's protests to the CBC look pale by comparison. A look at the CBC files
shows that as there was no reasonable position taken by any of the people in
either of these episodes, it was almost impossible to arrive at solutions. Finally,
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Milton Cross broadcast the Texaco-sponsored opera from his box at the
Metropolitan for forty three years. NRC
in order to placate the clergy, the CBC turned over the sharing of responsibility for
church broadcasts to a national religious advisory council that serves this
function to this very day.
In 1936 music filled 70 percent of the CBC schedule, or about seven hours of
programming aday, on all of the CBC stations. By 1941 the CBC was broadcasting
eighteen hours of music across the country, representing about 51 percent of the
schedule. Classical music and opera were still alarge part of the programming
compared to the present day. The Metropolitan Opera broadcasts started
Christmas Day, 1931, with Deems Taylor talking over the music to describe the
action. This method was used only once. Milton Cross followed him as
announcer and continued without a break for 850 broadcasts, missing two
broadcasts when his wife died. He returned and never missed abroadcast again
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Composer Healey Willan (center) examines the score of his opera "Deirdre of the
Sorrows," commissioned by the CBC in 1943. Pictured with him are Ettore
Mazzoleni and Edward Johnson, director of the Met. CRC
The lead soloists gather for rehearsal of " Deirdre," the first full-length Canadian
opera ever written.cBc

Classical music was always alarge part of radio programming, and the Hart House
String Quartet was heard often. NATIONAL LIBRARY, OTIAWA

until his own death on January 3, 1975, at seventy-seven years of age. It's perhaps
not generally known that Milton Cross' delightful ad-libs were written by Geri
Souvainne, alady who claims to be "at the top of the Metropolitan Opera's bitch
list." That's quite astatement from alady who's competing with some of the
world's most temperamental opera stars. Texaco, which began sponsoring the
program in 1940, is the longest continuing sponsor on radio— the saviors of the
Met and of the sanity of opera- lovers in North America. The broadcast is still on
forty-eight stations in Canada and 240 in the u.s. It still starts at 2P.M., and all
stations have to promise to carry the whole opera without interference and the
whole season without failure. Even though the CBC is no longer in the
commercial radio business, the remaining commercial programs are the operas.
How sensible of the

CBC—how

sensible of Texaco.

The " Proms" were aseries of musical programs broadcast by the CRC from
Varsity Arena in Toronto, conducted by Reginald Stewart. Similar concerts were
broadcast in Montreal from Mount Royal. Youngsters were often bundled in the
family Ford and driven to the road under the chalet to hear the music on ahot
summer's night. Toronto Mendelssohn Choir, under the direction of Dr.
Fricker, performed the whole B Minor Mass by Bach in 1939 and both
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and

Alan Young (above left), apopular Canadian radio comedian, had his first show at
the age of fifteen. cm:

carried this concert. On October 23, 1938, " A Musical Portrait of Canada"
was broadcast to aworld audience, and singers and orchestras were represented

CBC

from across Canada. Christmas 1939 was also the first of the famous " Messiah"
broadcasts.
Toronto's singers received encouragement because of the Mendelssohn
Choir and operas, and soloists were performing on some good radio recitals.
Frances James sang arecital at Banff before the Queen, and during the Royal
Tour Bill Morton, Jack Reid, John Harcourt and Ernest Berry founded the
quartet "The Four Gentlemen," which was popular for years.
The Hart House String Quartet led the parade of chamber players, which
included the McGill Quartet, LeQuatour Jean L'Allemand, L'Ensemble
Instrumental de Montreal, The Tudor Quartet of Winnipeg and the Jean de
Rimanoczy's string ensemble of Vancouver. Five days aweek there were also
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Radio round tables and forums became afeature of Canadian broadcasting during
the 1940s. M.J. Coldwell is shown at mike. BROADCASTER MAGAZINE

recitals with classical artists. Organ recitals included acollection of greats such
as Sir Ernest MacMillan, Healey Willan, Quentin MacLean, Syd Kelland of
Vancouver, Henry Gagnon of Quebec and Hugh Bancroft of Winnipeg.
In alighter vein, the CBC aired agroup of excellent orchestras and leaders
with Percy Faith, Alan MacIver, Giuseppe Agostini, Geoff Waddington, Percy
Harvey, Albert Pratz and Samuel Hersenhoren. " Let's Go to the Music Hall," a
Canadian version of an English music hall, was popular, and dance bands were
heard on aregular basis on the network. Len Hopkins was in Ottawa, Mart
Kenny in Vancouver, Don Turner in Montreal, and Toronto had two big bands,
Horace Lapp and Luigi Romanelli.
One of the most successful Vancouver programs of the period was " Stag
Party," which included Alan Young, who was only fifteen years old when he was
first featured. "Stag Party" became "The Alan Young Show" in 1940, and was
sponsored by Buckingham cigarettes with announcer Herb May who, if memory
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Mary Grannan,
-the popular Canadian writer
and performer of "Just Mary."
cm:
serves, did Buckingham commercials years later. Also in the cast were Bernie
Braden, a seventeen- year- old Juliette, and Louise Grant. The show was
broadcast on the network and when the production was moved to Toronto,
Juliette stayed in the west and the songs were performed by Charlie Jordan. By
1944 Alan Young had been lured to the u.s. for his own American program on
ABC, sponsored by Bristol Myers.
Talk broadcasts were always popular on the CNR, CRBC and the CBC because
it was a cheap source of programming as well as a soapbox for frustrated
reformers and would-be writers. It would seem that the BBC was responsible for
"the expert complex," which required each speaker to be an authority on his
subject. The list of early radio speakers in Canada is a " who's who" of experts
like Davidson Dunton, editor of the Montreal Standard, B.K. Sandwell, editor of
Saturday Night, H.L. Stewart of Dalhousie University, and many more. Years
later when Don Sims produced a man- on- the-street program called " What's
Your Beef," everybody sat up and took notice because nonexperts were finally
being allowed on the air.
Round tables and forums were also popular in this period. " Citizen's
Forum," which lasted more than twenty-six years. started in the fall of 1939, and
was produced in cooperation with the Canadian Association for Adult
Education. It organized local listeners to hear the broadcast and then discuss the
issues after hearing the experts on the network. The Couchiching Conferences
were an outgrowth of this type of program.
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Women like Claire Wallace (pictured here with Neil Leroy) took an ever-increasing
part in radio commentating at this time. CRC

Probably the best-remembered children's program of the Silver Era was the
"Just Mary" show featuring Mary Grannan, aschoolteacher from Fredericton
who became interested in radio. After year of local programming "Just Mary"
was moved to the CBC network, and by 1940 Mary Grannan had moved to
Toronto where she wrote several other programs, including " Maggie Muggins."
Lou Snider played the organ for years on her programs, and it was aunique team
based on compatibility. Mary was also a close friend of Frank Willis, who
cheered her up when she was feeling depressed. She was famous for her large hats
and enormous earrings, and she was one of the besi-liked members of the
Toronto radio colony. She retired in April 1960 and died fifteen years later at the
age of 'seventy-five.
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School broadcasts began in British Columbia and Nova Scotia not long after
the CBC was formed, and were gradually produced across the country for various
school systems. Eventually anational school broadcast was set up by the CBC,
and its function was to produce expensive Shakespearean dramas and major
music programs, shows too costly for regional production. It is one of the few
systems existing in Canada where educators can communicate across provincial
borders.
Meanwhile, in the political and commercial arena, the pressure was building
on the CBC to give up its sustaining broadcast time for more commercial and
popular programs. Within the CBC there was also frustration in the program
units because there was not enough air time to develop new programs. So the CBC
did the simplest and most practical thing— it started asecond radio network.
The CBC network was to be supplemented by asecond network, with all but
the " mother" station in Toronto to be privately owned. The old CBC network
became the Trans Canada network, and the new network was called the
Dominion network. The CBC took over the broadcast frequency of CFRB, who
screamed bloody murder even though they had held the frequency pending CRC's
use. They conveniently forgot this condition and continued that great national
sport, " blaming the CBC," but the CBC persevered and CFRB prospered on their
newly assigned frequency.
The war had ended, there were now two Canadian radio networks, and alot
of frustrations had been removed for radio staff and advertisers. Time on the air
was available to " counter schedule" so that one network could program classical
music and the other could have variety programming or drama. As radio's Silver
Era came to an end and the Golden Age of Canadian radio began, the talent
drain stopped. There was too much work at home and not enough skilled actors
and performers to do it. It looked as if radio in Canada had finally come of age. If
the Silver Era had trained the performers, it would be the Golden Age that
employed them. From 1944 to 1954 there would be superb radio programs with
excellent performers. It was television that would bring an end to the happiest
and most creative time of radio people's lives.

Early radio studios, curtained and draped to improve sound, resembled the interior
of acasket. NBC

Radio and the Stars...
Trade Secrets Revealed!

HEN RADIO

first began, listeners were

grateful to hear any sound at all coming from their sets. But when the technology
of radio had improved beyond the squeak and squabble stage, when microphones had been improved so that the sounds of musical instruments were
readily distinguishable, it became obvious that the content of programs had
finally become important.
The first radio plays were produced by active theater groups from material
already prepared for the stage, and the music performed for these shows was the
same as the musicians played at the hotels or dance halls that employed them.
After atime it became apparent that special material was needed for radio— that
it was anew and different medium needing new treatment. Radio productions
began when the search started for original radio material.
Until then, the director was often an actor in the play performed, and the
"engineer" controlled the microphone as he thought best, not always with the
director's intentions in mind. In musical programs the situation was even worse.
Because some engineers did not understand music, emphasis for aparticular
instrument or section of the orchestra would be misplaced; for example,
sometimes at the conclusion of aviolin solo the trumpets would take over. There
was an obvious need for supervision, and as aresult at least one musician in
Canada became aradio director. John Adaskin began his career as acellist under
the direction of Geoff Waddington. When the engineer asked Geoff for advice
John would go into the control room and listen. The programs improved so
much with his help that he was often booked for abroadcast, but told to leave his
cello at home. He thus evolved into aproducer- director.
When dramas started on radio in Canada they were primarily the work of
amateurs. In Vancouver they were performed mainly by English theater people
RADIO'S SILVER AGE
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A radio production studio in the 1920s. The microphone is hidden in the lamp so
that performers wouldn't be intimidated by it. NBC:

who had immigrated to western Canada. When the

CNR

brought Tyrone

Guthrie from the U.K. to produce the " Romance of Canada" series in Montreal,
he discovered that he had to teach some of the theater actors how to work with
microphones. Since he was expected to deliver some programs almost immediately, he instituted adouble system. According to Austin Weir, the program
director for CNR at that time, for each hour of rehearsal Guthrie required an hour
of radio school for his actors. To complicate matters, almost all of his actors had
full-time jobs during the day, so they could only work nights or weekends.
Therefore, most rehearsals were from 7 P.M. to 11 P.M. It took four nights of
rehearsal and four nights of school for each production.
At that time programs were produced in two studios. Actors were in A and
sound effects were in B, with the control room between them. The original radio
studios were built like the interior of acasket, which they resembled. Drapes and
curtains were moved around mysteriously by experts to improve the sound.
Later, new microphones did abetter job than new drapes, and the studio evolved
into arather austere soundproofed room where the actors performed.
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In this early radio photo, two microphones are hidden in the globe.

N tiC

When Canadian drama productions began on CNR they were controlled by
Englishmen in Vancouver and Montreal, and therefore BBC production methods
were used. When CNR dropped its radio network because of the Depression, there
was ahiatus in radio dramas, and when drama was resumed it was under the
aegis of the CRBC. Producers, writers and directors began to adopt American
production methods.
Basically, the difference between the British and American productions was
established by the dominance of the radio engineer. In the BBC they run the
show— in America the producer runs the show! In the U.K. the actors were in one
studio, the orchestra in another and the sound-effects men in the third. The
actors had to take visual cues from the director, and required very specific and
exact directions in order to integrate their voices with the music and sound. This
was ideal for the engineers, who had to control the volumes of the various parts,
but it required monumental imagination on the part of the actors. Since so much
skill was required the BBC employed a repertory company of actors, and the
producers were required to draw on this stock company for their basic casts,
although they could book their lead actors from the freelance colony.
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Radio needed cheap ways to produce shows, and singsongs filled the bill. Bill. RAKER

In America radio never got hung up on the technical problems. The early
radio plays were done in theaters with audiences, and therefore all the elements
of abroadcast were onstage and visible. What took hours to rehearse without
music and sound now took minutes as the actors listened to the sounds and
coordinated their acting to the sound. Sound men could see the actors and"feel"
the action. " Lux Radio Theater" and the " Ford Radio Theater" are examples of
staged radio plays of this time. Everybody onstage was well dressed to set the
theater mood. Upstage was alarge orchestra of twenty to forty musicians in black
tie and tails. On the sides were the chorus of singers ( if needed), and at the front of
the stage the key microphone.
There were three levels of programs in the U.S. The first level was the star
vehicle such as " Lux Radio Theater," with Cecil B. DeMille introducing
favorite actors performing radio versions of their current movies. The stars were
often terrible radio actors needing long rehearsals. Five days before the broadcast
the actors read through the play, discussed character and adjusted the script. The
following days, rehearsals that slow as the stars learned microphone techniques.
The day before the performance the orchestra was added for aday- long rehearsal
and perhaps arough dress rehearsal. On the day of the program there was adress
rehearsal that was recorded and studied before the program went on the air
"live."
The next level of drama programming was the studio adventure, which was
complete in just one or two days depending on the format and the talents of the
loo
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An early two- man "walkie-talkie" radio team covering agolf tournament.

NB(:

actors. " Gang Busters" took two days because there was no music at the scene
change and all of the bridges were complex sound effects. A simple adventure or
mystery like " Inner Sanctum" was done in one day, including read- through,
rehearsal and broadcast. These programs were generally excellently produced
and used top actors who were relatively well paid for their efforts. Many of these
actors went on to Hollywood stardom, including Van Heflin, William Powell
and Orson Welles.
Lowest on the drama scale came the " soaps." These productions were
produced in the studio in ashort period of time, and they all had one purpose, to
make money. Soap-opera actors had to be tremendously disciplined just to
survive because most " soaps" were produced in two hours from start to finish,
but since many had fixed casts there was little or no work done on character
interpretation. These productions also had one major disadvantage if they were
produced in New York; they had to be done twice, first at the scheduled eastern
time and then two or three hours later " for the west." Many an actor on his way
home risked his life rushing back to the New York studios as he had " forgotten to
feed to the west."
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CBC's Reid Fofsee (behind desk) teaches radio voice techniques to ministers and
priests in 1946. CRC

One of the earliest series of radio dramas produced in Canada was aseries of
plays produced in Vancouver in the 1920s by agroup who eventually became
known as the CNRV Players. Ironically, their CNR career lasted for only aseason
or two because the CNR wanted them to conform to such nuisances as copyright
laws. This group started in 1925.
In the early 1930s Andrew Allan was hired by Toronto's

CFRB

as an

announcer, but Allan's main interest had always revolved around drama and he
began producing and writing radio plays for the station. Although he was given
asmall budget for writers there was no money to pay actors for the shows, so the
group who hung out at Murray's Restaurant near the Toronto studio worked
solely for the experience. In those days actors were so anxious to get radio
experience that it was possible for Edgar Stone to set up a non-broadcasting
Radio Hall where he produced plays. Bob Christie and Rai Purdy were two of
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A typical radio stage layout of the late 1940s shows the music area separated from
the actors. (:BC
his successful students, and eventually Toronto stations transmitted some of
these productions.
The CBC made Rupert Lucas head of drama in 1938, and by 1939 Lucas
decided professional acting colonies were needed in Montreal, Toronto,
Winnipeg and Vancouver, to provide actors for the radio dramas he would
create. But the basis of Lucas' acting colonies grew out of the farm broadcasts
produced daily at noon.
By the 1950s most half-hour network dramas were employing fully
professional performers, and required only three and ahalf hours of rehearsal to
produce and broadcast. An hour-long program took seven to nine hours
rehearsal. In 1953 the " Stage" series rehearsals took five and a half hours on
Saturday with another three and ahalf on Sunday for the " live" broadcast at 9
P.M. that night. The few quarter-hour soaps, including " Brave Voyage," took
less than three hours to rehearse and broadcast, and the farm soap opera "The
Craigs" only took ahalf-hour. The cast ran through the script just once and then
taped the program.
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Dramas before tape were like a theater experience, with all the elements
coming together in one place at one time. As can be imagined, they were hard on
the nerves but great fun as well. In present-day productions the producer
frequently employs actors to " track" parts of the program, and the producer ihen
takes the voice tracks and adds music, other voices and sound effects later in the
editing session. This requires a more skilled producer who can draw on an
actor's talents in adifferent manner. It gives the producer absolute control, but
deprives the actor of agreat deal of creative involvement and pleasure.
The relationship between the CBC producers and performers always had
three basic unwritten principles— trust, subterfuge and tact. Until the advent of
television there seldom was awritten contract for an actor or writer in the CBC.
This level of trust shocked auditors and lawyers when they saw the amount of
money paid actors with only verbal agreement— no bills, no invoices and no
contracts. It worked.
Because it was the producer's responsibility to find out what an actor usually
got paid without insulting the actor by asking, subterfuge was always necessary.
Certain actors were paid for all of their parts at over scale while others were paid
union scale, although there was no discrimination in pay for alead or bit player.
On the other side of the coin, actors were expected to know which show could
pay over scale and which shows paid scale. A show with regular work at scale
would often be considered far more valuable than an occasional lead part at over
scale. For example, Frank Peddie accepted scale for playing " old man Craig" in
the daily farm broadcast, because he considered this part " bread and butter."
Tact was an essential part of aproducer's personality. While our CBC colony
was a puritan group compared to modern swingers, there were always some
alliances in the making or breaking stages. The producer was expected to have
knowledge of these relationships so that he would not cast ex- lovers together in a
passionate radio love scene. But the producers did not pry into an actor's life.
There were reliable sources at the CBC-a few minutes with the secretaries
regularly gave aproducer more information than he could ever use. The actors
were equally friendly to these sources of wisdom, and an effective system of
communication was maintained for years.
Customs and traditions also developed based on the quirks of the performers,
producers and musicians. Just as theater is loaded with traditions so did radio
develop its own. When the CBC used the concert studio on McGill Street, for years
Tommy Tweed always sat in the same chair away from the other actors, and no
one would consider
i sitting in that seat if Tommy was around. When he retired
his friends gave him the theater seat as ahappy souvenir of his career.
Actors were required to be at rehearsal fifteen minutes before the call, in order
to be ready to give their full attention to the rehearsal. As acourtesy, most
producers would conveniently arrive five minutes after " call" so that the
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Radio musicians took apersonal interest in " their" shows. Seen here is Andrew
Allan (standing) talking to cellist Isaac Mamot.
latecomers could sneak in. Some actors like Jane Mallett were always late, and it
became a custom to wait for her delightful, funny but believable reason for
tardiness.
The radio acting colony also stuck together and helped each other out. The
actor Herb Gott was in an accident when he was ayoung man and lost both his
arms, and this was kept secret for many years. There are several publicity pictures
of Herb cleverly set up so nobody would be aware of this, and the whole colony of
actors combined to help Herb in all of the small ways they could.
While the actors welcomed new, talented performers like Barry Morse, they
were cruel to those without ability or manners. An actor of some talent once got
booked by Frank Willis for asecondary lead. The young man arrived late, lost his
script, jumped actors' cues, placed his script so that other actors couldn't get near
the mike and was generally inconsiderate. One of the cast protested privately to
Frank, but when he did not take the complaints seriously, other performers
started their own private war on the offender. The actors deliberately mixed his
voice inflections with theirs so that the listeners could not hear one of his
speeches end and another begin. Frank finally had to reduce his part to almost
RADIO'S SILVER AGE
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From the actors' point of view: Esse Ljungh in production booth. cat

From Ljungh's point of view: actors Beth Lockerbie and Frank Peddie.
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A "work through" rehearsal for
interpretation. cBc

-Let's

¡Wake ,11u.sit

-

checking for notes, timing and

nothing, and that actor seldom worked for the CBC again. I'm sure he never knew
what the others were doing to him.
Every producer- director had his own special methods with the actors. and
Andrew Allan often resorted to the " whipping boy" technique— an unpleasant
surprise for new actors. A " whipping boy" is an actor who is -picked on" or
over- directed so that the producer gives direction to other actors through him.
When Andrew came out of the control room and walked to the actor's
microphone, everyone knew a " whipping" was in store. Although afrightening
experience it had its compensation in regular employment, however.
While drama productions presented certain problems, musical and variety
programs had different needs and required different production techniques.
Most producers were better fans than musicians, and their job came second to
that of the orchestra leader. In amusic program there was only one boss— the
conductor, and the producer's job was mainly to create a good working
atmosphere for the conductor and musicians. A message from the producer to
singers came through the conductor, and as most conductors wore earphones the
producer could talk to the conductor without the rest of the studio group hearing
the directions.
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An Esse Ljungh radzo production. Ljungh is inside the booth. Mayor Moore is at
the far right (with glasses). cm:
Sometimes producers had control over timing and pacing of a musical
program but even this was generally delegated privately to the conductor. To the
bystander the producer often appeared aflunky of the conductor's, but this was
not the case. Producers wielded enormous power over music programs but
always in the privacy of their offices, and any battles between producers and
conductors were fought there. But conductors knew that if aproducer hired him
it was because he considered the conductor talented— this was the basis of the
fan- master relationship and it usually worked. Most producers also left the
rehearsal controls to the musical leader, who generally coached the singers
unless there was avocal coach. The producer's role was as atimer or adjudicator,
and he seldom directed performers in their technical performances and never
directed them in interpretation— this was left up to the conductor.
Variety shows were adifferent matter again, and control was split among the
dominant personalities in the program. Pop music programs were custom-made
to suit the stars. "Jazz," for example, with Moe Koffman starring, featured Moe's
ideas and tastes. But a complex production of lush big sounds, choruses and
soloists was frequently the producer's total responsibility because he had to unite
so many personalities. " Let's Make Music" split the duties between the producer
John Kannawin, the conductor Albert Pratz and the writer- narrator, Rod
Coneybeare. Talent shows in the 1940s like -Opportunity Knocks" were run by
the conductor, John Adaskin. Bert Pearl was the boss on "The Happy Gang"
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"Ford Radio Theater" cast onstage. Behind scenes in (ontrol booth are producer
Alan Savage and operator Mary Muir. :i:
and nobody forgot it. On

-The

Wayne and Shuster Show" the " boys" were

clearly in charge, as they are on their television programs. Jackie Rae, their radio
producer, had alot to say about the production, but John and Frank decided
what was funny. Certain small studio productions were the responsibility of the
main voice, and Bert Devitt and Uncle Bod are examples. All of the production
efforts had to meet the exact tastes of the star. Bod worked directly with Lou
Snider on the organ and with the sound- effects man. Mary Sime played the piano
and took instructions from Bert Devitt on Bert's late- night show " Escape With
Me." Mary, of course, was Bert's buddy " Smitly," the man Bert talked to
throughout the show.
Certain booth productions were produced by the announcers, and production was and still is part of anetwork announcer's job. Certain talk shows were
dominated by the producer, while others were controlled by the star. Kate Aitken
rigidly controlled her broadcasts, though the sponsor hired the organist, Horace
Lapp, and the announcer, Cy Strange. Kate would breeze into the studio close to
broadcast time, pass around her script, rehearse five minutes ( for a fifteenminute program), then go on the air. She always finished on time and smiling.
Political talks in Toronto were generally produced by Reid Forsee, who was
amaster of diplomacy. Many politicians had alow regard for the

CBC

and it was
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Toronto women commentators of the 1950s. ( Left to right) Kate Aitken, June
Dennis. Jane Weston, Wendy Paige, Mona Gould.
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Reid's job to make them conform to CBC regulations. This was not always easy.
Many Conservative candidates or MPs were convinced that the CBC was ahive of
communists, but once they encountered Forsee's charm they were always
satisfied they had at least one friend in the CBC. Liberals were so confident under
Mackenzie King that they walked around the CBC as if it was their private
preserve, but Reid tactfully made them aware of cBc's independence.
CBC talk shows were controlled by aTalks and Public Affairs group, and the
problems of political balance were endlessly discussed and rigidly checked out.
An extraordinary collection of intellectuals loyally bound together by an
admiration for good talk- show productions, each producer of the talk group
cultivated contacts all over Canada and the world. Combined they had unlimited
access to good speakers.
The CBC tolerated advertising agency producers but did not encourage them.
If advertising agencies were responsible to the sponsors for programs, the shows
also had to meet CBC standards. Some agencies had excellent producers working
for them, while some sponsors and agencies preferred to use CBC producers
including Esse Ljungh, Jackie Rae and Andrew Allan. These producers were
paid extra fees for agency productions, and Esse Ljungh used to earn an extra
$30,000 a year in the early 1950s for " General Electric Showtime," -Brave
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Voyage" and " The Ronson Show." Agencies were always convinced that the CBC
technicians needed financial support too, and often slipped extra fees to the
crews. This was always welcome, especially when the crew's salaries averaged
out at only $2,500 per annum during the 1950s.
For agreat many years CBC radio producers all over Canada were expected to
produce all kinds of programs. Only the super- producers like Caplan, Allan,
Gibbs and Ray Whitehouse specialized in drama or music. The rest, including
Esse Ljungh, were required to produce whatever they were assigned. Until about
1955, the Toronto group consisted of seventeen producers, who produced two
full network schedules. It was not ajob for the meek or the slow— producers
often worked flat-out seven days a week and always on public holidays—
nevertheless, aproducer's job was so coveted that we never complained— besides,
we were having too much fun.

Radio reporters often showed
up in unlikely places. Here's
one waiting for apolitical
bigwig to pass by (or over).
NBC

In the placid 1950s, all-girl choirs like du- Leslie Bell Singers were radio favorites.
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Radio's Golden Age
1
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Hello Out There

ANADA'S

Golden Age in radio began in

January 1944 and lasted for ten delightful years. Radio personalities who are still
part of the present-day scene and programs that became national institutions
came out of those magnificent years. "The Happy Gang" had a devoted
audience across Canada, those zany comics Wayne and Shuster made all Canada
laugh, and CBC's Wednesday nights became must- listening for the country's
intellectuals. It was also during this period that Canadian listeners heard
Andrew Allan's " Stage" series, and first became aware that radio theater could
actually be aspecial, vital part of the creative world.
Today's sentimentalists may rhapsodize over unsponsored programs like
"Jake and the Kid," which had avery small audience when it was originally
produced, but they've forgotten the popular commercial successes of the time
like " G.E. Showtime" and " Ford Radio Theater." And it was commercial radio
that gave impetus to the talents of Lucio Agostini, Andrew Allan, Esse Ljungh
and John Drainie. Canadian writers of the time also had the chance to introduce
audiences to the country's heritage and customs . . . men like Bill Mitchell with
his prairie stories, and Charles Wasserman with the kooky patois of Ti Jean.
There were, however, two things that did not come from the Golden Age—
stars and scripts that will endure forever. When reviewing scripts from this time,
drama critics have commented that not many of them " hold up" when they are
reread. But the critics have missed the point— they forget that these scripts were
not intended to " hold up." They were written of and for their time. The radio
plays by Len Peterson, Bill Mitchell, Bill Strange and George Salverson were
successful just because they were relevant to the times and the listeners.
As for " stars," they were aluxury Canadian radio couldn't afford. A " star" is
someone who stays at home and waits for exactly the right part while the

Amateur hours on radio
always featured the inevitable
tap dancer. BRomx:As IER MAGAZINE
"flunkies" slave over hot microphones. Our " stars" were far too busy playing
too many parts to ever fit the category.
Although there were now two networks in Canada, listeners were not aware
that much had changed. Granted that they could now hear the top American
programs on the Trans Canada or Dominion network rather than turning to an
American station, they still turned to their local stations for most of their
entertainment. There were significant differences between the two networks,
with the Dominion carrying most of the big expensive.commercial shows and
the Trans Canada concentrating more on the " sustaining" highbrow programs.
But as the local stations used network shows for " prime time" (evening)
programming, listeners remained unaware of which network was involved.
Local stations used local talent for other than " prime time" or from sign on at 6
before lunch and dinner time. And regardless of whether the station had
Dominion or Trans Canada affiliates, all radio stations had certain common
elements during this period.
A.M.,
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A child performer on local
amateur radio show. The
judge was usually the local
movie house manager.
BROADCASTER MAGAZINE

A study of the schedules discloses these facts: All stations had Bulova Watch
time checks. All stations did " remotes" from the local dance hall on Saturday
night, as well as areligious program broadcast from the local church on Sunday
morning. All stations had a " story lady" or " uncle" who gave out free pop and
cake to the kids in the studio. All stations had a local talent show with the
inevitable tap dancers judged by the local movie manager because he was in
"showbiz." Most stations had alocal " professional" musician who played the
piano or organ, as well as a " distinguished" news commentator and, of course,
"sports celebrity." There was always a women's commentator " helped" by a
male announcer, and all stations really tried and usually succeeded in understanding their listeners and giving them both the entertainment they wanted and
the information they needed.
If all radio programming of the time was predictable, the staff, or more
correctly, the cast of characters at each station was just as predictable. The
morning wakeup man, on the air from 6to 9A.M., was the highest-paid station
RADIO'S GOLDEN AGE
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Teen dances were big on private radio stations in the 1950s and supplied cheap
programming. Prizes donated were records supplied free to the stations.
BROADCAS TER MAGAZINE

employee and usually the biggest cheapskate. Because he was the local star he
was invited everywhere— he might be apoorly educated slob but one thing he
always had was personality.
Except for " dry" stations like Chatham, each station had aresident drunk,
usually adown-and-out actor who always reminded everyone how he could have
been a star in the " big city." The station newsman was either the chief
announcer, program director, or both, and he always had adeep, dark voice. If he
did indeed sound as if he was ten feet tall he was more than likely just over five
feet, had no chin and wore thick glasses. The chief announcer would always
broadcast the dance remotes and " big stuff," and he was the guy who had the best
chance to make it with the local belles.
The late- night man was frequently the junior announcer who always
believed himself to be sexy and often read soupy poetry to violin music. The local
opera or church soloist was always the best announcer at the station. He'd have a
magnificent voice and would be the only announcer on staff who could
pronounce the names of the classical composers correctly.
The news commentator was always highly educated, condescending and
either sounded British or was. The women's commentator usually doubled as
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the " story lady" and was often an unfulfilled actress, frequently an alcoholic,
and always had a " broken marriage." The sportscaster worked for the local
paper and was often an ex- athlete trying desperately to relive the days of glory.
The chief operator never stopped working, helling and talking. He wrote
memos that begged the other operators " don't say it to me—write it," but it was
hopeless because none of his operators ever knew how to write. The chief
engineer was, and always will be, agrouch.
Each station had five sources of programs: local live, network, transcribed
programs, transcription services and records. There is a difference between a
transcribed program and transcription services, by the way, which I'll explain.
While the listener could spot a local live program, some " transcribed
programs" sounded just like network programs. However, the law required the
transcribed programs to include the word " transcribed" somewhere in the
program. Transcribed programs were complete programs usually recorded in
New York or Los Angeles on sixteen- inch recordings and copied on asixteeninch transcription. Each side of the disc had fifteen minutes of program. These
shows included adventure programs like " Superman," " Orphan Annie," and
"The Green Hornet." Some of these programs were controlled by sponsors, for
instance "This Is My Story" by the Salvation Army and " Orphan Annie" by
Ogilvie Cereals. Once astation had broadcast the program, which they leased for
ten dollars to one hundred dollars for each fifteen-minute side, they shipped
them to the next station to be used again.
"Transcription services" were sixteen- inch discs of colorful plastic that
supplied the ingredients to make a program— music, scripts, production
bridges, weather reports, etc. Each transcription had several cuts or items on each
side, much like the modern long-playing record. The total time for each piece
was printed on the label along with the "copyright" information for clearance,
as well as the usual information about the title and artists. Some labels showed
the number of seconds of music before the singer or voice started so that the
announcer could " talk over" right up to the vocal.
Some of these transcription programs, especially the Sunday afternoon
programs, were complex productions with mood bridges and modulations, and
most of these programs had atheme: " rivers," or " spring," or " lovers"— akind
of forerunner of Mantovani.
For holidays and special occasions like Halloween and Christmas there were
beautifully researched scripts about " Santa Claus Around the World" or " How
Cupid Got Involved on St. Valentine's Day." Some transcription services
supplied orchestral backgrounds with achoice of three different keys, and songs
for disc jockeys to sing in the morning or late night. Many a disc jockey
serenaded his audience with " White Christmas" or " Don't Fence Me In,"
accompanied by the best orchestras in the world.
A small station with a miniscule budget could sound like a big network
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Above photo shows complex mobile coverage at Jamboree '55, the International
Scout Rally. This was agood layout for multiple- language broadcasting. The CBC
supplied technical know-how and equipment, and the visiting broadcasters did their
own commentary. Events were recorded as they happened and the tracks were mixed
with each language. ClIC

station if they had agood transcription service. If the law hadn't required the
word " transcribed" or "recorded" the listener would have been convinced the
program was from an enormous auditorium with ahuge audience, because the
services also included recorded applause.
The transcription services were American, distributed in Canada by special
agents. The service included storage cabinets, scripts, production advice,
weather and time jingles; supplementary transcriptions of new material and
scripts were also supplied each month. The best known services were Standard,
Langworth, Thesaurus (NBC's service) and World. These services were contracted for aminimum of two years and cost the station between $ 100 and $500 a
month, depending on the size of the market or station location.
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The cast of Canadian soap opera "Brave Voyage," posed in Esse Ljungh's living
room. (Left to right) Peggy Brown, Jane Mallett, Beth Lockerbie, Jack Scott and
Syd Brown. cgc

The straight script services for local drama productions were available to
most stations from American distributors, and were usually excellent. They were
rewrites of good American radio plays, rewritten by the original author. A
syndicated service sold the scripts and the performing rights for as little as seven
dollars and as high as one thousand dollars.
Another program service to radio stations was news service from the
Canadian Press, a cooperative owned by many Canadian newspapers that
distributed news across the country by teletype on aregular basis. When radio
became an important customer they created the

BNS

(
the Broadcast News

Service), which supplied complete newscasts typed on the receiving teletype and
supposedly ready for reading. Along with the news service came " Hints For
Cooking," " Famous Birthdays" and terrible jokes . .. " What is apigskin most
used for?"—" To hold the pig together." Now you know where disc jockeys get
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Radio station announcers were expected to drive the boldly marked station cars
carefully. BILL BAKER
their material. But since the CP newscasts supplied mostly regional information,
stations usually had a newsroom, and if the radio station was owned by a
newspaper the news staff generally came from the paper.
Announcers during the Golden Age were ahighly trained group with special
talents. A staff of announcers was divided into groups from disc jockeys to
"serious" announcers who did the news and classical music commentary. They
were all supported by script services and therefore hardly ever "talked"— they
"announced." A comparison to contemporary announcing is not fair because
now all announcers, with few exceptions, are " personalities," which requires
less training and very little script service support. When announcers did not have
script services or writers they were required to write their own scripts on such
programs as dance remotes. Ad-libs were frowned upon. Even when announcers
pulled their own records for arecord program they " balanced" the show and
ihen wrote ascript.
Announcers of that time were also expected to develop an expertise in sports,
agriculture, music or theater. They were also required to drive the boldly marked
station car with care and courtesy, and wear the station blazer " emblazoned"
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Gordon Sinclair, Kate Aitken, Bob Keston and Cy Strange, apowerhouse group of
radio talent in the 1950s. BROAIX:AS FER MAGAZINE

with the station crest. Station management was fussy about their men and
required utmost courtesy from them at all times. It goes without saying that
when the announcer did the " church remote" he was expected not to smoke in
the organ loft. The skill required to conceal his bad habits caused some real
strain for an announcer, but it wasn't all slavery. There were some real benefits.
Nice ladies sent cookies and mitts to him and not-so- nice ladies made different
offers. The local movies let him in free with his date to " review" the latest show,
and dance hall operators often set up drinks for the " crew" during the Saturday
night broadcast. He got the best table at the local bootlegger's, and record
companies gave him free records in order to get them played. Local sponsors
were under the misapprehension that an announcer had lots of money and
would offer him deals for cars, furniture and other unattainable luxuries, but
station management was aware of all these " perks" and included their value in
salaries. As aresult their salaries were so low that ajunior announcer simply
could not afford to get married, and in some cases had to move from one station
to another to get araise of as little as three dollars aweek.
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In fact, the entire staff of aradio station was so engrossed with their " status"
that the idea of working long hours with little pay was acceptable. They were
always "on," and if they saw afire or other newsworthy event they'd find the
nearest telephone booth and call the newsroom. In the event of adisaster or " big
story" they were all expected to automatically turn up at the station to help. Staff
ate, breathed and lived radio twenty-four hours aday, seven days aweek, worked
weekends for the big productions and on all holidays such as Christmas, New
Year's and Thanksgiving. Because they worked so hard, broadcast parties were
used as occasions for alot of hard drinking and high- stake gambling. At my first
experience with one of these sessions Inearly choked on my beer when one of the
station brass cheerfully lost his car in agame of craps.
The conversation at these parties always revolved around work, and it was
not unusual for some of the group to leave and go to the station in the middle of
the night to experiment on an idea suggested at the party. In fact, all-night
experimenting was common for announcers and technicians, who worked on
new sounds and ideas and then signed on the station at six in the morning.
Sometimes the staff would leave aparty and go to the station to sleep until the
wakeup crew arrived, and it was an understood rule in all radio stations that no
one was ever to turn on amicrophone in adarkened studio. Who knew what
shenanigans were going on with some sweet young thing on the piano cover?
Radio staff have always had vivid imaginations, and there have grown up a
series of legends about studio hi-j
inks, some of them true, some false. For
example, the legend that women commentators were stripped in the studio
while reading their fifteen- minute items is false. Most women announcers sat
down to read their broadcasts. Have you ever tried stripping awoman sitting
down? Can't be done, guys. Switching on radio performers early to catch
swearing " on the air" was reputedly very funny. My one experience with this
ruse shocked me and the whole studio— there was so much competition for radio
jobs that anyone swearing on the air was fired. Even adeviation from ascript was
considered aserious error— who could laugh at the prospect of someone losing
his job?
There was some basis for the legends about stripping men announcers while
they were broadcasting. This generally consisted of opening his fly and undoing
his belt, while the announcer stood at the mike to get those deep, sonorous
sounds he treasured. On occasion an announcer had his script set on fire while he
was reading, and stories about operators trying to make announcers laugh on the
air are true. In most stations the operators and announcers have a " talkback"
system so they can communicate without going on the air, and this was used by
the operators to try to make an announcer laugh during certain broadcasts. Rude
and obscene remarks were frequently made by the operator to the announcer
during commercials and certain types of announcements. The announcers
would train themselves to ignore these remarks and seldom had trouble with
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The "Gang" celebrating an anniversary of their popular show. (Left to right) Bert
Pearl, Bob Farnon, Hugh Bartlett, Blain Mathe. George Temple, Kay Stokes. CB(:

them. But they could never be completely immune to visual kidding. The
operator would go to great lengths to break up the announcer, sometimes even
stripping so he could wave acertain part of his anatomy at the announcer. I
knew how to break up John Rae, aparticularly unflappable announcer, who
excelled at commercials that included such common phrases as " Yes, ladies,
hurry down to your corner grocery store and save!" I'd hold up asign that said
"Jesus saves— too." It worked every time.
For legal reasons everything on radio was scripted during the Golden Age,
and hence it was often possible for operators to lay traps for announcers. When
tape recording was perfected the need for scripting ended, and awhole style of
radio and radio hi-jinks ended.
SOUND

KNOCK, KNOCK.

BERT

Who's there?

FULL CAST
BERT

It's The Happy Gang.
Well come on in. MUSIC

And all Canada did come in. "The Happy Gang" was one of the best things to
hit Canadian radio. Although their program began in the Silver Age in 1937, it
wasn't until they transferred from intimate studio productions to the livelier
audience participation format produced from the McGill Street studios in
Toronto that the show really took off. During the Depression, Canadians
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"The Happy Gang" cheered Canadian audiences throughout the Depression and
the war. (Left to right) Blain Mathe, Bert Pearl, Bob Farnon, George Temple
(producer), Kay Stokes. (. 13C

appreciated their cheerful music and comedy, and during the war they
desperately needed it.
Bert Pearl, the founder and driving force of "The Gang," has been described
by many writers as asensitive, deeply involved performer who really believed in
the corny poems to " Mom" and the sentimental hearts-and-flowers music on
Valentine's Day. But what the reporters missed was Bert's professionalism. Bert
worked continuously at improving his show. He employed the best talent he
could find, paid them well, and expected them to earn their money.
In February 1950, Maclean's magazine published an article by June Callwood called " The Not So Happy Gang," in which she revealed the weaknesses of
the merrymakers and pointed out the supposed frustrations of the sidemen
Bobby Gimby and Cliff McKay, because they were orchestra leaders on other
shows. What Miss Callwood failed to recognize was that an orchestra leader had
no compunction about being a sideman on a good show, and Bert used top
performers and orchestra leaders because he demanded outstanding people on
his own show.
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Kay Stokes and other " Gang" members were top professional musicians.

RILL RAKER

The original cast of " The Happy Gang" consisted of Bert Pearl, Bob Farnon,
Blain Mathe and Kay Stokes. Hugh Bartlett was the first announcer, and George
Temple was the producer for years. The show's first sponsor was Colgate
Palmolive.
All of the cast were successful in their own right before joining "The Gang."
Kathleen Stokes was well known as atheater organist, and Bob Farnon at the age
of twenty had already written asymphony. Blain Mathe was aviolinist in the
Toronto Symphony Orchestra who could also let his hair down and make his
fiddle " swing," and Eddie Allan had won a gold medal at the

CNE

for his

accordion playing and had made his radio debut at the age of fifteen as aboy
soprano. ( Eddie is now living in London, Ontario, and is rumored to be working
on abook about "The Happy Gang.")
The talent that came on the show in later years was just as indicative of Bert
Pearl's drive to get performers who could survive the show's difficult ad-lib
environment.
A daily format was all that ever existed as script material. For special events
Bert would write a tribute or aspecial piece of music. The rest of the time the
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The " Gang

show really took off after audience participation was introduced. ctic

group rehearsed the music only, as everyone on the show knew how it all went
together. Special material was often written by other members of the gang as
well. Bert Niosi wrote some jazz numbers,, including one called " The Brothers."
This was played by Bert and his two brothers, John, adrummer, and Joe, who
played bass fiddle. Cliff McKay was on the show before going on to TV fame with
"Holiday Ranch," and Bob Gimby, the Pied Piper of " Cana-da" in 1967, was
also an early " Gang" member. Among the top piano and organ players who
worked on the show were Jimmy Namaro, Lloyd Edwards and Lou Snider, and
Les Foster played the accordion from time to time. Blain Mathe and Kathleen
Stokes were the only ones out of eleven musicians who were not bandleaders.
The program always started with aknock, knock, " Who's there?" ( full cast)
"It's the Happy Gang"—" Well, come on in!" followed by the song " Keep
Happy with the Happy Gang," written by Bert Pearl. The items that made up
the show were all suited to the talents of the gang. Blain and Kay played duets.
Eddie sang and played his accordion. Bert did alot of the comedy but excelled in
12( ,
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Vintage "Happy Gang": ( left to right) Lloyd Edwards, Jimmy Namaro, Joe Niosi,
Eddie Allen. Bobby Gimby, Les Foster. (Blain Mathe and Bert Niosi cannot be seen
in photo.) CBC

sentimental stuff, and everybody contributed to the joke box. The accent on
instrumental music featured on the show was areflection of the time, as popular
recordings did not depend as much on vocalists and bands were considered more
important until the 1950s. "The Happy Gang" was such asuccessful show that
broadcasters naturally tried to imitate it. " The Liptonaires" and "The Jolly
Miller Show" were examples, but although they were good shows they never
succeeded like -The Happy Gang." The " Gang" had developed aunique style
that has never been equaled, and alarge, loyal and loving audience that no other
show before or since has ever been able to attract. If Canada ever had radio " stars"
it was the " Gang."
There's no doubt that Johnny Wayne and Frank Shuster also deserve to be
called " stars" in acountry that has traditionally resisted the star system. Unlike
"The Happy Gang," who could not transfer their ideas to television, "The
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Wayne and Shuster Show" not only became the first sponsored Canadian
program to make it into the top- ten listeners ratings in radio, but matched that
feat in television as well.
The " boys" started as awriting team for CFRB in Toronto in 1941. Their first
program, " Wife Preservers," consisted of household hints, was sponsored by
Javex and was heard three times aweek. So successful was the team that CFRB
moved them into their nighttime schedule in anew variety show, " Co-eds and
Cutups." About the same time Maurice Rosenfeld put them on the CBC network
with asponsored program, " Blended Rhythm," selling Buckingham cigarettes.
But the boys left to join the entertainment unit of the army during the war, and
Alan Young of Vancouver, who later went on to fame in the U.S., replaced them.
In 1945 John and Frank returned to Canada to write and produce "The
Johnny Home Show," aclever and funny propaganda show about repatriation
starring Austin Willis, and one year later the boys started "The Wayne and
Shuster Show," again sponsored by Buckingham cigarettes, with Herb May as
their announcer.
Johnny and Frank wrote all their own material and even some of their music,
including their theme song, " I'm aBooster for Wayne and Shuster." Another
song used in their early shows was aswinging version of the American folk song
"Frankie and Johnny." Wayne and Shuster's great talent was tested in the
United States when they were the summer replacement for the William Bendix
show, "The Life of Riley." Their main strength lay in the fact that they wrote all
of their own material, which included situation-comedy sketches, songs and
comedy dramas. They figured that they knew best what they could do best, and so
it proved. For support they created acast of zany characters, including adeaf
postman played by Bernie Braden, and Heathcliff the male war bride, played by
Eric Christmas. Christmas also played Madame Humperdink, who always
greeted the boys with aloud exuberant " How do you doo."
Wayne and Shuster set out to be Canadian and not American entertainers,
and they have always worked from Canada even when doing American network
programs. They took this position long before it was fashionable, and it is
gratifying to see how popular they are in Canada, the country to which they feel
such afierce sense of loyalty.
It was during the Golden Age that thinking man's radio was given areal
boost, and cBc's " Wednesday Night" series became mandatory listening for the
intellectual and artistic colonies across Canada. Here's an example of what the
series produced on their first season; Morris Surdin composed amusical, "The
Gallant Greenhorn," written by Ray Darby for the opening night show. This
was followed by two operas, three of Shakespeare's dramas, a play by Lister
Sinclair, asatire by Eric Nicol, aproduction of Ibsen's " Hedda Gabler," averse
play by T. S. Eliot and ashow about Saskatchewan's history by Tommy Tweed.
The series later included superb dramatized talk shows such as Ted Pope's
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Johnny Wayne and Frank Shuster were always boosters for Canada.

CB(
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Lister Sinclair ( left) and Andrew Allan (shown here with actress Alice Hill) wrote
and produced fine radio drama in the 1950s. cm: •

"Death on the Barren Grounds," and an original play, " A Beach of Strangers,"
that won the world's most highly-prized radio award, the Italia, for writerproducer John Reeves. Because of the series Andrew Allan, Esse Ljungh and
Frank Willis finally got the chance to produce the plays they especially loved.
Harry Boyle, the creator of the series, has probably influenced more
broadcasters than anyone else in North America. Harry, who'd had his own
problems with alcohol, felt that people who had suffered great personal
problems were more " sensitive" than the rest of the world. As aresult he gave
assignments to some astonishing people, and it usually worked. He gave me a
two-and-a- half-hour epic to produce on the history of the St. Lawrence River
when Iwas only twenty-three years old. Furthermore, he hired my father to write
it, simply because he and James Bannerman thought it was time for afather-andson act on the CRC.
Boyle was at constant war with

CRC

senior management when he was in

charge of the Trans Canada network, and hence there was an annual hunt to "get
Harry's hide." It seemed inconceivable to them that Harry could run acomplete
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radio network, write, freelance and drink. Once, they were sure Harry wouldn't
have his fall schedule completed, and he not only surprised them with agood
schedule but gave them abonus in the way of Sir Thomas Beecham, who agreed
to work for Harry at only $400 ashow as alonghair disc jockey.
Harry started his career as afarm broadcaster at CKNX Wingham, and has
continued to pursue his own ideas through an astonishing series of careers as
radio writer, producer, radio executive producer, radio executive, television
executive producer and later as the vice-president of the Canadian Radio
Television Commission. He has always maintained a policy of helping the

Harry J. Boyle, one of the most influential men in Canadian radio. cric
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top

left Lister Sinclair, Andrew Allan and Dr.
Walter Goldsmith of the University of Southern
California.

top right Actors Alan Pearce, Akin King, Barrie
Morse and Joe Austin.
bottom Lucio Agostini, Dr. Goldsmith and
Andrew Allan.

Photos show people involved with series " The Ways of Mankind," which was
adapted by Sinclair, produced by Allan and sponsored by the Ford Foundation. The
series was considered the best radio series on primitive peoples ever produced. cm:

down-and-out and encouraging the young, and if he seems to believe in God,
himself and the underdog in that order, it's because this philosophy has never
failed him— so far it has always got the job done.
Earlier in this book Istated that the CBC has served its listeners better than any
other system in the world. In acountry whose population is so far-flung, where
else could people with no access to big-city theater have depended on radio to
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bring some of the world's greatest dramas into their homes?
Andrew Allan was the man who was mainly responsible for bringing
excellent radio drama to Canadians during the Golden Age. His drama series,
"Stage 44," which began in 1944 and ran for years, was one of the most
consistently excellent drama series ever produced in North America, running the
theatrical gauntlet from the " classics" to original plays through to hilarious
political satires.
The man behind this " Stage" series was once described by Lister Sinclair as a
"great Victorian," or aman who combined learning with authority. He also had
areputation as aslave driver, but no one denied that he was the best producer in
English radio. Allan could be abully, guardian angel, amother, afather or a
holy terror depending on what he felt was needed at the time. As well as being a
great producer he was one of Canada's ablest radio writers, and he successfully
adapted many of Shakespeare's plays for radio.
Drama critics in both Canada and the United States, excited by the " Stage"
series, suggested that Allan's radio plays should be considered models for other
producers to follow. Allan's success largely depended on atalented colony of
actors he had helped create to perform the plays written by his writers. This gave
tremendous freedom to the writers, who could write anything they wanted secure
in the knowledge that Allan would have actors who could perform the parts
well. Excellent plays produced by Allan during the Golden Age were " Burlap
Bags," by Len Petersen, and Ted Allan's "The Basketweavers"—dramas with
strong social comment. "The Investigator," aspoof on McCarthyism, was so
good that illegal records of the play were sold under the counter in New York,
and his production of " Mr. Arcularis" became a classic radio play that was
reproduced year after year to enchanted audiences.
If Allan was partial to productions of English classics featuring actors with
mid-Atlantic accents ( halfway between English and Canadian) it was Esse
Ljungh, a fierce Canadian nationalist, who was Allan's chief competitor in
radio drama. Esse had apassion— he wanted to develop Canadian authors to
write drama for Canadian actors.
Esse's sense of showbiz also allowed him to produce slick, smooth and
effective stories without getting hung up on the traditions or conventions in
radio drama. His production of Orwell's 1984 was acomplex technical feat
produced by Esse for its radio effect only; he didn't care whether the " egghead"
magazines approved of his adaptation from the book. Essentially " commercial"
in his productions, Esse always had alarge following of fans.
In retrospect it seems to me that in those great days radio was producing
dramas for almost every taste. Frank Willis' production "The Days of Sail," a
collection of salty epics written by Joseph Schull about the east coast sailing fleet
(including some adventures of the Bluenose), was remembered with such
affection by radio listeners that Frank repeated the 1953 scripts in 1969.
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Friendly rivals Esse Ljungh and Andrew Allan, at twenty-fifth anniversary party for
CBC "Stage." ( BC
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"Jake and the Kid" starred John Drainie ( left) as Jake, Jack Mather (center) as
Weigh Freight Brown and Frank Peddie as Old Man Gatenby. CRC

For farm listeners, " Summer Fallow," an anthology series of farm-oriented
dramas, was produced in various centers across the country, and the shows from
Halifax, Winnipeg and Vancouver were excellent. Science fiction fans could
listen to Rod Coneybeare's " Out of this World" and prairie audiences were
treated to Bill Mitchell's " Jake and the Kid." Oddly enough the show was very
popular all across Canada except on the Prairies, where the listeners thought
Mitchell was caricaturing them. Iworked on this particular series and used to
regard it as the highlight of my week, probably because Irealized, along with the
rest of the group involved, that it was one of the best series ever produced in
Canada. For Canada's movie fans, " Ford Radio Theater" produced movie
stories adapted for radio on Friday nights. There was also " Buckingham Radio
Theater"—" poor man's radio theater"—or good popular drama developed for
mass taste. The series depended on stories and scripts bought from famous
authors throughout the world, and included writers like Paul Gallico, W.
Somerset Maugham and Agatha Christie.
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Canada has always had a well-deserved reputation for producing good
documentary dramas. It was Esse Ljungh who developed the CBC style of drama
documentary designed to reveal aproblem rather than suggest solutions. Maybe
Ljungh cottoned on early to the realization that Canadians, unlike their
American neighbors, have always taken amore serious view of life. To develop
that idea alittle further we might say that while the Americans are reading The
Joy of Sex Canadians are reading Gray's Anatomy. No matter what the reason,
one of the first of these documentaries, " In Search of Ourselves," first produced
in 1946, became so popular that it ran for nearly seven years. Here are the subjects
of some of the shows that Canadians could not resist— alcoholism, drug
addiction, premarital sex, women in prison—any subject that dealt with mental
stress. Dr. John Griffin, director of the National Committee for Mental Hygiene,
guided the series and frequently appeared on the program as well. The creators
of the series hoped that listeners with the same problems would be persuaded to
seek professional help, and that some of the social stigma attached to these
particular problems would be eased.
"Cross Section" was another documentary series that concerned itself with
such subjects as economic advice, education, health and labor relations, and
"Ways of Mankind" was an anthropological series sponsored by the Ford
Foundation and largely written by Lister Sinclair, who crops up throughout
Canada's radio history as an expert on practically everything.
The Golden Age of radio was atime when children listened to the radio as
avidly as they now watch TV. A lot of us can probably still remember the days
when we did our homework to the sound of hooves beating atattoo across open
plains while a voice cried out, " Hi-Yo Silver." Maybe some readers will even
remember " Men in Scarlet," acommercial series produced during the war by
Lowney's Chocolate. Remember Sergeant Pearce riding on horseback across our
vast prairies, " tlot, tlot, neigh" ... mushing by dogsled through our frozen
northland, " mush, bow wow!" ... patrolling along our coastal waters, " putt
putt" .. . flying in planes along the skyways of our great dominion, " vr0000m,
vroom"... " Oh the Men in Scarlet ever on the alert to keep law and order and
maintain the right."
It not only maintained the right, it maintained a large audience of kids.
Maybe some of the readers even remember Harry " Red" Foster's pep talks as
director of the Lowney Young Canada Club:
A little boy
A pair of skates
A hole in the ice
He saw it too late
The story ends at the Golden Gates.
Children's programs produced during the Golden Age were rich in imagination
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and fantasy. " Cuckoo Clock House" was one of the best and it was heard on
Sunday afternoons. Babs Brown, with the help of the librarians at Boys and Girls
House of the Toronto Public Library system, wrote the scripts and chose the
stories. "The Rod and Charles Show" had as many adult fans as children because
of the excellent shows they wrote about exploring the world of science. It was an
inspiration of producer Dan McCarthy's to put the two well-known children's
broadcasters together, and Rod Coneybeare and Charles Winter came up with
some dazzling ideas. Ithink their most memorable shows were the ones in which
the two men acted out the parts of electrons and other scientific materials and
then gave impressions of experiments from the inside out, so to speak.
Three other long-standing children's programs were "Just Mary," " Maggie
Muggins" and " Kindergarten of the Air." " Kindergarten of the Air" started in
1947 for mid- eastern Canada and extended to full network in 1948. Dorothy Jane

Rod Coneybeare and Charles Winter starred in the outstanding children's show,
"The Rod and Charles Show." cm:
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Byng Whitteker produced fine jazz shows like "Moon mist" (above). clic

Goulding ( Mrs. William Needles) was the teacher, and Sandra Scott played the
piano. The program was simplicity itself—one song and one lesson were taught
each day. It was agentle program similar to " Friendly Giant."
Another Vancouver winner was achildren's drama series, " Magic Adventures," produced by Peter McDonald, which won Ohio awards in lffl and 1947.
The fantasy stories by Kitty Marcuse were acted out by her friends Don Gaylord
and Carolyn Lawrence in The Land of Wog.
A very popular local Toronto children's show was the "Small Types Club,"
with Byng Whitteker. Whitteker either read stories to the children or played
appropriate records, ending the program with along drawn out "Ssssssssscc000t!
Out to play, back into bed, off to school or whatever mother tells you." On the
rare occasions when this formality was omitted Whitteker was told that
hundreds of kids had refused to follow their usual routine. But Whitteker was
best known as an announcer on " Audio," and for his jazz programs. A personal
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Brig IV hitteker with two fans of his children's show, " Small Types Club." (;B(;

friend of many of the jazz greats, Byng had aloyal following of jazz fans for his
programs, " Starlight Moods," “ Moonmist" and " Thirteen and Terry." In these
live jazz concert shows, voices were used as musical instruments intended to
blend with the orchestra, and the singers were encouraged to sing in low or high
registers to give the music strange effects.
Music has always comprised most of the radio schedule in every era, but the
inherent qualities and sounds of music are difficult to write about. During the
1940s and 1950s there were many excellent musical programs that had large
sweeping orchestras, thrilling choirs and magnificent soloists, but publishing
the lyrics and formats of these programs won't revive memories. A snatch of an
old song, overheard late at night on the car radio, is capable of flooding us with
much more nostalgia. As Ilook over the schedules from the Golden Age it does
seem, however, that it was atime when theLeslie Bell Singers from Torontoand
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The twenty-five female voices of the Armctale Choir, led by Mary Dee, soothed
listeners of the 1950s. cc

the Armdale Chorus from Halifax were extremely popular. The Don Wright
Chorus from London, Ontario, and the Ivan Romanoff Singers on " Songs of My
People" were constantly featured, and smaller choral groups like the Four
Gentlemen, the Carl Tapscott Singers and the Harmony Harbour Quartet with
its sea songs from Halifax, were also on the air. It was also a period when
folksingers began to be featured, including old Ed McCurdy, Alan Mills from
Montreal, and Tony Stecheson, or "Tony the Troubadour" as he was known.
Fiddle playing was in its heyday in the string orchestras heard from Vancouver,
Winnipeg, Toronto, Montreal and Halifax, and country-and-western music was
represented in the east by " The Don Messer Show" and in the west by the " Burn's
Chuckwagon" and " Prairie Schooner" shows.
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Bert Devitt (with folksinger
Malka Himmel) had the sexiest
voice on CRC radio. :BC

Iremain nostalgic about certain shows like " Escape with Me," alate night
show with Bert Devitt, who talked to his buddy Smitty against abackground of
seagulls and ocean surf pounding the shore. His buddy Smitty ( who never talked
on the show) was actually awoman, Mary Sime, who played the piano for the
show. Bert never talked about sex— his stories were always about shipwrecks and
jail— but listeners still swear it was the sexiest show they ever heard. "The
Sunshine Society," featuring some of the best talent in Toronto, was also one of
my favorites, though nobody else seems to remember the show.
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"Now IAsk You" was apopular radio panel show for eggheads. (Clockwise from
lower left) Ralph AlIen, James Bannerman, Jim Kent (producer), J.B. "Hamish"
McGeachy ( moderator), announcer Frank Herbert, Dr. Boyd Neel and Morley
Callaghan. CB(

In classical music, radio was oeerwhelmed with talent during the Golden
Age. It ranged from Lois Marshall to Glenn Gould, and there were many
outstanding symphony orchestras and opera choirs. In fact, for several years the
CBC

maintained the

CBC

Symphony and a CBC Opera Company, which

produced outstanding concerts and provided aplatform for the development of
Canadian musicians and composers. Just as importais was the active financial
support given by the CBC to orchestras in Winnipeg, Edmonton, Halifax and
Vancouver. This support has now been transferred to the Secretary of State. Pity.
While the Golden Age of radio has its own great moments, there were certain
constants through all the ages of Canadian radio— and one of these was hockey.
Canadians first began to listen to their own radio because of Foster Hewitt, and
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Quentin McLean played organ for poetry readings on "Nocturne" by Frank Willis.
CBC
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He scores! Foster Hewitt's hockey broadcasts made him as national an institution as
the game itself. FRED PIILPPS
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throughout the Second World War the reliability and excitement of Foster's
hockey broadcasts continued to dominate the radio scene.
It's hard sometimes for fans to realize that Foster, whose popularity has lasted
right up to the present day, has done many other kinds of broadcasting besides
hockey. Because his name is so synonymous with the game the rest of his career
has been largely forgotten.
Foster began his career as asports journalist for the Toronto Star, working
for his father on the sports desk. When the paper opened its own radio station,
CFCA,

Foster slipped naturally into radio broadcasting, and covering hockey

broadcasts was just one of his many chores at the time. He worked for the CNR
from time to time on their network covering special events, including the arrival
of the Empress of Britain in Quebec City. He was also aregular newscaster on
CFCA,

and the fact that he was paid $ 150 aweek while freelancing during the

Depression is an indication of his reputation.
Hockey became the most popular radio program in Canada during the 1940s
and 1950s and has since become the most popular television program. The
success of the sport and the broadcasts is atribute to the broadcasters involved.
Yet when it started to go to the network in 1932, the sponsor, General Motors, did
not feel that the program could hold its audience between periods, so they
included dance music from The Silver Slipper in Toronto. Later they produced
drama sketches during intermissions, and eventually they hit on " The Hot Stove
League" with Elmer Ferguson, Wes McKnight and Court Benson discussing the
game. Another institution that survived from the 1930s to this day is the 3-Star
Selection, inspired by 3-Star Gasoline advertised on the broadcast. For years
Foster started the broadcast after his introduction from Charles Jennings with
"Hello Canada and hockey fans in the United States and Newfoundland."
During the war he also greeted " our men overseas" and on one occasion, when it
was known that the Germans were transmitting the hockey game to our troops
in Belgium and Holland along with a pitch from a Nazi female broadcaster
("Why not call off the war and go home to see the hockey games"), Foster added
on the Christmas broadcast, " and an extra big hello to Calamity Jane of
Arnhem." It seems somehow fitting that as we come to the end of Canada's
Golden Age in radio we close with the story of Foster Hewitt, the man who was
in at some of the beginnings of that history.

The "Kids' Show" with Rod Coneybeare and Robert Homme. This is the same cast
as on the television series " The Friendly Giant." This marvelous program told
children's stories. NATIONAL FILM ARCHIVES

HE GOLDEN AGE

of radio, 1944 to 1954,

was also the Commercial Age. CBC carried a great many American radio
programs that attracted large and loyal audiences. The Dominion network,
which operated only in the evenings, was almost totally commercial. CBC
boasted that 60 percent of its productions were Canadian. Inverted this meant
that almost 40 percent were American! Most of the Dominion network programs
were American programs and the ratings showed it. How could it miss with
"The Aldrich Family," " Our Miss Brooks," " Amos ' n' Andy," "The Edgar
Bergen Show," "The Great Gildersleeve" or " Beulah"?
And in the daytime the soaps were all classics. They were on CBC's other
network, the Trans Canada. Remember " Road to Life," " Big Sister," " Front
Page Farrel," " Laura Limited," " Brave Voyage," " Life Can Be Beautiful," " Ma .
Perkins," " Pepper Young's Family" and "The Right to Happiness"? There
wasn't adry eye in the house. CBC had acorner on the weep and wipe market.
The idea of using American programs to bolster Canadian programs is not a
new concept. In the evening hours the Trans Canada network broadcast " Lux
Radio Theater," " Mr. Showbusiness," " Father Knows Best," "The John and
Judy Show," "The Wayne and Shuster Show," " Voice of Firestone," "The Roy
Rogers Show," " Share the Wealth" and "NHL Hockey." Note that "John and
Judy," " Wayne and Shuster," " Share the Wealth" and " Hockey" were Canadian
productions, all heavily sponsored and totally commercial.
CBC radio was riding high but television was on the air, and within afew
years all the fun and excitement in radio would be gone. A time of bitterness set
in.
We in radioland viewed television with scepticism and disdain. We
"experts" knew it would never be successful like radio. In 1952 television was
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The legendary "CBC Stamp Club - with Bill McNeil and Doug Patrick. This
marvelous show of the 1950s typefied CBC's interest in special audiences. It's now
considered the best/worst example of what was rightl wrong with the old CBC.
NATIONAL. FILM ARCHIVES

really only afew years old and the level of production was pretty crude. Besides,
the stars were still performing in radio, and we knew they would never desert
radio for such avulgar medium as television.
A television receiver with antenna cost $700, which was alot of money, who
could afford that? As well, there were only afew television stations around Lakes
Erie and Ontario that Canadians could watch. That station in Seattle near
Vancouver wasn't a threat. And the FCC in the u.s. had put a ban on new
television stations. WBEN in Buffalo ( now wivB) had only 50,000 Canadian
viewers. However, by December 1953 the FCC freeze was lifted. Television took
off, with new stations and new stars such as Milton Berle, Sid Caesar, Gary
Moore, Red Skelton.
Ray Whitehouse, aradio drama producer in Vancouver, " saw the signs" but
ignored them. One day while he was directing aradio drama, his attention was
diverted by atelevision screen in the news control room. What really jarred him
was the realization that there was no program on the screen, just the test pattern!
Meanwhile back in radio other problems cropped up.

CBC

started television

in the fall of 1952, and from that time on CBC senior management was
preoccupied with television. Radio was ignored.
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It was rumored that all CBC executives, including radio executives, had been
supplied with free television sets by the CBC. It didn't matter that the rumor was
untrue. What did matter is that we in radioland believed it to be true. Radio had
been betrayed by its own management, and we were angry, confused and bitterly
disappoin ted.
To be known as " the blind service," as TV people called it, was not funny.
Even during this time commercial radio continued in most of Canada. After
all, it was only in Montreal and Toronto that television existed ... so far.
But by 1956 it was all over. Weeping housewives would no longer hear:
"And Now... Oxydol's own Ma Perkins."
Or:
"Pepper Young's Family... the story of your friends, the Young Family, is
brought to you by Camay, the mild beauty soap for a smoother, softer
complexion."
How about:
"Ivory Soap ... ninety-nine and forty-four one-hundredths percent pure. It
floats."
And they would miss:
"Super Suds, Super Suds,
Lots more suds with Supersuds.
Richer, longer lasting too,
They're the suds with Super Doo-oo-oo."
All of that lovely sponsor money had gone to television.
Almost all the great radio shows were off the air, and some of the stars had
become television performers. The effect on CBC was devastating because it not
only lost profitable American radio shows, but had to find the money to replace
them with Canadian productions.
"Preview" was the first attempt to change early morning radio. It was the
idea of Eugene Hallman, who was the program director of CBC radio. He wanted
to use the combined resources of the three CBC stations in Toronto, Montreal and
Ottawa to pay for better information content. Hallman felt that early morning
radio was dull and that listeners were ready for a change. The existing
commentaries were to be beefed up, and new items were to include better farm
reports, extended newscasts at 7, 8and 9A.M., " Preview Commentary," film and
book reviews and adaily item about one of the three cities called "Town Talk."
This would replace an uninspired program of classical music, market reports,
short dull newscast, unbelievably long weather forecasts and the inevitable
"Musical March Past" at 8:30. de B. Holly was the host announcer. " Preview"
began in November 1957.
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In afew weeks all hell broke loose. In aletter to the Montreal Gazette, Wilder
Penfield, the world's outstanding brain expert, described the producer as a
"raving maniac." Hallman was ordered to head office in Ottawa and returned
pale and shaken. We never knew what actually transpired in Ottawa, but the
musical marches were returned to the air because Charles Jennings, one of our
vice-presidents, liked marches. Montreal and Ottawa pulled out of the program,
but Hallman had won enough points at head office to save the show for
Toronto.
The " Preview Newscast" and " Preview Commentary" became network
items. Other items such as the farm reports were distributed by network lines,
and other CBC stations picked what they chose to broadcast. "Town Talk"
became aToronto-only item.
"Preview Commentary" became a cause célèbre when Prime Minister
Diefenbaker took exception to what he considered an anti-Tory bias on. this
section of the program. His minister, George Nowlan, passed on the message to
Ernest Bushnell, cBc's assistant general manager, by suggesting that if things
were not changed " heads would roll." Bushnell took this threat seriously and
canceled the commentaries. The senior talks and public affairs staff rose up in
fury at this interference.
We all knew the government was unhappy with these commentaries. Of
course, any government is unhappy with this type of commentary. While
recognizing the need for an independent CBC, agovernment finds criticism by
"its" CBC galling. The CBC staff had scrupulously kept track of the political
balance on " Preview Commentary" in order to preserve this type of programming. In my opinion " Bush" was much too hasty in his decision. Since this
event I've talked to many people behind the scenes to discover that the threat
from the government was not that serious. CBC's reaction was much more
serious, because it showed that senior management was questioning staff efforts
to maintain fairness in the commentaries. In fact, most of the senior management had little idea of what was going on in radio because of their preoccupation
with television. Bush's decision just confirmed this.
Many of the great Canadian shows had disappeared. Wayne and Shuster had
moved to television and " The Happy Gang" had broken up. The Tommy
Hunter radio show replaced the Gang for several years. Two of those years I
produced the show and enjoyed it thoroughly. Although Hunter never achieved
the overwhelming success of the Gang, his show was extremely popular. It was a
personable group, including the Rhythm Pals, Mike, Mark and Jack, Gordie
Tapp and various visiting performers. And Tommy was in love.
Every Friday after the show Tom would get into his car and drive like fury
along the 401 Highway to his true love in London, Ontario. And every Friday
afternoon the Ontario Provincial Police would pull him over and give him a
ticket for speeding. Every Friday afternoon after the show Iwould go to Tom and
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Commercial shot for Beehive, the sponsors of " The Tommy Hunter Show." These
pictures were for trade magazines such as Broadcaster. Left to right: Al Harris ( with
glasses), Gloria Loring, Marc Wald, Tommy Hunter, Don Johnson, Mike Ferbey,
Jack Jensen and Fred Bardeau (aCBC radio salesman). Mike, Marc and Jack are the
Rhythm Pals. NATIONAL FILM ARCHIVES
remind him not to speed and every Friday afternoon he would assure me that he
would drive slowly, and if not, at least he would spot the police before they
spotted him. All dressed up in his cowboy outfit in his great big white Cadillac
he didn't have achance.
With the loss of revenue, money dried up or " wasted- in television, radio
shows that used to cost $ 1,200 were cut to $500 or less. Orchestras for dramas
became trios or even solo organ or guitar. Actors who used to be loyal to radio
were now working for much higher fees in television.
And now we found ourselves dealing with unions! Those idiots in television
had so provoked the technicians and others that the technical groups and crafts
formed unions to protect themselves.
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Assignment, ment, ment, ment, ment. This posed picture was taken in aspare
studio because the real studio was under construction. At the microphone are Maria
Barrett and Bill McNeil. Standing in the control room is Harry Boyle, the executive
producer, and sitting zn the producer's position (to Boyle's right) is sound effects
man Bill Roach. NM IONA!. HILISI ARCHIVES
-

In 1952 there were seventeen producers looking after both networks. With the
need for many new shows, producers had to be added to produce the
replacements for the lost American shows. Many new radio program ideas were
developed, dropped and other new ideas took their place.
The Dominion network affiliate stations missed the American " hits" and
persuaded the CBC to develop anew evening show called "Assignment." In 1956
this was to be CBC's answer to its problems. Iwas producer- director under Harry
Boyle, who was acting as the first executive producer in CBC radio. Boyle was an
excellent leader and finagler. He squeezed enough money out of the CBC to create
and build anew type of studio to suit this new type of radio. It was built to my
specifications and it served its purpose for many years. / twas an exciting time
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and one of the few encouraging projects to happen for some years. The program
was to be a super- magazine of the air and was to involve radio stations right
across the country. The staff Boyle collected was excellent, and we had many
triumphs.
Perhaps the most remarkable item was the interview with Sam McLaughlin
of General Motors. Old Sam was in his nineties and capricious. He refused to be
interviewed. Then Dave Price learned that he had aheart problem. Price boldly
went to Sam's daughter and reminded her that her father was mortal after all,
and it would be a tragedy if the old man died without being recorded for
posterity. With her persuasion Sam was finally recorded, and we used almost
every minute of it. Once Sam got into the swing of the session he opened up
completely and revealed a great deal of new information about himself, his
family, and of course, General Motors.
Early in the history of " Assignment" the Hungarian revolution broke out. It
was impossible to get reliable information because of the confusion surrounding
the whole revolt. We knew the Canadian Red Cross had sent aman to Budapest,
and on awild chance we decided to phone him there, knowing that the phone
system would have been cut off. Not at all. We got several reports, including one
we were taping when the Soviet tanks started moving into the streets.
Later, CKEY in Toronto followed our lead, and not only recorded an eyewitness
account of the tank attack but the accompanying sound of gunfire. Nowadays
with " As It Happens" and other programs this type of reporting is common. But
at that time it was arewarding brand-new technique.
After agrueling six months Ileft the show and went on to other assignments.
Radio audiences were shrinking and television audiences were becoming
bigger and bigger. Television was creeping across the country as money became
available to establish new television stations. In 1956 more than 80 percent of
Canadians were within range of atelevision station. But these operated only at
night. This meant that most daytime listeners missed their favorite American
soaps and didn't much care for the Canadian substitutes. There was also a
fiercely loyal evening radio audience that hated all the changes that were
taking place because of the pressures of television. It was ano-win situation.
Technically radio was falling farther and farther behind. CRC's transmitters
were designed and located to serve large rural audiences, but the action had
moved to the urban communities. The AM transmitters were old, obsolete and
incapable of coping with the new higher quality sound produced by the new
technology. The private sector re-equipped as fast as they could. CRC couldn't
because of the need for resources and money for television.
Another source of frustration came from the Bell Telephone Company. It
insisted that broadcasters had to use expensive broadcast quality lines for radio.
Regular telephones were not acceptable or legal so far as radio shows were
concerned. The CBC has apolicy that says " the Crown cannot and must not break
the law." But across the street, the private stations were building a large
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"The Don Sims Show" ... alate night effort. This was Sims' second personal show.
His first was extremely successful and never duplicated. Remember " What's Your
Beef?" Shown here are Jim Coutts, Judy LaMarsh, Norman Depoe, Sims and Keith
Davey, later Senator Davey. NATIONAL FILM ARCHIVES

following with phone-in shows. To increase the problems in the CBC, technical
experts tried to force producers to use portable tape machines for " phone-like"
items because the quality was clearly superior. The effect of these pressures
delayed CBC's use of telephones and gave the private sector adistinct advantage.
In ' he mid- 1960s radio phone-in programs became amajor component of
private broadcasting. In Vancouver, morning radio was an endless parade of
phone-in shOws discussing the most intimate subjects. Two of the most
outstanding phone-in announcers were Jack Webster and Pat Burns. Jack, in his
gruff delightful way, had a super show that, I think, provoked legitimate
public debate of many major issues. We thought so highly of him that we
included him as amajor part of " Assignment"
Ican't speak so highly of his rival, Pat Burns. Burns built up an enormous
audience in Vancouver by discussing subjects that even ol' Jack Webster
wouldn't touch. Burns not only opened up very personal subjects on the air but
shocked many listeners with his comments. Shocked them so much that they
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didn't dare miss his show to hear what he would do next. As well as the phone-in
show in the morning Burns also had his other show, aphone-out show! Burns
was so confident that he called people he thought he would like to talk to. He
asked Premier Cheddi Jagan of British Guiana " if he really was acommunist."
To his credit he called George Lincoln Rockwell, the leader of the American
Nazi party, " a lunatic." Burns eventually went to Montreal, where he caused
such astorm that the station that employed him was on the carpet at the Board of
Broadcast Governors.
During the Dark Ages the CBC really had an excellent group of producers,
performers and writers, and there were actually some very successful radio
shows. Unfortunately most of these excellent programs were broadcast at night
when the audience they needed was watching television. CBC incorporated
double exposure for some shows, which meant that programs were heard twice,
once in the daytime and then " double exposed" at night. It didn't help solve the
basic problem.
Bob Weaver developed -Anthology" in order to encourage good short story
and short subject writing. He succeeded so spectacularly that he is considered the
godfather of Canadian writing. Almost every successful contemporary writer in
Canada has benefited from Weaver's guidance and encouragement. Weaver has
been quoted as saying he " was the only producer who knew all of the show's
listeners by their first names." A variation of this story was that when Kildare
Dobbs sold apoem to " Anthology" nobody heard it, because Bob Weaver was
having aparty that night and all of the " Anthology" listeners were at Weaver's
house. In fact, the show had an audience that exceeded 52,000. This is agreater
"circulation" than all the poetry magazines and books combined, according to
the CBC.
There are two radio personalities surviving the Dark Ages today. Or three, if
you count Alan McFee. In McFee's case it's the CBC that survived. There was
never any doubt about McFee. The other two are Clyde Gilmour and Max
Ferguson.
"Gilmour's Albums" is the only continuing program from an era when such
programs were common. His program is based on his own collection of records
and reflects his wide knowledge and interest in records. Gilmour's philosophy is
that " A man's program is supposed to reflect his own outlook." Throughout the
years Gilmour's program has always rated close to the top of CBC music
programming. Ithink it is because he sounds like anice guy ( he is). He sounds as
if he knows his business ( he does). He has awry sense of humor that's never cruel
(true). He sounds as if he treasures every record he has collected ( well, almost
every record). Gilmour is assisted by his wife Barbara, akey member of their
team. He was honored with the Order of Canada in 1975.
Max Ferguson's record is not quite so continuous. He disappeared off and on
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Hoked-up picture of " The Max Ferguson Show" with Alan McFee sitting while
Ferguson does the work! NATIONAL FILM ARCHIVES

to try television, new ideas and life-styles. His most spectacular hiatus was when
he moved to Neil's Harbour in Cape Breton. He proclaimed to the world that
this rugged country would give him the life-style he always wanted. It turned
out, after numerous radio reports from Cape Breton, that life by the sea was alot
tougher than Ferguson had imagined.
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Ferguson's career started at CFPL in London, where he teamed up with Doug
Trowell. These two funny men egged each other on and developed awonderful
sense of the ridiculous. Ferguson joined the CBC in Halifax. In an attempt to
conceal his identity on a " Hillbilly" show he created his famous Rawhide
character. The character was an instant success and "The Rawhide Show"
followed. "The Rawhide Show" satirized public figures and types, including
Marvin Mellowbell, an egotistical radio announcer; Arnprior, arustic from the
Ottawa valley; Prime Minister Diefenbaker and women's commentator Kate
Aitken. Ferguson created little dramas by voicing all the parts and acting as his
own sound-effects man. The show was so popular that several of his sketches
were recorded commercially. To illustrate Ferguson's sense of humor here is an
excerpt from the liner notes of the record.
Operation Kate.
In the finest tradition of csc Outside Broadcasts, Marvin Mellowbell brings us a
word picture of one of the Canadian Army's largest training schemes in the far
North. The purpose of the scheme, involving 15,000 men, is to test the worth of
Kate Aitken's latest cookbook, which she is hoping to sell to the Canadian
government, entitled... " 25 Wonderful Things You Can Do With Snow." The
actual voices of paratroops in the field are heard, not to mention adear old soul
of 90 who drifts down onto the Arctic waste hurling imprecations at TcA's [ now
Air Canada] service and the rude stewardess with the handle-bar moustache who
pushed her out when all she wanted to do was visit her sister in Winnipeg."
Ferguson also published two books, one an autobiography and the other
excerpts from his sketches.
In the early 1960s Ferguson tired of " Rawhide." He developed a new
morning show without " Rawhide" but kept many of his characters in order to
create sketches based on the daily news. Announcer Alan McFee provided afoil
for the new format. " Rawhide" had presented mostly recorded folk music. The
new show included music from CBC studios originating from different parts of
Canada, an attempt by the CBC to remove the "Toronto" stigma. The new show
was called "The Max Ferguson Show," and many of the familiar " Rawhide
Players," such as James Bannerman and Kate Aitken, were replaced by
imitations of existing politicians. This show lasted through the 1960s. In 1971, a
90- minute afternoon version of "The Max Ferguson Show" was produced.
Again, McFee was apersonality, but this version included many guests such as
Fred C. Dobbs, Charlie Farquharson, Ben Wicks, Paul Rimstead and others.
Now, in the 1980s, Ferguson has anew show on FM where he introduces the
oddball music that has been his hallmark for years, and his faithful sidekick
McFee makes an occasional guest appearance, especially at Christmas.
Now well into his retirement years, the never-ending Alan McFee survives on
charm, good taste. .. and modesty. He would have us believe he goes right back
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Alan McFee explaining how the CBC
works. cm:
to the goo() old days of the Canadian Radio Broadcasting Commission prior to
1936. He admires Max Ferguson beyond imagination, in fact he says, " He's the
perfect broadcaster. He has broadcasting right by the tail, and uses it!" He
describes his pit bull terrier as " abeautiful animal, but she kills other dogs."
McFee got in trouble with CBC news when he kept inserting in the weather
forecast weather conditions at Dribble Lake, which doesn't exist.
McFee was also the announcer on Bruno Gerussi's morning radio show. He
gave an interview to CBC Times in 1969 in which he described his life and work;
"I chuckle every day. Iget up at 5 A.M., and in winter it's beautiful— hardly
anyone around in the pitch dark, the stars shining, the snow unbroken— Ilove
breaking through it. It's agreat life Ihave. I'm going steadily from 7A.M. until 11,
for astart. First with 'The Max Ferguson Show,' then Ihave thirty seconds to
dash to the Gerussi show. It's great fun, and Idon't consider it working." McFee
works alone now late at night with his " Eclectic Circus," an ideal medium for
his particular sense of the ridiculous. Motivated by the pompous nonsense CBC
continuity writers used to write to introduce classical music, McFee invented his
own " copy" supposedly based on record jackets: " Now here is Wolfgang Bach,
one of the least known Bachs who was born in 1813 and died of old age in 1815."
Radio was actually very good in the Dark Ages. CBC employed some of the
best brains in the country and certainly all the top actors and musicians. Despite
the drop in " the faithful listeners" the CBC plowed ahead with schedules much
like the 1950s. There were some changes. " Wednesday Night" became a
shortened " Tuesday Night" but James Bannerman still introduced the program. Many listeners remember Bannerman promoting almost everything on
these programs, but in fact he was often critical of what the CBC proposed as
intelligent entertainment. He once told an audience to " run for your lives, boys,
the dam has burst."
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Glenn Gould. This young genius of the piano was encouraged by CBC producer
Terrance Gibbs. These vintage shots were possibly from a CBS recording session.
The lower picture could have been taken in the CBC music library, where one of
Gould's favorite pianos was stored. cm:

Serious music, as the CBC called it, continued with regular symphony
concerts from Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg and Vancouver. The English and
French networks combined to produce cBc's "Talent Festival," which brought
along many new artists. Operas thrived, as did recitals. All in all not much
changed.
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Alan King and Barry Morse in " Touch of Greasepaint," an ideal show for good
actors. Morse returned regularly to Toronto for this show long after achieving
international fame in the TV series " The Fugitive." NATIONAL FILM ARCHIVES

Drama incorporated afew new ideas, and was really amix of the old and the
new. There were new writers coming along such as Alvin Goldman, Anthony
Lee Flanders, Kay Hill and others to compete with the old faithfuls such as Len
Peterson, Alan King and George Salverson. Several hits from years past were
revived, including " Great Days of Sail," written by Joseph Schull and produced
by J. Frank Willis. CBC Calgary revived W.O. Mitchell's classic "Jake and the
Kid," starring Fred Diehl and directed by Esse Ljungh, who happened to be
teaching at the Banff School of Fine Arts.
"The Gordie Tapp Show" is a good example of the action in light
entertainment shows. The program incorporated music from across the country
and introduced new talent. Tapp's comic talents were abig feature of the show.
There were few straight comedy shows then. Comedy was incorporated in other
productions. The best was " The Rod and Charles Show." Other light
entertainment programs were the usual folk song type, or the Carl Tapscott
Singers, dance orchestras, etc.
"Touch of Greasepaint" with Barry Morse and Alan King was acontinuing
half-hour series until Morse went to Hollywood. These two outstanding actors,
with one invited guest per program, presented a play or a playwright using
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"Ideas," the program with brains, has always maintained ahigh standard
throughout the years. In this 1971 shot left-wing Mel Watkins talks to right-wing
economist John Kenneth Galbraith. RORER l' (.. RAGSDAI.I.
illustrative excerpts combined with some sound effects. Another -star" performance was "Stories" with John Drainie. These short programs five days aweek
at 1:45 P.M. gave Drainie, one of Canada's greatest actors, achance to read stories.
Most of the stories were short and generally very well written. Many of them were
written by Canadians. It was an ideal combination of good writing and good
reading.
"Trans Canada Matinee," which started in the 1950s, was aperennial that
carried on until the 1970s. This was athinking person's radio, balancing issues
of concern with entertainment. It was broadcast in the mid-afternoon.
In the late 1960s the national phone-in show " Cross-Country Checkup" was
created. This was the forerunner of the long and lively Sunday afternoon series
on which every possible subject has been dissected, trisected and heaven knows
what.
"Concern" represented another new idea. This was areligious program with
a difference. It was designed to examine important social and philosophical
issues without following specific dogma. Peter Meggs was the original host.
"Ideas" originated about the same time. It was an academic program, much
like a university journal, that presented scientific and philosophical papers
involving speakers from around the world.
All these " brainy" programs had asmall but loyal and grateful audience.
THE DARK AGES
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CBC Christmas greeting for 1969
showing Helen Hutchison, John
Kastner, Juliette, and Clyde
Gilmour. ROBER
RAC:SIMLARadio news was slow to change. Until the 1970s "The World at Six" was the
most advanced newscast. It presented more " in depth" reporting using the new
tape recorders that were coming on the market. The rest of the newscasts were
read by news readers and were supplemented by reports from other newsrooms
around the world. CBC radio staff wanted to set up anews service using more of
their own reporters, but this took a long time to develop.
By 1962 the Dominion network affiliates wanted out of the CBC because the
CBC was not keeping up with the times. As a result the CBC dropped the
Dominion network and combined what was left on the Dominion schedule,
including " Assignment," into the CBC radio network. The old Trans Canada
network, as such, disappeared. CJBC, the " mother station" of the Dominion
network, was transferred to the French part of the CBC and became aFrenchlanguage station.
Within the CBC there was aphilosophical war being waged between the oldtimers, who thought the solution was to ignore television and just produce good
radio shows in the happy conviction that the " loyal and sensible" radio fans
would support the CBC, and the young turks who wanted to react and change
everything to accommodate the new circumstances. The young turks lost.
Years later abright young radio producer, Mark Starowicz, said to Globe and
Mail columnist Blaik Kirby, " Radio has lived through the dark ages."
Private radio prospered while CBC radio floundered. Each station developed
a " sound" aimed at aspecific audience; teenage kids, young " with it" adults, or
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"Sunday Morning" before the revolution!
Each region had agroup of experts.
Shown here is Miller Stewart ( my father)
as the Neighborly News man; Bob Keith,
the Ontario Gardener; J. Frank Willis as
interviewer for " Voice of the Pioneer."
Behind Frank is George Finstad,
announcer, and Bill McNeil, host.
McNeil took over " Voice of the Pioneer"
after Willis' death. NATIONAL FILM ARCHIVES
the older more conservative folk, such as those who listened to CFRB in Toronto
or cjAD in Montreal. More importantly, private radio realized that prime time
was now in the morning. There was one real problem though. Radio sales
departments, which have great power when it cornes to program decisions, were
forcing stations to change with each audience rating report. Stations kept
changing the " sound" to try and catch the latest trend. In some cases radio
stations that obtained their license on the basis that they were going to
concentrate on country-and-western music suddenly became rock ' n' roll
stations. Eventually broadcast regulators stepped in and required radio stations
to operate within their " sound."
Many CBC radio staff abandoned radio in the 1960s because there appeared to
be no end to the frustration, confusion, low budgets and complaints about the
network and Toronto.
In order to encourage radio staff, the CBC declared that radio was the " senior
service," but that impressed nobody. In the annual reports, radio was always
given extensive coverage and encouragement, but that was about it. In 1965 the
Fowler Report criticized the CRC for neglecting radio and CBC replied:
The CBC: volunteered its view to the Committee that radio had been neglected
due to the pressures of television. We also stated this was being remedied
through the Corporation's reorganization. which is now well in progress.
Program results on the English and French networks will be apparent this year,
with more to come in 1966.
The suggestion that cBc: engage more vigorously in local programming is
one of degree. It is something encouraged by the Corporation within limits
imposed by resources and priority of responsibilities.
The radio staff were encouraged to hear this admission but really didn't expect
many changes in the CBC.
It's ironic that this CBC report was submitted to Judy LaMarsh, then
Secretary of State, who had been very critical of the CBC on several occasions.
Even more ironic is that the same Judy LaMarsh would be part of the
Renaissance of radio in the 1970s.

"As It Happens" with Harry Brown and Barbara Frum.
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The Renaissance
1970-1980

HE RENAISSANCE

of

CBC

radio originated

in adocument entitled " CBC English Radio Report, May 1970." A very dull title
for an explosive report, written by Peter Meggs, host of the program " Concern,"
and Doug Ward, aToronto producer. It reviewed the performance of CBC radio
since the onset of television in 1952 and found that " Canadians generally do not
care much for what CBC radio is providing at present.... Canadian radio
broadcasting exists to serve the needs and desires of Canadians in the context of
their daily lives. Those needs and desires have changed dramatically over the past
decades. CBC radio hasn't."
The Meggs-Ward report concluded that " there is but one alternative open to
the Corporation. That is to renew radically the present radio service to meet the
demands of the mandate of the seventies. Such renewal will involve a new
understanding of network service; one which is truly national rather than
Toronto oriented, one which employs all appropriate new delivery systems
rather than merely lines and microwave, one which permits far greater flexibility
of scheduling to explore local as well as national aspects of the mandate, which
emphasize greater exchange of program material, greater listener involvement,
which attempts to reach new constituencies while renewing contact meaningfully with groups we used to serve. We envisage radio services rather than merely
arigid network ... services which would make fuller use of program material
after it is broadcast and which would adhere to objectives developed in a
participatory manner across the system."
They also recommended a two-part radio system. Radio One would
concentrate on shorter forms of information and lighter entertainment ( though
not exclusively), and Radio Two would concentrate on more extended programs
of the arts and information. Radio One would use AM transmitters and Radio

Two would use FM. This scheme was approved by the CBC board of governors
but later stopped by the Canadian Radio Broadcasting Commission because
they thought AM listeners would suffer in the early years of development.
The timing of the Meggs-Ward report was useful. The CBC was being
reorganized into two divisions, English and French. This meant shorter
reporting lines for radio staff to their vice-president, Eugene Hallman.
And the statements in the report were true. It catalogued fifteen years of
inadequacies. The staff morale rose immediately because there in an official CBC
report were their favorite complaints... in living color! What was even more
satisfying for the staff was that this report was ordered up by the president of the
George Davidson, and he and his board were going to read it. For once, a
real look at what was happening in CBC radio was going to reach the people who
CBC,

could do something about it. The report presented aseries of recommendations
everybody could agree with. The report not only wiped out many of CBC's old
obligations, but ushered in awhole new philosophy of programming.
The Meggs-Ward report threw out all the old attitudes of the radio mandate,
all the old conventions, all the old loyalties and demanded that any new idea be
tested with the new needs of radio listeners. They made twenty-one recommendations which would result in a totally new organization with its own
executives, long-term planning, extensive technical changes and, above all,
participation in CBC radio of ordinary Canadians from all parts of Canada.
"Experts" were out. Ordinary folk were " in." They were asking for peoples'
radio with a small " p."
The CBC board supported these proposals. What had been fifty-three separate
radio programs from sign on until 6 P.M. became nine program blocks.
One of the first post-report programs was " Radio Free Friday." Produced by
Doug Ward, this Friday night program was contemporary and upbeat, and used
bright, lucid people who were good talkers. Ward was trying to replace written
material with bright talk. The hosts were Louise Delisle and Peter Growski.
This show lost its time slot to " As It Happens."
"As It Happens" had begun before the Meggs-Ward report was published. It
was an experimental program developed by Val Cleary. In 1969 it was on once a
week. The next year it ran Monday through Thursday from after the 6P.M. news
to 8P.M. local time. It was alive program that was " roller coastered" for six hours
each night. Roller coastering was aCBC term to describe acontinuous program
that originated in Toronto but was broadcast at first in the Atlantic provinces.
After an hour, Ontario and Quebec would join, then the Prairies, etc., till the
program ended in British Columbia. Each time zone would drop off after two
hours. " As It Happens" was the first Canadian show to use the telephone as its
basic method of gathering items. Every night for six hours there was a
continuous relay of phone calls going out around the world. Unfortunately, the
phone system was not too reliable and some guests were not available at the right
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Margaret Lyons' " brash young man,"
Mark Starowicz, onetime executive
producer of "As It Happens," founder of
"Sunday Morning" and now in television
as executive producer of " The Journal."
CBC

time, so agreat deal of music was used to cover the delays. Since the program and
the phone calls were all live, the program was literally " As It Happens." The
first host was Phillip Forsyth and the announcer was Harry Brown.
The original budget for " As It Happens" was $ 50,000. Ten years later the
budget had increased tenfold. The audience increased proportionately.
In 1971, Colin MacLeod was the executive producer. He hired Barbara Frum
as the host of the show. Her orders were " to provide an iconoclastic, zippy,
nightly information package. Speak to everybody, not just to the few who
genuflect to the sound of amid-Atlantic accent." " As It Happens" was still roller
coastering but it had become aware of the wasted effort for the odd lucky story.
The producers changed the program to a tight information package with
practically no music. The show was recorded and rebroadcast across the country
each weeknight after the 6 P.M. news until 8 P.M.
In 1973, Mark Starowicz, a Toronto Star reporter, became executive
producer. In her book As It Happened (
McClelland and Stewart, 1976) Barbara
Frum credits Starowicz with understanding the potential for the format. He had
"the panache and energy to realize the [ show's] possibilities. While Idid the
interviews in the studio downstairs, he paced, yelled, motivated and inspired in
the offices upstairs. It was Mark who made ' As It Happens' into a newsgathering machine, and it was he who made everyone who worked on staff
believe that ' As It Happens' was the most exciting journalistic enterprise going.
. . . It was his cross in life that there just weren't enough big stories in the world to
exhaust his flare for covering them."
Journalist Walter Stewart maintained that after Starowicz took over the
show, any responsible journalist simply had to listen to every show just to keep
in touch with the world. It is well-known that many American journalists
THE RENAISSANCE
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welcomed the arrival of " As It Happens" on radio in the United States for the
same reason.
"The history of CBC radio is the history of defeating distance," wrote Mark
Starowicz in a CBC staff magazine article. ' As It Happens' is built on the
telephone as the basic technology .... apocket production ... astrong core staff,
with arapid, mobile technology. ' As It Happens' .. . contains sixteen items each
day. The interviews are all by telephone, primarily with principals in the news,
and secondarily with journalists, analysts and specialists around the world.
"The ' As It Happens' contact list, accumulated over ten years, is amassive,
minutely cross-indexed system of some 8,000 names, specialists and telephone
numbers.... The program operates out of one studio, equipped with special
telephone filters and a system which allows linking various calls together to
form panels even though the participants are thousands of miles apart."
Each broadcast morning the staff of ten producers decided the content for
that day's production. By 1P.M., the phone calls started coming into the studio
where Barbara Frum conducted the interviews using notes supplied by the
producers. After recording, the items were edited to size and set aside for
scripting. Later in the session the whole program was put together.
"As It Happens" has experienced many extraordinary " scoops" over the
years. In her book, As It Happened, Barbara Frum outlines just afew of the
highlights of her career on the program. People can't resist the demanding ring
of the telephone. This has been exploited to the hilt by " As It Happens." It even
includes a bank robber who was holding eleven people hostage in a bank;
among his demands was $ 10 million in gold. " As It Happens" also happened to
reach Andrei Sakharov in his Moscow apartment at the moment a group of
dissidents were drafting anews release about Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn's expulsion by Soviet authorities in 1974. Mrs. Solzhenitsyn just happened to be there,
and Frum interviewed her too. " As It Happens," knowing this was anews scoop,
offered it to the Canadian Press, the Globe and Mail and the Toronto Star. None
of them would touch it. Harrison Salisbury of the New York Times did, though,
and Canadians who missed the broadcast learned about it through the New York
Times wire service, which gave " As It Happens" the byline. The show could no
longer be ignored by Canadian news agencies, which was a great source of
satisfaction to the whole crew.
One characteristic Starowicz established for the show was tenacity. " As It
Happens" picked up the Watergate story in its early days and stayed with it
through many months. Another, less serious example was when New York State
decided that the beaver should be adopted as the animal to represent New York
State. By staging arelentless campaign " As It Happens" stopped this evil and
wicked deed. Another evil and wicked deed " As It Happens" had less success
with was the " Save Viewpoint" campaign. CBC television had decided to drop
"Viewpoint," a five-minute commentary that followed the 11 P.M. news each
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"The Royal Canadian Air Farce" with Dave Broadfoot, Don Ferguson, John
Morgan, Roger Abbott and Luba Goy. The most versatile and talented of the CBC
comedy groups. ( :BC
night. The host was Earl Cameron. " As It Happens" saw this as an opportunity
to deliver afew barbs at television. They were ably assisted by another current
affairs radio program, "The Royal Canadian Air Farce." Despite the campaign,
"Viewpoint- was dropped, and Earl Cameron retired.
From time to time " As It Happens" became the news. During the Watergate
investigations in Washington eighteen-and- half minutes of buzz appeared on
one of the Nixon tapes. This brought out the world's experts on audio tape
editing, most of whom declared that they could tell if atape was edited or not.
"As It Happens" developed achallenge for them by issuing atape of aBarbara
Frum interview. The experts were to declare whether the tape had been edited,
and if so, how and where. None passed the test. The tape became evidence at the
Watergate hearings, and was used later in the Kennedy assassination investigation by New Orleans district attorney Jim Garrison. " As It Happens — mad
genius, Max Allen, working from his editing room, had placed the show in the
news.
"As It Happens" continues to this day. Alan Maitland joined the show in
1974. Barbara Frum has since moved to television. Elizabeth Gray has succeeded
her. It was the first show of the Renaissance of CBC radio to develop alarge loyal
audience.
1976 was the year of " Sunday Morning."

CBC,

in an insane decision, took its

most successful programs, " Sunday Supplement" and " Sunday Magazine,"
which were reaching more than 600,000 listeners, and replaced them with anew
show produced by Mark Starowicz. Margaret Lyons, the program director for
radio, declared that "' Sunday Morning' will be anewspaper of the air.
Its first hour, at atime when people are hustling over breakfast and don't want to

CBC AM
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Alan Maitland can sound
as pompous as the most
stuffy of the CBC
announcers and yet
"punch" his copy like a
commercial announcer.
His versatility has been
demonstrated in all sorts
of shows, including
"Maitland Manor" in the
late forties, "Audio" in the
fifties and "As It
Happens" ever since. csc
"The Dragon Lady,"
Margaret Lyons, vicepresident of English radio
broadcasting. She's
responsible for most of the
big changes in CBC radio
over the last fifteen years.
(:BC

pay attention to long items, will be Page One. It will have mostly hard news and
public affairs items, plus some reviews. The second hour will be a feature
section, concentrating on pocket documentaries and some arts coverage. The
final hour will have longer features including Watson-LaPierre and ' New
Theatre.'"
Mark Starowicz declared " radio has lived through its dark ages and now
we're in acompletely imperialistic mood. The country is up for grabs, and CBC
radio is just going to go. The CBC is no longer just going to appeal to the elite."
Referring to the production methods, Starowicz said, "This is either going to be
the biggest program or the biggest disaster in radio history." Fortunately it
turned out to be the biggest program
expensive.

CBC

has ever produced. It was also the most

Mark Starowicz was given an almost blank check and turned loose on
"Sunday Morning." He developed asecond " pocket production." This time the
technology was the cassette tape recorder. These small, relatively cheap
machines are as portable as a purse and produce excellent quality material.
Television production techniques were employed. "The program is produced
virtually like a television magazine. In the sense that documentary reports are
always done by correspondents on the location of the event, they are graphic and
highly visual.
"So, first strategy, go there. Second, make it sound like you are there....
Make it like aTV news report.... You have achieved through sound avisual
backdrop, action.. . you have duplicated camera techniques . . . the screen is the
listener's mind."
Even with his big budget he couldn't afford to send his staff to every corner of
the world. Again he developed alarge collection of " stringers"; Starowicz called
them "contributors," reporters in the countries involved. He sent them portable
cassette machines and abooklet on how to prepare items for " Sunday Morning."
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In some cases contributors were brought in for training and briefing. "The
contributor ships the raw interviews and actuality scenes, along with recorded
continuity scripts, to the central office, where the program is geared t6 assemble
up to fifteen such raw documentary reports arriving in one thirty- six- hour
period between Friday night and air time Sunday."
The biggest difference between " As It Happens" and " Sunday Morning" is
that the writing, reporting and research are more extensive on " Sunday
Morning." " As It Happens — reporting is like daily news reporting, while
"Sunday Morning" is more like magazine reporting, with much more time
assigned per story and much more original research and, of course, on- the-scene
recordings. Even the " on air" hosts travel weekly to cover major stories.
The original hosts were Bronwyn Drainie ( daughter of famous radio actor
John Drainie) and Bruce Rogers. When Rogers left the show after five months
Warner Troyer joined it. Troyer remained until June 1979, when he left to work
in Sri Lanka. Patrick Martin, ayoung journalist from radio's " Capital Report,"
took over.
From Friday evening until broadcast there was amad flurry of activity as the
reports started to come in via lines from London, for Asia, Africa and Middle
East material; New York for the u.S. and South America; and Vancouver for the
Pacific countries. Sleeping was not encouraged until after the broadcast. Some
staff who couldn't handle the strain described Starowicz as a " radio junkie."
"Our aim," wrote Starowicz, " is to make people who think CBC is boring and
would rather listen to CHUM [
a Toronto rock station] appreciate the more
serious, in-depth material. We are trying to make it attractive without changing
the integrity of the content." Starowicz required reporters to find interesting
backgrounds for their items. If an earthquake occurred they had to get the sounds
of the shovels digging out the buried bodies. They used the sound effects of a
typewriter to introduce awriter. The program itself started with the sound of a
high-quality camera. This deliberate contradiction set up the show which
reported a " week in the life of the world."
Besides the sound illustrations, each story had to have abeginning, amiddle
and an end. For normal reports this is not aproblem. For major ongoing stories
such as awar that became aproblem. The similarity of " Sunday Morning" to
Time magazine reporting was obvious. " Sunday Morning" was almost as sure of
their " facts" as Time is.
The show was an overwhelming success, attracting as large audiences as CBC
television newscasts. The show continues without Starowicz. In the summer of
1980 CBC television was looking for abright young producer to develop anew
type of news show to be seen at 10 P.M. each night. Not surprisingly, Starowicz
was appointed executive producer of " The Journal." Equally unsurprising was
that Barbara Frum left " As It Happens" for " The Journal." "The Journal" has
been avery successful television program.
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Peter Growski (clowning
in the studio) is one of the
best things that has
happened to radio in
years. (1975 photo)
NORM CHAMBERLIN

Another program slot that became part of the " radio revolution," aCBC catch
phrase, was on weekday mornings. " Audio" had become "The Bruno Gerussi
Show," which in 1968 became a network show. It had a loyal and loving
following but it wasn't meeting what CBC perceived as its needs in CBC's
"information radio," another new catch phrase at CBC. "This Country in the
Morning" was initiated in the fall of 1971, with hosts Helen Hutchinson and
Peter Growski. One CBC executive described " This Country in the Morning" as
the first CBC show to reach a " mega-audience." Ithink this meant that the CBC
liked the show. Idid.
Peter Growski, in his book Peter Growski's Book About This Country in the
Morning (
Hurtig, 1974), describes the show. " We were 'This Country in the
Morning'— a radio program of conversations, puzzles, games, essays, recipes,
advice, music, nostalgia, contests, skits, at guments and emotions. Were we
trying to keep the country together? The best answer Icould think of was 'no.'
But Alex Frame, the executive producer, once said that if you wanted to do that, a
rope would be much better than aradio program. We were, Ithink, adaily event.
Our mood could be changed by anything from an interoffice argument to the
weather, or by the fact that someone on the program was feeling horny— which
is how, incidentally, we decided one morning in late February to start collecting
signs of spring. Furthermore, we were live— or at least what broadcasters call
'live to tape' . . . in three years we originated from nearly three dozen places from
St. John's to Tuktoyaktuk."
"The show worked," wrote Growski. " It worked because a lot of people,
some of whom hated each other and some of whom loved each other ( and the
permutations were not always constant), cared about it. People in other units
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used to call us ' the family,' and, although the nickname was not

born in aflattering way— it originated, Ithink, about the time of the Manson
murders— it was ahard one to dispute. What drew us together was the program."
Helen Hutchinson was an integral part of the program in its formative
months, but she was tempted away by many attractive offers from television.
"There is nothing artificial about Danny," wrote Growski about his friend
Danny Finkleman. " Both on the air and off he is funny, warm, outrageous, selfmocking, silly, kind, outspoken and agood guy to play shuffleboard or anything
else with. On the air he talked about his hair problems ( he had none), his love life
(the only secret he ever kept was the fact that he was going to be married about a
month before the program ended), his running, his weight, his cooking, his
friends, his unique way of life ( Tv sports and gambling, takeout foods and an
addiction to the telephone) and his apparent inability to do things well. There is
something he does very well, which is to be Danny Finkleman."
About Growski, " He has managed to run the Big Nice of morning radio into
three of the most vital, engaging and talked about hours in any medium—and
himself into one of the most vital, engaging and talked- to broadcasters this
country has ever known," said Marci McDonald of the Toronto Star.
Alex Frame, the producer, and Peter Growski were wooed away from radio
in 1974 by television. Together they created the television show " 90 Minutes
Live," a late-night talk show.
Politician and lawyer Judy LaMarsh was appointed host, and the show was
renamed " Judy." LaMarsh had developed quite a reputation as a " bitch on
wheels," and perhaps the CBC hoped she would continue to make sparks three
hours each morning. But LaMarsh realized that you can't sustain this type of
image, and she became adelightful host. " Idon't invite people into the studio to
carve them up," she said. She had agreat act to follow and she didn't really make
a big impression with the radio audience. She did, however, receive strong
loyalty from the show's staff. But LaMarsh's health was failing, and she left the
show after one year.
Several other hosts and combinations followed, including Michael Enright,
Harry Brown and Maxine Crook. It wasn't until 1977, when Don Harron
became host of " Morningside," that things really picked up again. Harron, an
accomplished actor and writer, created adistinctly different type of program,
though it incorporated most of the same ingredients. Harron was sophisticated,
flashy and extremely witty. There was more use of actors in items. Many plays
running locally across the country were presented, in part, by their casts. Visiting
actors read lines with Harron. It was an overwhelming success with weekly
audiences of over a million listeners. But after five years Harron tired of the
incredibly long hours and lack of social life. Michael Enright said the show
"leaves your brains like guacamole."
Growski returned in September 1982, to the delight of his many fans.
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Don Harron of
"Morningside."
Doug Randle and Ron
Solloway during a1968
production of "Lady
Emma." Solloway has
risen to asenior position
in entertainment
programming.
NATIONAL FILM ARCHIVES

The news department benefited from the radio revolution. The news pushed
forward in two directions. It developed a strong local presence. By 1978 each
newsroom had at least three local reporters to cover the local community. This
move, albeit late, was a welcome improvement, because it made the local
newscast relevant to the audience. The second thrust was to develop national
reporters in local newsrooms who would contribute to the national newscasts
from across the country. This prevented Toronto from kiting newsmen into
small communities to cover national stories. It also developed more in-depth
reporting. There were now five-minute newscasts hourly, and amajor newscast
on the " Worlds — at 8 A.M. and 6 P.M. and the /0 P.M. "National." Sports
reporting was beefed up with additional local staff who were incorporated into
local newscasts. The national newsroom developed specialist reporters to cover
specific subjects such as agriculture and science.
Current affairs, by CBC definition, is information, discussion and opinion
that will be of an immediate nature. Programs that performed acurrent affairs
function in 1978 included " Sunday Morning," " As It Happens," " Morningside," " Sunday Magazine," " Ideas," " Cross-Country Checkup," " Concern,"
- Between Ourselves," " Our Native Land," " Quirks & Quarks," "The Eric
Friesen Show." " Arts National," " Canada Watch" and " Nightcap." With more
than six hours daily of news and current affairs in the morning, noon, and late
afternoon, as well as the programs listed above, most of the radio staff and most
of the radio air time was devoted to news and current affairs. There wasn't much
left for the arts.
In the arts areas, each concert or play needed publicity in order to attract an
audience. They were not getting it. In fact, the publicity department of the CBC
became so ineffective it was referred to as " the Secret Service." In 1970, the year
the Federal government froze the CBC budget, the CBC stopped the weekly
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Typical CBC morning, noon
or drive- home show setup.
Here is a Toronto shot
showing the " round table"
where several people can
work at the same time.
Shown here is guest King
Clancy, sportscaster Fred
Walker, host Harry Brown
and sportscaster George
Duffield. NORM CHAMBERLIN

OUR NATIVE LAND
Eeturday
6,10 pa on CHO KADIO

Vintage " Quirks b• Quarks - with
Ivan Fecarz and David Suzuki. CBC

Our Native Land," one of my
favorite programs. Shown are
Robert Altiman, Elizabeth Samson
and Johnny Yesno. Yesno was the.
on-air host. NATION I. FILM ARCHIVES
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1973 production of Murray Schafer's "Lustro." Shown are Marius Constant, Phyllis
Mailing, Schafer and producer Irving Glick. Musicians please note Schafer's "score"
is not your average pentatonic five bar scale music. ROBERT C.. RAGSDALE

publication of CBC Times, which listed program times and included publicity
items about programs and performers. This had little effect on television but it
was a serious loss to radio. Newspapers and magazines covered television
extensively, but nothing covered radio. For eight years there was no listing of CBC
radio programs available. Listeners who wanted to hear aspecific program had
to phone the local CBC: station for information.
The arts part of the CBC missed the boat in the 1970 report by Peter Meggs and
Doug Ward. In 1976, Doug Field, John Douglas and Harold Redekopp came out
with their own. It was called -Report of the CRC Radio Study Group on
Programming of and about Arts, Music & Drama." Field was aradio executive in
Edmonton, Douglas adrama producer in Halifax, and Redekopp was amusic
producer in Winnipeg.
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CBC staged aStravinsky Festival and invited the maestro to Toronto to conduct
several of his works for radio and television. Show here is Keith Morrow, head of
the television network, Stravinsky and a rare shot of Geoff Waddington.
Waddington shunned cameras. He was an outstanding head of CBC music in the
1950s and was responsible for the development of the CBC Symphony Orchestra
and the CBC Opera. His talent has never been truly recognized. RoBERI RA(.SDALE
The report was very critical of the Meggs-Ward report, suggesting that they
didn't know much about music, drama or the arts, and that their " study" of them
had been superficial. The idea of incorporating the arts into local and network
magazine programs was not good enough as far as this group was concerned.
This was aplea to redress the wrongs by establishing support for the arts. It is an
interesting report, because it examined CBC'S role in the arts communities in
Canada and redefined many areas that had been neglected since the old days of
the Massey commission. It is well-written with large doses of passion,
nationalism and humor. For example, here's the definition of news from a
current affairs producer: " If the conductor shoots the first violinist that's news. If
the orchestra murders Mozart, it ain't."
The arts report was bitter about what had happened to their audiences while
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Brian Smyth of Ottawa reading alate
night "Horror Story." This 1970s program
was one of many attempts to attract a
larger audience to nighttime radio. Smyth,
atalented announcer, also dances, sings
and writes for Ottawa musical theaters.
NATIONAL FILM ARCHIVES

current affairs and news were on the rise. " The result has been an increase in the
audience for CBC radio during the periods of the day— largely local or regional in
origination— when these programs are being broadcast. Yet programming of
and about music and the arts has not increased proportionately. Indeed, during
the same period of time, arts and music programs have gathered asmaller share
of the CBC radio audience than they did five or six years ago.
"The challenge for arts and music programming in light of audience
responses to radio in the late seventies and early eighties is clearly to compete for
time and resources with information programming. [( le: news and current
affairs)] That competition must not be lost by default." In other words, it's our
turn!
The arts report was critical of some aspects of the Meggs-Ward report, which
had stated, " Certainly many old radio formats such as variety, sporting events,
opera and many forms of drama are better suited to television and film." The arts
report comment was " The statement is too sweeping, too all-encompassing. The
report failed to substantiate its claim and delineate its language, in our view. To
lump opera together with the amorphous term ' variety' is open to serious
question."
The arts report made many recommendations, the most important of which
was to establish what art is and how it should be organized in the

CBC.

The arts

department should contain " all programming dealing with radiophonic
literature; the production of plays; poetry; literature commentary, criticism and
features. Everything else— schools, ideas, contemporary documentary on extraliterary subjects and the rest of the orphans of the past— must be moved
elsewhere." They didn't say where. exactly. All they wanted was to have them
removed from the arts department. The report suggested the creation of a
humanities department for these non-art orphans.
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"Dr. Bundolo's Pandemonium Medicine Show," British Columbia's hilarious
contribution to comedy, ran for years. Oblivious to an imminent shark attack are
(left to right) Don Clark ( music director), Dan McAfee (announcer), Jeffrey
Groberman (writer), Don Kowalchuk (producer), Lars Eastholm ( technician),
Marla Gropper, Bill Buck, Bill Reiter and Norma Grohman. They all survived.
F. LINDNER

The report also broke down drama into categories of pop daytime drama,
thriller drama, serious or mainstage, and festival of Canadian and international
stage classics for

FM

radio. All forms of drama were to be regularly scheduled so

each could develop properly.
It recommended regular poetry readings in daytime programming; regular
daily readings of serialized novels on late evening AM radio; continuation of
"Anthology," and the importation of top literature from other countries.
Another recommendation was that regional centers employ trained arts
producers to break the monopoly that Toronto had on the arts.
Variety radio as aseparate group of productions needed more C:BC support to
strengthen what had already been established. What had already been established was a whole new generation of comedy programs that were produced
before a live audience. " Dr. Bundolo" and "The Royal Canadian Air Farce"
were created after along hiatus when comedy had been supplied by "The Max
Ferguson Show," and other programs that presented recorded music. " Farce"
and " Bundolo" were created with live musicians, live singers and, more
important, live and lively comics. The arts report was so enthusiastic about this
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"Touch the Earth" with Sylvia Tyson. Beside her is
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Terry David Mulligan, host of
"The Great Canadian Gold Rush"
from 1974 to 1980. Mulligan is still
active in contemporary music,
mostly in television. cac

"live" or " live to tape" type of production, it recommended that nobody be
allowed to do comedy shows without alive audience. CBC had reservations about
this one.
The rest of this section of the report revolved around the 8to 10 P.M. time
period which, depending on the day, included half-hour productions of " Dr.
Bundolo," " Yes, You're Wrong," " Johnny Chase," " Playhouse" and " Our
Friends the Flickers." Following at 8:30 were"The Great Canadian Gold Rush,"
"Touch the Earth," "90 Minutes with a Bullet" and " Country Road." The
report suggested a greater variety of items and shortening most types of
programming so that more musical tastes could be served. " Variety Tonight,"
the current evening program, is the result.
Saturday morning was variety's prime time with " The Danny Finkleman
Show" and " The Royal Canadian Air Farce."
The report recommended the development of commercial recordings of
some of the best CBC variety material.
The report made recommendations regarding serious music. " It is proposed
that aFive-Year Strategy be developed which will allow for the two networks [ Am
and Fm] between them to broadcast all of the significant music generally
available. Within this global strategy there must be plans for each of the five
years of ' seasons." The CBC accepted this recommendation with certain
reservations. Which isn't surprising if you think about it. This was an incredible
suggestion. Besides, CBC wanted abroader spectrum than serious music for this
five-year rotation, and, of course, it was all conditional on funds being available.
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The report recommended the development of recordings of light music for
daytime programming, and to " schedule serious music programs regularly on
AM radio for people who like music but don't know much about it." It also
recommended scheduling serious music on AM and FM for " knowledgeable
people." The trouble with " serious" music is that " knowledgeable people" are
passionate about what is good and what is not. Since this report, there has been
an ongoing argument in the letters section of the Globe and Mail. There has
been apush for more Canadian opera, which is countered with the argument
that " serious" opera lovers will not listen. The evidence for this argument is that
the Metropolitan Opera in New York has never been successful with a new
opera. Opera lovers stay away in droves. Symphonic purists are almost as
dogmatic. The arts report recommended that experimental music be on both AM
and FM, presented " in amanner which will help the audience to understand and
appreciate it."
Arts reporting and reviewing was covered in the report. It called for arts
specialists to be assigned to the news department, in the same manner as news
has agriculture and science experts. They also called for regular arts news reports
to be scheduled when interested listeners could listen. This would keep the arts
community up to date.
The report concluded that the CBC Broadcast Recording group should be
elevated to program status and fully supported in recording Canadian artists, so
that producers in the CBC and elsewhere would have an extensive record library
of Canadians to draw on. In fact, this would allow the CBC to complement the
Canadian Talent Library, which appeared when the CRTC imposed Canadian
content quotas on all Canadian radio stations. CTL was developed by Standard
broadcasting through its Toronto station CFRB.
Despite orphaning the documentary makers, children, and afew other odd
souls, the arts report supported the 1970 report, and aired some of the frustration
that the arts producers were experiencing as they watched the news and current
affairs programs gain larger and larger audiences.
Concurrent with the arts report came apetition from twenty-five established
radio producers to CBC president George Davidson, objecting to " lightweight
and superficial broadcasts." These producers objected to trivializing classical
music programs by playing excerpts rather than whole symphonies. They
objected to new programs such as " Gold Rush" and "90 Minutes with aBullet"
as " not suitable for the CBC." This group of dissidents was severely criticized,
since they were internally out of step with the new ideals of arts programming as
advocated in the " Report of the CBC Radio Study Group on Programming of and
about Arts, Music 8c Drama." These " old-timers" were trying to preserve aCBC
that CBC declared no longer existed.
Both groups agreed that the success of the radio revolution had been at the
expense of the drama and musical aspects of the CBC. The CBC admitted there was
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Bob Wagstaff is not as well known outside
the CBC as Margaret Lyons. Wagstaff, now
in charge of Stereo radio, championed and
developed FM and Stereo magnificently.
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some truth in this. The result was some diversion of money and resources,
increased staff, some training, and most importantly the division of CRC radio
into two units. The FM part of radio became aseparate section with its own head
and organization. The new head was Bob Wagstaff. Wagstaff had atechnical and
music background and was apopular choice. The Stereo network originated, in
its final form, in November 1975. It became the only national FM- stereo service in
the world to span acontinent. Its main thrust was to " develop arts journalism as
part of anational service, along with the best of music recorded in Canada and
abroad. Early on we introduced amajor new drama series on ' Stereo-Festival
Theatre,' which signaled our serious intent to revitalize the area of radio drama.
... In the area of techniques and use of technology, we introduced major
initiatives. Via satellite we presented the opening of the Bayreuth Festival. We
carried the Queen's Silver Jubilee Service live from St. Paul's in London. And,
more recently, we not only returned to Bayreuth for a live transmission of
`Gotterdammerung,' but visited the Salzburg Festival for alive presentation of
Offenbach's The Tales of Hoffman. —
Only some of i
he proposals of the arts report have been implemented. Radio
drama now runs three and a half hours per week. Music production has
improved, but many of the ideas were never implemented because of limited
budgets and technical restrictions. Music recording has not developed as
recommended. This is not surprising. Few people expected all the recommendations could or would be implemented. However, many changes have been made,
resulting in increased audiences.
To read
to read the

CBC's

publicity handouts it seems that all is well with the world. But

CBC's most

recent internal report, issued in September 1983, entitled

"The English Radio Development Project," it appears that the time has come
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for another revolution. It condemns the other reports and proposes many
changes that are extremely controversial.
There is, at least, unanimity in all reports about one thing, and that is the
demand to move programs out of Toronto, and to establish regional programming as an important part of CBC radio. The result is that programs originate on
a regular basis from Vancouver (" Variety Tonight"), Edmonton (" RSVP"),
Thunder Bay (" The Arthur Black Report"), etc. This is no accident. It was a
carefully planned move. And the person most responsible for that plan was the
"Dragon Lady."
Margaret Lyons " taught old mother CBC to talk: can she teach it to sing and
dance?" So wrote Heather Robertson in a1981 Saturday Night article. Margaret
Lyons became head of the current affairs department in 1970, when the
Renaissance began, and by 1975 was head of AM radio.
She stands four feet ten inches, she's of Japanese descent and she can't be
ignored. Anybody who knows her or works for her has an opinion about her. A
strong opinion because she is a strong lady. She constantly shocks the
management and staff of the CBC because she's been known to end a phone
argument by shouting " screw off" and slamming the phone down. One moment
she is screaming " asshole!" at one of her top producers, the next day arrives at the
studio with sushi for the crew. She is loved and she is hated. She is always
respected.
"Lyons' kindergarten" members were her star producers. They were young,
and few had any training for the work she assigned. Mark Starowicz was hired as
a producer after he appeared on TV's "Viewpoint." Lyons said, " He was so
young, brash, full of assurance." Ivan Fecan was only nineteen when Lyons
hired him to produce " Quirks & Quarks." " Margaret let me run with it," said
Fecan " If she believed in you she gave you achance." She believed in many,
although not many survived.
Until the radio revolution CBC hired producers with great attention given to
their age and credits. CBC rules used to require aproducer to be aleast twenty-five
years old and have auniversity degree. Credits for high school and university
shows were considered important qualifications. Then along came Margaret
Lyons, who started hiring people she saw on " Viewpoint"! Geraldine Sherman
was working as atown planner one day and aCBC radio producer the next. " We
hire people who are well qualified academically," said Margaret Lyons, " the
policy is to give them the rudiments of the job, then leave them to it."
This may not be the usual way to train producers but it's Margaret Lyons'
way. The old established producers may shake their heads and predict adire end
for the CBC because they know that the CBC's most important asset is their
producers. But Margaret Lyons knows this too. In 1983 Pierre Juneau, the
president of the CBC, made Margaret Lyons the vice-president of CBC English
radio.
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Bill Armstrong, now executive vice-president of the CBC, has had a long radio
career. His presence will help balance the overwhelming dominance of television in
the CBC. cBc

In 1970, only 750,000 listeners accounted for most of the CBC radio audience,
and they didn't listen for extended periods of time. By the 1980s mono and stereo
radio was listened to by more than 10 percent of the total listening audience in
Canada. What is more important is that these CBC listeners tend to listen for
longer periods of time. Almost three quarters of CBC listeners now tune in
"often," and of that group three-quarters now list CBC as " their favorite station."
CBC radio has come along way since 1970.
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Heavily illustrated with nostalgic photographs,
Sandy Stewart's From Coast to Coast not only
reminds the reader of Canada's prestig ous
radio history, it also takes us on asentimental
tour of our past. From the earliest days when
radio stages resembled funeral parlours and
professi:o:nal actors had to be coached to
perform with mikes. through the frenzied coverage of royal tours
anc the years of wartime broadcasting, the autor presents all the
ma.or events in Canadian rad o. He also takes us backstage to
reveal trade secrets about the radio stars and the fun and hazards
of early and present-cay radiio sound effects and production.
From Coast to Coast is abook that will not only delight radio
buffs but all Canadians who remember the golden days of radio
wilh affection and nostalgia.
Sandy Stewart was born in Calgary, Alberta, ir 1930 and became
aradio fan shortly thereafter., Inspired by Superman and the Green
Honnet he opted for acareer in radio which he begari at CFPL in
Loidon, Ontario, at the age of eighteen. At twenty-four he was a
producer and director for CBC Radio in Toronto. In 1961 he moved
to television and was the creator, with Bill Davidson, of ' Razzie
Dazzle" and " Time of Your Life". He lives in Toronto with his wife
and two sons.
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